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Alap4 al rathc!Ill 11:!, a 11 elfluli'M

Itild 1111,02 mos!, kismly te;.icheis heyond

'Hien intellwenee kriotierok,,Axse inciedihIN undeolood
little or nothing of ilLar suf,ject; the Outs solution lay in providing
them with fool-pf-ool llitcsrooin oliderials pock:toes ornupletety

prorramincd that fools like themselve.s i:ould teach their studows
thout having to tho)I.. ahout

I do not ittuht th-Jt the conneut educator had i ptii
Not vet havino in rived in tlw tinllennitun. sve must reckon 'iUi

the existence of thousands of teucherseollege tcaclwrs, as svell
as high school teacherswho cunnot teach or cannot master their
discipline or (why doubt it?) eanoot do either. I surrender these
thousands to the protluceis 14,1thinli a

struggle.
ittit thcrc are Niter thiiiiands to hom the eminent

educator's baleful indict oi,n does not apply. !Ins hook is for

them, and for students of history ill and out of school who still
believe in the power of the written \Nord, Since they are probably
(he only pcoplo %Alto are ri-ading these lines, let Inc say: it is for

you It is written in the conviction that the more you and I think
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about on! ind thr, flu e lead iL Ileraiuuru. the

higher will he the teadiini! and our Icar
4 )1)001.1',IV, Wndil 1114 4'4". 144, pi! 414141Ir ihat ',Indalr, III

4,11 nut th,c, '(1ii than otwe dor
ow, the wotim, it OW, IlC414k h:111Ilh'i NI 1 n ill RIV (Tall

141iTI !He Inn)! I 10 \\ anyoln: eNcepl

tiI Irir, 11101 ION chola! , \!
4 4_)i' dclil;l/ly written

,..11vev; (If world horoi ) presliale to recommend and discos,.

in all held!, aneiclit and modern, h,,eletil and
-dein, political and Mr HOW ctildd :k iigIc ,L,ridcr hook

make a eredihle dent in the literature of world history"! Should I
not plan I4.4 SPelld wil)11111;!, aphy

in at It.-!ast one hundred volumes?

IIIt evcp- lime I found lamenting lie shortness of

time and space, and the vastness of world history, fold the conti-
nent-wide gaps In my own training, 1 l'enicalh42red what IN asked

tcaehers. Our gradual:: ,-Aklools; equip vciy few of them lo

any thing more than regional history -American, Europcin, Fast
Asian, or Latin American. Yet their pi mcipak and chairmen
expect thcm to teach wenld history It mam high not

a few college teuch(rs can gialufr up the courage to, teach the

T., surely any I vigil and Mighty Ilerr l)oktor Professor should
he able to find the courage to supply them and their students with

a short, manageable guide En its lit eraturc

Inevitably, such a guide eau offer only a samphog of that

literature. I he present one makes no claim to completeness; it
does not eNcfl claim to mention all the "ohsolutely indispensable"
hooks Ill any held, whatever criteria you chooe for -inchspensa-
hility," I only hope that I ll:tv`!!. sp-idiyhted some of the prohlems

51111 Will face in sorting oul. onr knowledge and some of the
hooks that would help you niuNt ii mining greater familiarity with

your stihject matter; In sell:env, l I have given pre terence
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to irecnt tit les liver older inn to MI in print; to titles available

papct had. editions. I have not attempted to stvgeNt primary
itirees, tvl tic h obviously include all the world's prose and poetry,

as well as. all \yorks of art, UMW, itid IrchilecItile, I hine steered

kar of inirst titles speolicallv intended as classroom "text-
, Ls,- I :14,./c I itci no,::cH to imcit in, a nanslored

i it o,

't hose are th astic I3itt&Iu tot think of this hook

anytninv,itiore than a gateway. In the Iffit'S rcyikT, cut, there are
often itratsiyt2 bibliographies of primary ;Ind scholutly inaterial
thnt will le; id you more deeply into any held you wish to t.,tod,. In

nistory, hi ally other scholarly discipline, onc rood boo\
;Always leads to another.

I !'ave sonic people to thank. First, Robert 1-1, Ferrell, 01-

-Indiana I niversity, who first suggested that I write this book,
Anyone who has had the kind fortune to study with Bob Ferrell
know the dt.:iith of Inc dedication to !,cholarship and teaching,
mid his strong jiversion In huinhtig in all its torn's, I dedicate

this hoolt to him,
ako grateful to Daniel Miller, my graduate research

assistant at the State University of New York at Hi nghainton,

Throughout, I have haul the firm support of Ilernard Perry and
Miriam S, Farley. of Indiana University Press, John F. Wiltz and

.honupson, also Of Indiana I Jniversity, have been most

ht ip ful.
f extend thanks and greetings to ;ill iny former

associates in the 1 listory [Wm:anon Project of the American His-
torical AsNoeiation, iiiioks in World /ii,tiory by no means bears
the imprinatur of the Pro_hxt, lmd I not accepted the invitll .

ion to join in their work during the 1969-70 academie year,
this book vould probably never have been written. Very special
th:Anks go to Pullitun of the t Iniversity of Delawam, from
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a note o: bibliographical data

AJI bibliograp iical information is taken from the 1972 edition of

Books in Print. Dates given in brackets I I indicate the first edi-

ion of a book in its original language, and the letters U.P. stand

for University Press.
If no price is listed, the book is not currently in print in

the United States. Since the prices, editions, and availability of

books are subject to constant change, readers should consult the

Must volumes of Books in Print and Paperbound Books in Print

ill any library reference room or book store for up-to-date infor-

mation.
A bullet (0) denotes that the book in question is par-

theularly suitable for reading by high school students.
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World History

1. The End of History?
As we enter the 1970's, the outlook for history in (lie classroom
and the lectuirc; ball is not bright. Some educators would use
stronger language. A distinguished American historian, Charles
G. Sellers, warns his colleagues of "the impending doom of his-
torical learnim; in the schools." In Great Britain, Mary Price
reports that ny teachers "see a real danger of history disap-
pearing from the time-table as a subject in its own right," David
F. Kellum in his recent book The Social Studies prescribes
euthanasia:

case is terminal Rather than make the attempt to re-
vitaliZe ber, I would suggest that she has lived out her normal
life. Th e. time has come to bring Clio to as swift and merciful
an cad as possible in the classroom, draw the curtain, toll the
hell, give her a burial that befits a queen, and be done with it.

Even in the colleges and universities, we postwar boom in his-
torical studies has perhaps ended at last. Students increasingly
find other disciplines more relevant to their needs.

The end of history? This is no longer an unthinkable

12 3
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thought. History figured very little in school or university cur-
ricula before the middle of the nineteenth century. It may shrink
to its previous obscurity in the last quarter of our own. Even if
patriotic organizations prevail upon school boards to spare the
study of American history from total extinction, what mercy can
the teacher of world history expect?

The study of history deserves a better fate. History
gives us insight that no other discipline can hope to provide. But
teachers and professional historians bear much of the blame for
their predicament. The scholar has for too many years cared too
little about the problems of teachers and the ways in which his-
tory can best be learned. The teacher has for too many years
imagined that students of history, unlike students of literature or
mathematics, need to be force-fed with huge helpings of "facts,"

as the French farmer fattens his geese for the tables of
gourmets. In world history, especially, many of our texts are
dull; most of our students are bored; and all of us who teach feel
ovemhelmed by the immensity of our subject.

Drastic solutions spring to mind, and some are being
tricd in schools and colleges right now. If world history is un-
popular and badly taught and too big, why not replace it with
something a little more practical? Why not world -cultures-7
World "area studies"? World "problems"? Can't the student and
teacher of history profit from the findings of scholars in the
"other" social sciences?

There has never been a time in the history of our disci-
pline when so many have searched so desperately for help from
workers in other fields. This search could be a sign of returning
health, rather than worsening illness, but too often it involves the
virtual abandonment of the values of historical study. The world
history course becomes world anthropology, world geography, or
world politics. In the panic to achieve up-to-dateness, the history
teacher may commit disciplinary suicide.

13



STUDY1NQ AND TEACHING WOR LD HISTORY I

All reports to the contrary notwithstanding, there is a dif-
ference berween Listory and the social sciences. Both study the
past. But the social sciences are patterned after the natural sci-
ences: they look for uniformities and regularities in human affairs.
They discover laws, they build models, they invent ideal types.
The historian may find such abstractions stimulating and useful,
but he trains his eye on something else: the unique historical cir-
cumstances that distinguish every actual event from every other.
He studies what philosophers call the "existential,- the thing that
actually happened to real human beings in real times and places.

This does nut keep him from generalizing. He talks about
classes, cities, countries, civilizations; even about the human race.
But his product is a study of the unique. He tells us how, in spite
of all the mecha.nieal tendencies in life, in spite of all that is

roughly predictable, chance and choice still make the actual be-
havior of human beings nlore problematic than the behavior of
the social scientist's ideal types. Although history should and
does borrow freely from the concepts of the social sciences, it

more closely resembles the work of the realistic novelist, who
gcts down to raw particulars arid paints life as it is,

Taking the "history" Out of the world history course is
therefore no answer k, our problems. We must not throw uuu the
baby with the bath water. In fact there is no better way to begin
coping with the vastness of world history than to do some hard
thinking about the study of hishily itself: its strategies of problem-
solving, its research techniques. and its relationship to the other
disciplines, The next few pages suggest books about the nature of
history.

Carr, Edward Hallett, What Is 11 tory? (New York:
Knopf, 1962. VAS; Vintage pnherback, $1.95), Few books on
the problem of the nature of historical study have attracted so
much f avorable notice as Carr's, 1 he author is a kading British
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historian of Soviet Russia. In What Is History? he ably defends

the thesis that history is a science very much like any other,

working under similar limitations, with similar methods_ of in-

quiry. He prefers the "great forces" to the "great man' theory

of historical causation, and finds in history a record of relentless

change and cumulative progress, rhe only difficulty is that Carr

nowhere really answers his own question: what is history?

111
Commager, Henry Steele, The Nature and the Study of

History (Columbus: Merrill, 1965), One of the best known

American historians defines history, gives shrewd advice about

how to read and write it, and investigates such perennial prob-

lems as moral judgment, causation, and laws in history. The last

chapter, by two professional educators,
illustrates how five of

Commager's general
propositions can be applied in the school

classroom. This is a volume in the Merrill Social Science seminar

Series. The five other volumes in the series are also recom-

mended, as brief but authoritative
introductions to each of the

social sciences.
Elton, G, R,, The Naetke 01 History (New York:

Crowell, 1968. $5_50; Apollo paperback, $2.25) - 'A manifesto

rather than a treatise"so Elton describes his book, the explana-

tion of "onc working historian's faith and practice," by an out-

standing specialist in the history of Tudor England. He insists

on the autonomy of history as a field of study. Its great purpose,

as the nincteenth-century
founders of professional history main-

tained, is to deepen our understanding of the past. Elton argues

that its methods as well as its aims differ significantly front those

of social science. Be offers much practical advice on how to coo-

duct research, how to write history, and also how to teach it, His

book will appeal more to "conventional- than to "innovative"

students of history, but in the words of Hugh Trevor-Roper, he

represents a definite tradition which periodically needs to he

restated." I)
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Gilbert, Felix, and Stephen R. Graubard, eds., Historical
Studies Today (New York: Norton, 1972. $12.00; PaPerback,
$3.95). This symposium offers a comprehensive report on the
latest fashions in historical research, by twenty.two American,
British, and French scholars. The rise of social and quantitative
history, urban history, and psychohistory are all discussed, to.
gether with studies of such older fields as political and rnilitary
history. These essays 5rst appeared in the Winter and Spring,
1971, issues of the scholarly quarterly, Daedalus.

Hexter, J. 1-1., The History Primer (New York: fiasic,
1971, $10,00). Hotter tackle5 the question of what the historian
does when he explains, and how his explanations contrast with
those of the scientist. The thought processes of historians are
illustrated by accounts of how little boys get muddy pants, the
winning of the 1951 National League pennant race, the fall of a
skittish suspension bridge, and appropriate bits and pieces from
Hexter's own experiences as a historian of early modern England.
His main point comes through loud and clear: the historian's
'nag valuable tool is nothing more or less than common sense.

Hughes, H. Stuart, flistory as Art and as Science: Twin
Vistas on the Past (New York : Harper, 1964. $4_95; Torch-
books paperback, $1.45 ). The author is a European intellectual
historian at Harvard and a scholar with a lively interest in new
trends in historical thinking and writing. He bddges the gulf be-
tween those who see history primarily as a literary or philosophi-
cal craft and those who see it primarily as a social science. Here
be ventures thoughts On the relationship of history to anthropol-
ogy and psychoanalysis; discusses the "sweep of the narrative
line"; and defends the study of contemporacY history.

Stern, Fritz, ed., The Varieties of History; Fron2 Voltaire
to the Present 119561 (2nd ed., New York: World, 19n.
Meridian paperback, $4.95). Stern describes his anthology as "a
book by historians about history." The editor has ranged widely

1 6
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in his choice of readings, from Voltaire on the usefulness of his-
tory to Theodor Mommsen on the training of historians, and from
the "New History" of Robinson and Beard to Nazi and Soviet
views of history. Only practicing historians are represented. The
collection compensates for its rather loose structure by the fresh-
ness and variety of its readings. Many had never before been
translated into Engli

Tholfsen, Trygve R., Ilistorkal Thinking: AnIntroduction
(New York: Harper, 1967. $7.50; paperback, $5.50). Most of
Tholfsen's book is devoted 1.1, a history of Western historical
thought and writing, from the Greeks and the Old Testament to
Ranke and Fustel de Coulanges. The author also discusses con-
temporary definitions of history_ In the chapters on the history of
history, he shows that "the historical mode of understanding,"
the perception of how events are conditioned by their historical
context, did not appear until the late eighteenth and early nine-
teenth centuries. The historian's acute sensitivity to "time-bound
uniqueness," in Tholfsen's view, sharply distinguishes his work
from that of the social scientist.

2. The Structure of World History
Anyone planning to suidy or teach history will profit from

knowing something about the nature of his discipline, but world
history Poses special problems. For all of us, world history seems
too big to manage. As James Harvey Robinson once wrote, it
"includes every trace and vestige of everything that man has done
or thought since first lie appeared on the earth." Every heartbeat
of every human being who haS ever lived, every dream, every
whispers every sneeze belongs.

Above all , the student or teacher of world history needs
what I might call a "handle." I-le needs a working view of the
over-all structure of world history, a view that allows him to or-
ganize his study and sort out his facts. He may acquire his handle

1 7
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from a discipline other than history. He may or may not accept
it as true in any ultimate sense. He may eventually discard it, or
use it in combination with two or -three alternative working views.

In any event, he needs such things, because no one can
study all of world history all at the same time. We must have a
plan of operations, a way of getting hold of our subject and scal-
ing it down to our human limitations. In much smaller fields, such
as American history, this may not he such a problem. But when
it is a question of universal historyhundreds of nations living
or dead; scores of civilizations and cultures, living or dead; six
continents; at least six thousand yearsthe situation is very differ-
ent. We need handles.

Let me illustrate. Here are ten possible ways of structur-
ing your study of world history. Each is self-sufficient, or may be
combined with one or more others, as you prefer. Some are old,
some are recent. Some are better, I believe, than othersbut this
is a matter of private judgment. anyone can think of several
other possible structures, if he puts his mind to it. The point is:
v,hat might work for you, for someone with your special interests
and beliefs?

1. The Rand of Providence. If you arc a professing Jew,
Christian, or Muslim, you most consider the possibility that the
founders of your faith, and all the many uniwrsal historians who
have taken inspiration from then, offer the only true account of
the meaning and structure of world history. In terms of the West-
ern revealed religions, history is the unfolding of a providential
plan for the human race, a time of testing, a time of struggle be-
tween good and evil, and a time blessed by divine interventions
which result in miracles, revelations, and (for Christians) the
appearance on earth in corporeal form of God himself. Faith-
professing historians such as Herbert Butterfield argue that the
scholar should avoid the introduction af religious value judg-
ments into his professional work. Certainly in a secularized age,

18
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like our own, and in a country whose constitution decrees sep-

aration of church and state, like the United States, Butterficld's

advice is easy to take. But is it good advicefor the believer? At

least in the privacy of your home or office there is no reason why

you should not see world history in terms of your faith. Judaism,

Christianity, and Islam are all religions with an intense historical

consciousness; they claim to know the meaning of world history;

any believing historian can find in the articles of his faith a struc-

into which he can fit ail that he has learned or will ever learn.

2. What Goes Up Alust Come Down. Even more ancient,

perhaps, than the providential theory of history is the cyclical

theory. The belief that states inevitably rise and fall was common

in antiquity throughout the world. Christians refused to apply it

to "sacred" history_ but not to the history of the "earthly city."

Ibn Khaldun subscribed to a cyclical theory; so did Machiavelli

and Vico and Oswaal Spengler. In form this is more a socio-

logical theory than a historical one, but historians can make use

of it, especially since no one is likely to insist that every new turn

of the wheel must take exactly the same amount of time and

happen in exactly the same way. The spectacle of great empires

soaring and crashingwhether Roman, Byzantine, Persian, Turk-

ish, Mongol, Chinese, British, or any otherhas a perennial fas-

cination for students of history. Nor is there any reason to con-

fine the application of cyclical theory to politics. It can also be

used to explain economic life, the arts, church history, and, as in

Spengler's work, the growth and decay of whole civilizations,

viewed as organisms_
3. Good Tidings. The idea of progress has suffered some

hard knocks in the twentieth century, but many people still be-

lieve that history records the gradual improvement of mankind,

or some significant portion of mankind, through the centuries.

One man's "progress," of course, is often another man's "de-

cline." Everything depends on his idea of what is good. For this
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purpose, criteria must be imp() cd from outside historical study.
One may, for example, attach supreme importance to the de-
velopment of science and technology, and see this as canstitut-
ing progress. Or be may stress the growth of personal freedom
and social, justice. Or be may trace progress along many lines
simultaneously. All that matters is the discovery of a generally
upward moving curve in history from an early age judged inferior
to a modern age judged measurably better, when everything is
taken into account. For the believer in progress, this is the mean-
ing of historical experience. His belief teas him what to look for
in history and what use to make of it. At the same time, he runs
the risk of finding certain ages or cultures "dark- and "unitn-
portant" because they seem to contribute nothing to "pro

4. The Golden Thfead. Without necessarily endorsing
r, theory of general progress, the student may elect to center his
view of world history on the development of a single idea, in-
stitution, or activity of uausual significance to him. A classic ex-
ample is Benedetto Croce's reading of history "as the story of
freedom." For Croce the perennial struggle of mankind for lib-
erty was a golden thread running through the fabric of history,
redeeming every ageeven the most tyrannous. This thematic
approach works well only if tbe theme chosen is common to all
past societies and touches many different aspects of life. Other
examples might be "man and the environment," "class struggle,"
"priests and bureaucrats," "the idea of the good life."

5. The Ages of Man. Another structural idea, which may
readily be combined with others, is the division of world history
into two or more great chronological eras. Again, progress is not
necessarily implied. Lewis Murnford in The Transformations of
Man (1956) discovers five ages of man: nomadic, agrarian, civ-
ilized, spiritualized, and mechanized. Karl Marx also discovered
five: the ages of primitive communism, personal slavery, serf-
dom, wage slavery, and future communism. Auguste Cornte di-

20
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vided history into theological, metaphysical, and positive ages,
dominated by religion, philosophy, and science, respectively. The
Christian calendar which reckons forward and backward from
the birth of Christ and the traditional terms "ancient," "medie-
val," and -modern- are also attempts to give structure to uni-
versal history. Systems of periodization are inevitably somewhat
arbitrary, but they can help the student organize his work.

6. Compare and Contrast. One of the latest fashions in
the writing of history is "comparative history." Its object is to
delineate and explain similarities and differences between com-
parable societies or between comparable elements in the life of
those societies, One may understand the French Revolution bet-
ter, for example, if he compares and contrasts it with the English,
American, and Russian Revolutions, as Crane Brinton did in his
book The Anatomy of Revolution (1938). Comparative method
also has applications in world history. The student may attempt
to discover the "essential" character or spirit in each of the major
world civilizations and then study each of these "essences" com-
paratively. Pushed in one direction, comparative history becomes
sociology. But if the emphasis falls on the identification of differ-
ences, rather than similarities, and if comparative studies arc
used to fu.aher understanding of individual societies rather than
to work out universal societal "models," then the comparative
method can prove both exciting and historiographically authentic.

7. Interaction. Another fruitful approach, which avoids
the dis ortions involved in trying to compare whole civilizations,
is the study of contacts between nations and civilizations in
space and time. Here the student focuses not on internal develop-
ment but on concrete historical interaction: how, for example,
Indian civilizatior actually affected Chinese; how Greece and
Rome "lived aga, during the European Renaissance; how the
cultures of Europe were exported to the Americas, with the in-
evitable sea-changes. Not quite all of world history will be il-
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luminated by such a strategy, since the historical connections be-
ween certain societies (relatively isolated in space or time) and

the rest of mankind are tenuous at best. But it is a thoroughly his-
torical-minded strategy, used to good effect by both Arnold J.
Toynbee and William H. McNeill.

8. Great Men. World history does not reduce to the lives
of a few transcendental heroes. But some men and women have
obviously changed the course of events more than others, and the
biographical view of history has its value. Great Men not only
transform their limes: they also reflect them, since it seems un-
likely that anyone not capable of articulating the ideas and con-
cerns of his age could become historically "great." One can
also sample not-so-great men as he travels through the past, per-
sonalities of modest accomplishment who help to explain the
continuity of history. The biographical approach has the advan-
tage of permitting one-to-one empathetic contact with the past.
We see history in terms of living human beings, not faceless
abstractions.

9. Grew Forces. The advantages and disadvantages of
building one's study of world history around biographies are re-
versed in the -Great Forces" approach, which deals with masses
of men and the tidal pull of their pooled energies. Practitioners of
the Great Forces view of history tend to be fatalists, as students
of ale Great Men tend to believe in free will. History becomes the
story of "science," -religion," "the bourgeoisie," "Great Power
rivalry," "democracy," "the eternal feminine." The trick is to keep
one's list of forces relatively short and to guard against woolly-
mindedness.

10. Titt, Idea of Mankind. Finally, there is a way of
structuring world history that seems especially relevant in an age
Of piaDetintion and planetary peril: the mankind approach. His-
tory can be viewed quite simply as the biography of frioni0
sapiens, taking full account of all the uniqueness of given short-
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dons, group conflicts, cultural differences, and everything else

that has divided hurnan.kind, but taking full account also of the

gradual historical integration of our species, as a world com-

munity evolves out of the localized communities of the past. In

blood and spirit, mankind has always been a single family. The

mankind approach dthnes history as the process by which the

biological and spiritual unity of Homo sapiens is translated into

sociocultural unity.
The books that follow are studies of world history by a

variety of writers, including professional historians, scholars in

other fields, and inspired amateurs. Each makes use of one or

more of the structural ideas sketched above,

Cameron, Kenneth Neill, Humanity and Society: A World

History (Bloomington, bd.: Indiana U. P., 1973, $12.50). A

noted Shelley scholar who teaches English at New York Univer-

sity, Cameron reports that he wrote Hwttanily and Society in his

spare time, as "a welcome antidote to specialization." His book

is a compact interpretative history of mankind from its subhuman

origins to the era of the French and American Revolutions. Cam-

eron uncovers a pattern of socioeconomic development from

primitive foodgathering to a more or less universal "feudalism"

io modern capitalism, now already in decline. World history is

not "a senseless welter of brutalities" but the progressive libera-

tion of mankind, as each socioeconomic system plays its ap-

pointed part and yields in turn to a higher system. Although

Cameron regards cultural evolution as secondary to socioeco-

nomic, he has much to say about the cultural life of each society

that he analyzes, and quotes liberally from its literature. This is

an unusual, clearly written, and provocative book.

Liiwith, Karl, Meaning in History: The Tlwalogical

Philosophy of History (Chicago: U. of Chicago

Press, 1949. $6.50; Phoenix paperback, $1.95). Liiwith's book

2 3
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is an interesting illustrntion of the technique of "reverse hroiioi-
o'." His theme is the way in which modern ideas, of world
history as progress evolved (mistakenly, he feels) from the Chris-
tian belief in divine providence and the Christian hope of a heav-
enly reward. But he tells his story backward, beginning v4 th such
nineteenth-century thinkers as Jacob Burckhardt and Kari Marx
and retreating, centnrr by century, to St. Augustine and the bib-
lical view of history. lOwith takes a dim view of modere. Man and
modern secular thought.

McNeill, Wiliam H,, The Rise of the wesv A HiStOry
of the Human Commonify (Chicago: U. of Chicago Press, 1963, /
$15.00; Phoenix paperback, $4.25). Winner of the. National
Book Award in History and Biography for 1964, McNeill's The
Rise of the West is described by Arnold 1. Toynbee as the most
lucid presentation of world history in narrative form that I know."
Certainly no one should attempt to teach world history nowadays
without having read this book. Although in "narrative form," it
imposes on world history a clearly defined structure.

McNeill divides the history of civilization into three eras,
"The Era of Middle Eastern Dominance to 500 e.c.," "urasian
Cultural Balance, 500 e,c. to 1500 A.D. and "The Era. of West-
ern Dominance, 1500 A.D. tO the Present." He adopts the "dif-
fusionist" thesis that civilization began in Mesopotamia and was
diffused eastward and westward from this center in the four mil-
lennia before Christ, Independent local development had its part,
especially in the most remote of the major Eurasian civilizations,
the Chinese; but without the Mesopotamian stimulus, world his-
tory as we know it could not have happened. For the two thousand
years between 500 eV, and 1300 A.D, the "Eurasian ecumenc"
then reached an equilibrium, with its four regional centers (Hel-
lenic, Middle Eastern, Indian, and Chinese) engaged in ceaseless
interaction. Finally, after 1500, Western European oiviJization
upset this equilibrium and began to Westernize th globe, A

2 4
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prams not yet completed but obviously far advanced. McNeill's
thesis forces him to pay scant attention to pre-Columbian Amer-
ica; he is also weak in the area of Latin American history. He
concludes that at least in terms of powertechnological, scien-
tific, institutional, and artisticmankind has made great progress.
"Men some centuries from now," he writes, "will surely look
back upon our time as a golden age."

A shorter version of The Rise of the West, specially writ-
ten to serve as a college text, is available under the title A World
History [19671 (2nd ed., New York: Oxford U. P., 1971.
$15,00; paperback, $5.95 ).

Manuel, Frank E., Shapes of Philosophical History
Stanford: Stanford U. P., 1965. $4.75; paperback, $1.95). A

leading scholar in the field of modern European intellectual his-
tory, Manuel has written what is certainly the best recent discus-
siioa of Western man's attempts to divine the structure of univer-
sal history. Unfailigly erudite and witty, Shapes of Philosophical

ory is a series of seven guest lectures given at Stanford Uni-
versity. It traces the history of "philosophical history" from the
Cireeks and the Book of Daniel through the Middle Ages to Kant,
thc French Enlightenment, German idealism, and our contem-
porary age of anxiety. Manuel argues that there are basically only
two structural models: the cyclical and the progressive. Western
nun has shifted uneasily back and forth between the two, "but
neither has ever dominated the European intellectual field with-
out the presence in some form of its rival,"

Muller, Herbert J., The Uses of the Past: Profiles of For-
mer Societies (New York: Oxford U. P., 1952. $7 95; Mentor
paperback, $1.25 ). Muller is a professor of literature turned his-
torian, who takes what he calls a "tragic" view of history. "All
the mighty civilizations of the past have fallen, because of tragic
flaws." But they "have also had real grandeur, a glory that sur-
vives their fall." In this book, he offers profiles of Byzantium,
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ancient IsraeL lassical Greece, imperial Rome, the Middle Ages,
both "white" and "red" Russia, and "the timely East." Al-
though he is faSeinated by the variety of history, he also finds
high significauce in the growth of mankind's -power of self-de-
termination, or freedom to make history.. Today the future of
the open society is wide open, to triumphs or to disasters of a
magnitude hitherto undreamed of,- What emerges from a care-
tul study of the past is a call to live, Beyond the pursuit of happi-
ness, we must icarn from history the "happiness of pursuit."

Mumford, Lewis, The Transformations of Man (New
York: Harper, 1956; Torehbooks paperback, $2,95). Well
known as a literary critic and a specialist in urban problems,
Lewis Mumford is also a perceptive student of history. An earlier

rk (The Condition of Man) studied the history of Western
civilization from the Greeks to the second World War. In The
Transformations of Man he takes a wider view of the past. The
first six chapters examinein just 153 pagesthe whole course
of universal history, emphasizing the periods of crisis when man-
kind advanced to higher levels of consciousness and social or-
ganization. The transitions from animal to human. from hunting
to agriculture, from barbarism to civilization, from early civiliza-
tion to spiritualized civildation, and from antiquity to the modern
world of science and technology are painted in broad strokes. In
the final chapters, Mumford presents two alternatives for the
future: a "post-historie" culture dominated by the logic of the
machine or a humanistic "world" culture freely formed by free
men.

Nehru, .lowaharlal, Glimpses of World History (New
York: John Day, 1942. Reprinted by New York: Asia, $9.00;
abridged as SAM on World History, Bloomington, Ind.: In-
diana U. P,, Midland paperback, $2.45). Between 1930 and
1933, while a political prisoner of the British, the future premier
of India wrote this long, rambling sketch of world history, in the
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torn laers 4,, young daughter. N IIIiIi Via it, ol
coinse, a piolessional liktoriau iii any sense, toul he leans tallier
heavily on Outline of 1tnt his hook is still
inkacsting, tor several re:V,oils. Ii piv1.7N insight info
of ooc Ot OW century's glealest leaders. It devotes relatively more
space to Indian and East Asian history than Western writers
tend to do, Its style is charming, 1,inally, it illustrates the
progressivist inlet pletation of universal history: "For history
teaches us of growth and progiess and of the pos!dbilitY of iii
infinite ;idvance for man." About two thirds ot the "letters"
(chapters) deal with modern history.

Sedillot, Rem', l'he I lisiory 9i Ow World: In Three lbw
(hril l')t'.) I Nrw I la!, om I, itUcr
back, $0.7:i). Sedillot gives seintillatim)y flallk survol
"dyovor") of woi Id history, Ile lo:gan, he tells us, with the in-

tention of making economics the axis of his hook, hut he found
that politics had to he brought in as well. Most of the chapters
feature a single great nation that the author regards as "prepon-
derant" during the period under dix.usskm.Ilis chlUices arc Gkilly
obViouti: the Urcekti, lIre l?-nians,, the Italians, the Spanish, the
French, and-since Tratalg,,, and Waterloo-the Anglo.Saxons,
Asia, Attica, and the Anwricas receive only glancing attention.
Sedillot ends on a wry note, condemning the modern religion of
progress. In twelve thousand years, man has "undoubtedly
learned to live better, but also to kill more efficiently," 1-k has
"discovered more about the world and very little about himself."

Spengler, Oswald, The Decline of the West I 1 918-221 ( 2
vols New York: Knopf, 1926-28. $10.00 each; abridged by
Helmut Werner, New York; Modern Library, $4,95). Planned
and partially written before the first World War, The Decline of
the West was published in Germany in 1918-22, The World War
and the unsettled times that immediately followed it encouraged
many Europeans and Americans to abandon their faith in un-

2
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ttiCiit. it Wir, 01111VA:int ',11CCeY),

(dhfri 1,1 W111I)I III'rt(Jty 1111

liIiIi evely ,,ociety passing through lour
cultulal tithalkin with Faith had on myth uI legeoll'. a high
mimic! (If al ik.l1)er;1(v !ind rCligion; Hi Liu

IJITIIIC domilLtIod hy 1,06 oral phillKophy, ;Hid a jiitcrtiiTiC Ill

(lIillj' utah rtiled Ity ,,eItAlce and illatmialr,111.

-C14,111/.:10)11- is for tircintlel ;1 term applied mitly III a ,IwIely
th;t. (lIlCiCli It. Iwo ,,etr-.4)11, 1 411 tIccline and dr-Jim--

pl.:num 1 he WIcull id. he ;Ir14,14(1 ;11

iii thr, wir,r It Ow end 4,1 the entlocenth ccIonly II Iit orne

hundreds HI veal., still to Ilve, kit its dcalli ilirvil:ltll. and II
can icliteve nothing mote in the highest departments (it culotte.
Although III driCtlY,C`, NOVIChe!,, ilc iii Iiit II Irv,

lliiti:iittij tililIl the !IBA:C. the elassk the

"Ardhian- (the Near ral and Ily/antiiiin ), and the Western
(since the tail of Riic) hit complete woik, in two large vol-
umes. demands patience, hut the attractive alliidgement
I Ieltiiiit Werner will meet the necik of intrd readerN.

Stavriano, I S., The World to 1500: ,:l Ilivh)ry
(Fliglewood Chlk, NJ.: Prentice, I 970. $8.9)). The World
since 1500: A ri/oba/ Ilivoryi 90n1 t :!nd cd hit,+,:wont,1

Prentice, 197 I. Sift)5 I. 1 his is a textbook in two volumes
for college world history courses, by a specialist in Balkan his-
tilr On the whole, it approaches world instot'i, :thing much the

Followed hy II McNeill in 'Ow Riso of
Stavrianos agrees with hoth McNeill and Franz Boas that

the key to human progress is .%iccessihility and interactiorL" The
most accessihle pcoplet, who have the greatest opportunity to
interact with others, "are the most likely to forge ahead." The

2 '8
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antiquity and their IMIMCI 111)1M one
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1:)00 ticats, at greater length, the rise of western Furope to a

dominant position in the %yin Id. It seeks to explain why western

anopeans, and mg some other people, "brought together the

continent!, 46 the wink! :wit thus began the glottal phase of world

histm v." Stavrianos concludes thai although Fairope has lost its

asceniktney in the contemporary world, it is responsible

filr the shape of the emergent world civilization; in this sense, the

West in our country has triumphed, not declined. See also Man's

Past and Present: A GhdPat History ( Friglewood Cliffs, N.J.:

Prentice, I97 I : paperback, $6,95), in which Stavrianos

covers the same round ni a single volume.

001..jec, Aruodd i., A. Study 9f nist 93:Itrd
idnidged by (1). C . Somervell; New York:

i947 7. iF5() and 'ii LSO. 2 vok Dell paperback, $2.25 the

set ). Au Oxford-trained historian of ancient Greece, loynbee

was strongly inthienced by Spengler's Ocelim. of the West,

This book, twelve vohunes in the unabridged edition, is an at-

tempt to improve on SpengleHi work by studying wurld history in

ntore detail and by avoiding Spengkr's somewhat mystical dog-

matkun. oynhee examines a vast amount of evidence from the

histories of more than twenty civilizations. He also advances a far

greater number of generalizations than Spengler did, Yet his

interests are in one sense much narrower; for all practical pur-

poses the only things that really hold his attention are political

and military history, on the one hand, and religious history, On

the other, l le agrees with Spengler in linding a cyclical pattern in

the history of civilizations, which he describes in great detail, but

dkagrees that such a pattern is inevitable He discovers man's

best hope in yligion and foresees a possible unified world civil-

ization that will bring the cyclical pattern of the past to an end.
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Wagar, W. Warren. ed. , I listory and the Idea of Mankind
(Albuquerque: U f New Mexico Press. 1971. $12.(10). Spon-
sored by the Council for the Study of Mankind, //i.sforv and the
Idea of IlanAhul a symposium on the concept of the unity or
kinship ot mankind as this concept has developed in some of the
worlhs major cultures. Chapters on Indian, Chinese, Jewish,
Islamic, and Western history survey the traditional idea of man-
kind in each of these areas. Other chapters explore the relation-
ship between the idea of mankind and modern nationalism, sci-
ence and technology, racial theory, and religion and ideology.
The hook illustrates the "mankind" approach to Mc study of
world history, discussed earlier in this chapter.

Wells. I 1. G., 'Ube af Illisfory 119201 ( rev, cd., up-
dated by Raymond Postgate; Garden City, N.Y.: Doubleday,
I 971. $9.95 ), The °while 1 Iliswry is the work of a novelist
with a lively interest in social problems. He came to believe that
the first World War was in part the result of the narrowly national
teaching of history that prevailed in European schools before
1911. The obvious ;.ntidote to this teaching, he maintained, \VW.;

tO revive the tradition or universal history. H. G. Wells not only
I; td much to do with its revival in our century: he also rote the
most commercially successful history book or his generation, a

book that sold more than a million copies in its first decade.
World history, for Wells, was both cyclical and progressive. It
recorded the struggles of -communities of will- against "com-
munities of obedience"--of open societies against closed ones.

At the same time, Wells noted a steady increase in the size of
communities and in their interaction, tending inesorably toward
the consolidation of mankind in a single world civilization. Wells's
book by no means reflected the latest historical research of his
own time; it is still more dated today. Rut the man could write.
and his leading ideas arc still relevant.

3 0
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chilig Stull( ies
'Ube :theer size of world history presents sp Tial problems

to I he tcachLr. Anyone can acquir..! a reasonable understanding

of the main currents of world history if he works at his own speed,

for as long as it takes, Teaching oth4r people to acquire a similar

understanding in a one-year high school or college course is

something else again. -1he teacher must practice radical econ-

ofl 1ics.

Sune economies are better than others. Turning the

world history course into a course in anthropology, for ex-

ample, or geography, or political science, may make for easier

teaching, hut, it will het be history I lulve alut:adV spelled out my

objections to this "solution." Nor can you dodge the problem by

turning world history into Western history, Ever since world his-

tory became a major subject in American secondary schools in

the I 920's (and two-thirds of them still offer world history as an

elective or required course), ,veary teachers have resorted to this

dodge in huge numbers. When made available, the college course

in world history tends to be an authentically global course, but all

too often college history departments shy away from offering

world history at all. Their standard freshman survey course is

truthfully packaged as -Western Civilization."
But nothing can be called world history that ignores the

majority of the world's peoples. Even if we believe, with William

IT McNeill, that "the rise of die West" is the upshot of world

history, we cannot do justice to our subject when we fail to muster

a genuine interest in all the other civilizations that have contrib-

uted to the "success" of the Westcivilizations that until a few

hundred years ago equaled or surpassed the West in military and

economic power, to say nothing of their less tangible achieve-

ments. It would he no less foolish to imagine that the place of

world history could be tilled by a course in the "non-Western

3 1
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civilizations," Omitting the West or viewing it an alien enemy
distoils the reality of world history as badly as tlie conventional
Western approach. The world is a Ing place. We cannot shrink it
to suit our prejudices, save at the prohibitive cost ol falsifying the
past

Yet even limiting oneself to Western civilization is pi.ob-
ably better than the mindless interminable chronicle that some
teachers cad world hist& ii y. They take as their duty the stuffing
of their students with as many chronologically ordered facts
about the human past as they can stuff. Sequences of Caesars and
popes are not madc any more comprehensible by adding to the
Western examples their counterparts in China or India Cata-
loguing the books of the Bible or the plays of Shakespeare is not
improved by cataloguing the sums of the Koran or the poems of
Li Po,

13e sure in this: you cannot present ail the facts ol vuild
history in onc year. Worse yet, you Lould not present them all if
your course lasted a hundred years and met every day. Long ago,
when critic; attacked H. G. Welk's Orrilipe 0 /history on the
ground that no one could possibly treat universal history in a
single book, Bellew pointed out that a perfectly legitimate
history of :nankind could he written on a single page. He was
right. Depending on the principles of selection employed, the
writer or teacher of world history can deal with his subject at any
length he likes. He will never exhaust his subject, but the amount
of space or time he allots to his task is purely arbitrary.

Onc simple recommendation that I can offer you is to
teach world history in terms of your own pre!crred thesis about
the structure of world history. You could do much worse. This
may be politically unwise in some cases, or unduly authoritarian
on Your part; but any of the ten structures suggested in the previ-
ons section can be adapted to the classroom. How much better, for
example, to teach history as the "story of freedom" or the "march

3
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of progrei,s the "hand of providence" than to teach it as an
indigestible mass of miscellaneous facts!

It is perhaps a still better idea to build a course that gives
the student opportunity to choose for himself how he will interpret
world history. Expose him to a variety of structures, if you can.
Help him to see that history is a subject that demands creative
thought far more than it demands a prodigious memory. One
gambit in the world history course, therefore, can be a frank
acknowledgment on your part, as a teacher, that there are many
ways of organizitie the study of the past. Why not take your
students into your confidence and admit the Awful Truth? You
might also sein this opportunity to explain your own particular
point of view (if you have one). The beauty of this gambit is
that your students can discuss answers to the question of how to
structure world history witbout "knowing" very much history at
all. At the same time, they can be developing hypotheses that
they will wan* :o test as the year progresses. Problems will begin
forming in their minds, with solutions already half-framed; and
whatever we may think about the danger of leaping to conclu-

-ms, I am afraid that most of us learn more by leaping than
by pkdding.

A gambit is not the whole chess game. What happens
next? Clearly, there are dangers in keeping all ends open and all
issues up in the air, You Will have to select a structure for your
course: topics that you want to explore, which are manageable
with the materials at your disposal and the students you happen
to have_ Unless you are so strongly committed to a single thesis
about the meaning and mechanism of history that no other pos-
sibility exists for you, the best formula for organizing a course is
to bring a variety of approaches together under one roofwhether
or not they are logically compatible. Approaches that do har-
monize, Fuch as the study of the interaction of civilizations and
the comparative method, can be used at the same time. Others
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will have to be used at different times. But there is no reason why
a course has to proceed with terrifying predictability along the
same lines month after month to the bitter end.

Whatever you do, I suggest that you often return to the
psychology of your opening move: in other words, cast most of
your topics in the form of problems to be solved, not litanies to
memorize. The most fashionable word in social studies education
today is "inquiry," and this is one fashion that I cannot praise
too highly. It does not necessarily mean digging out answers ex-
clusively from primary sources. But it does mean an attempt to
bring into the classroom the inquiring spirit of the scholar-histor-
iar. as he sets about his work. "History." in Greek, was the word
for "inveAgation." The historian is a man who is curious about
events, and who seeks to xplain how and why they happened.

the questions are not in his mind, he may as wall give back his
degrees and go fishing.

In this connection, I think it is unfortunate that so many
world history courses begir with the Sumerians. How many stu-
dents whether in tenth grade or the sophomore year of college
arrive in September buzzing with questions about Sumer? They
may not be able to name a t;ingle city in China or a single country
in Central America, and we want them to care desperately about
Sumer!

The place to begin a study of the past is not the beginning,
but the present day. Start with the questions that already exist
in the minds your students, or that you can put there with a
minimum of agony. Why is Germany divided? Why is India less
industrialized than Japan? Why do the Russians live under a so-
cialist form of government and economy? Why do many Latin
Americans fear and resent their Yankee neighbors? Why is the
world overpopulated? Answering these questions will require at
least a step or two backward into time. If you like, you can play
the reverse chronology game indefinitely, although it may become
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a bit tedious after a while. For example: the postwai settlemeni

that explains the division of Gerniany raises the question of why

there was a war in the first place. The ambitions of I ruler raise

the question of why the Weimar Repubhc failed to work, 1

Weimar Republic rakes the question of how and why Germany

lost, and mankind fought, the first World War. Ultimately, we

find ourselves hack in the Bronze Age.
l'his may be wretched excess. But at least to begi

course with present-chly problems makes good sense. Take the

student as you lind him and work first on the questions that

already grip his attention. The answers to these questions will

The supply is never exhausted,

Virtually all matters of interest to the historian ean be

framed as problems that cry for solution. As a teacher of world

history, you will probably lind it a good rule of thumb to pose

problems that have origins deep in the past and encompass the

life not just of nations or even of civilizations, but of all civiliza-

tions. Begin with present-day questions such as the struggle in

Northern "rcrind or the /uah threat to Israel. Either problem can

lead you back to an exploration of the history of religion, You

can compare and contrast the religions of mankind in world-his-

torii J perspective, You can discuss the role of religions in war-

fare and international power politics. Have men ever before

fought in the name ot' religion to secure political advantages, and

if so, how and why? lt would not be difficult to spend half a

semester on the problem of the histoi icitl relationship between

religion, politics, and war.
Then devote another half-semestef to the problem, for

example, of how nations have succeeded, or failed, in the

attempt to build industrial economies. The interplay of ideology,

economics, and technology is a fascinating oneespecially when

you can study bow matters have actually worked out in actual

countries. Perhaps you will also want to answer thc question of

3 ',k)
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h w the traditional agricultural cuiiiiiy that nations now seek
to transform replaced primitive hunting and subsistence farming
thousands of years ago. What parts did religion, w(mien, slavery,
education, and bureaucracies play in all this'? How did the
nese experience differ from the Greco-Rinnan, or the Arab? Why
did the West apparently gain such a far lead Over the Asian ;Ind
African peoples after about 1500?

Focusing On problems such aS these means that you
risk losing touch with the narrative flow of history. 1 sec nothing
wrong with varying the pace ol u world history course by requir-
ing a certain annuint of narrative reading or offering lectures in

lElii,1!k"C ;;!y117. Oftcti such materials can thlow light on thc
very problem; that you are trying to solve, A well told story also
has nea1 entei tainment value. It provides badly needed recrea-
tion for fagged minds. lint a course that consists (uf nothing hut
narrafive kills curiosity and removes the student from any active
rolc in the knowledge-seeking process.

1)4)* interptetative issues also means that you may not
-cover" all the ground usually prescribed in model world history
curricula. Whatever approach you choose, your students can do
no more than establish a few beachheads on the, vast continent of
world-historical learning: there is only so much time in one year.
It is far better to make these beachheads safe and strong, cap-
tured by active thought, by strenuous Ihentures of the mind,
than to wander aimlessly Over the whole terrain and gain no hold
at all.

If you have a strong interest in the social sciences, another
helpful strategy is to devote part of your course to a testing
against historical evidence of the generalizations of these sci-
ences. What can we learn from the economist's laws of the busi-
ness cycle, from the anthropologist's theories of cultural dif-
fusion, from the political scientist's models of international
relations? Do civilizations really rise and fall according to a
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predictable pattern OS many sociologists imd sociologicolly-

minded historians have argued'?
Also. do not overlook the help you eon receive from

scholars in the humanities. Art and music history, the study o

literature, philosophy, comparative religions, and history of

science and technology are fields with just as much relevance to

history and history tvoching as any of the social sciences. I mean

this quite literidly. History is the study of existential man, not po-

litical man or economic man Or social man. Existential man,

before all else, is the full man, a thinker ond dreamer as well os

a struggler for power or a seeker of status. There is something of

the artist, philosopher, scientist, and prophet in each of us, and

in all our societies. A painting eon tell us as much about its so-

ciety us a contitutiorL An epic poet or a novelist can reveal the

life of his time just iN effectively as stockbroker or a field

marshal. Even if works of art and thou, told us nothing about

prevailing social realities and had no influence upon themwhich

are obviously mod assumptiO16--they have a self-sufficient im-

portance, as spiritual events in the life of mankind. Aa idea is

just as "factuar as a battle, although it occurs in a different

dimension of human experience.
It follows that the teacher of world history (if he has any

Lrest or talent along such lines at all) should cultivate an

awareness of man as a seeker of truth and beauty. He has an

obligation to his students, not just to decorate his course with an

occasional filmstrip session, but to make slides, films, recordings,

ploy and poetry readings. and multi-media shows an integral part

of the learning experience in his world history classroom. He

should assign novels and other literary material as freely as he

assigns government documents and the memoirs of statesmen.

I shall go a step further. A woi Id history course can be

devoted almost in its entirety to cultural history. No one would

raise an eyebrow if you spent all your time on politics and eco-
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nomics, Why should they protest if you spend fflst of it on litera-
ture and art and philosophy? Arc these not part of mankind's
history? Are they not central to the human condition? No doubt
a lopsidedly "cultural" course would have grave shortcomings,
and my preference is for the kind of course that strikes a good
balance among all mankind's activities, just as the ideal course
should not dwell too long on any one civilization. But life is short,
and the time available for the world history course is shorter still.
If you have to economize, you are actually better advised to limit
the number of activities of man you teach than to limit your
temporahspat i al reach.

Another, and perhaps less dangerous. formula for :Tow-
mizing is to select relatively short periods of time for intensive
study, covet ing the centuries in between by lectures that leap at
breakneck speeds. Centering on just a few years in the history of
a civilization gives you an opportunity to expose your students to
primary source materials and allows them to gain familiarity with
alien cultures that hovers always just out of reach when you
move at conventional velocities. There is no harm in spending a
month, for example, on the world of the fifth century BA:. (the
century of Confucius, Buddha, and Socrates), and then ripping
through the next four centuries in a day.

But the best "strategy" of all is for you, the teacher, to
keep intellectually alive. None of us can learn all we need to
know in our college and graduate school days. None of us can
remain fresh and vital as teachers unless we take periodic nour-
ishment from the ongoing life of our discipline. Stop reading, and
you are dead. You may have only two hours a week that you
can devote to "professional growth." Spend them reading. What
happens to a stamp collector who stops collecting stamps, be-
cause he has "cnough-? What happens to a golfer who stops
golfing, because he has reached his "limit"? What happens to a
concert-goer who stops going to concerts, because he has heard
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"everything'"? Don )1 youi self. If you've stopped readiny, his-
tory, you've stopped heing a student of history. and pretty soon
you will also stop having auything (except vci v cokl [(MUM])

tO teach,
I ICI': are several hook, and periodicals that deal with the

problems of history teaehing Not much is available. N4aterial
keyed to the special needs of world history teachers is especially
scarcc, hut you [nay find these titles helpful

J3(Ll lard, Martin, ed., New Movements in the :Andy and
Teaching of History (Bloomington, Ind.: Indiana UR, 1970.

13allard's symposium orientated in Great Britain; all but
two of die eighteen contributors are British university historians
(hr teachers in secondary schools. Since many Americans are un-
familiar with the 13ritish education system, parts of this book may
have little value for them, hut it is always fascinating to sec how
educators in a different country cope with problems similar to
those encountered here. The world history teacher will be par-
ticularly interested in the chapters on "World History in the
Schools"' by William H. McNeill, "Wideniny Our Historical
Horizon" by Arnold J. Toynbee, and "History and the Social
Sciences" by Derek Heater.

0 Baxter, Maurice G., Robert It, Ferrell, and John E.
Wiltz, The leaching of American History in High Schools
( Bloomington, Ind.: Indiana 111) 1964). Through interviews,
visits, and a state-wide questionnaire, the authors (all professors
of American history at Indiana University) collected much valu-
able information about the teaching of American history in the
high schools of Indiana. They find that American history is, on
the whole, very poorly taught in our secondary schools. The chief
source of the trouble in their judgment is the unbookishness and
anti-intellectuali rus of the school environment, which produces
teachers who have no professional commitment to their disci-
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One: in short, teachers who do not re: d hist wy. One conclusion
history departments in colleges and universities must re-

sume the leadership role in preparing teachers that they have too
often surrendered to educationists, Although the authors do not
discuss the teaching of world history, their research and recom-
mendations should be of interest to ally social studies teacher.

Engle, Shirley H., ed., New Perspectives in World His-
tory (Washington: National Council for the Social Studies, 1964,
$6.00; paperback, $5,00). This is a massive collaborative effort
to outline recent trends in the interpretation of world history for
the benefit of classroom teachers. The first three parts, by aca-
demic specialists, discuss interpretative trends in intellectual his-
tory, period history, and the study of world regiOns. 'f he authors
include many useful references to new books in each fidi. In
Part Four, educators and historians offer "New Perspectives in
the Study and Teaching of World History." Included are Shirley
H. Engle's argument for the building of a model of human social
behavior as the function of world history; an inventory of other
disciplines that can enrich the study of history by Daniel F.
NII7Call; practical suggestions for organizing a world history
course by Edith West (with sonic further thoughts on the same
topic by two leading historians, Joseph R. Strayer and L. S.
Stavrianos); and an essay on inquiry by Byron C. Massialas.
The thirty-three essays in this well planned symposium vary in
quality, but it is a work of almost heroic proportions.

Fenton, Edwin, The New Social Studies (New York:
Holt, 1967. Paperback, $4.10), Fenton's name is well known to
secondary school teachers as the author, editor, or director of
several innovative classroom texts and curriculum projects in the
social studies. He has also written a college methods text, Teach-
ing the New Social Studies in Secondary Schools: An Inductive
Approach (New York: Holt, 1966. $11.00). In this much
shorter work, he discusses the objectives of the new" social
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studies and shows how these objectives may be reached through

improved teaching strategies, classroom materials, pupil deploy-

ment, and teacher preparation. Fenton is a believer in the inquiry

approach to social studies teaching, but he also insists that in-

quiry skills developed by students should be used to equip them

with the knowledge of society and history they need to function

intelligently as good citizens. A Hatvard-trained historian, the

author displays a special sensitivity to the humanistic values of

historical study.
The History Teacher (Long Beach, Calif., 1967).

Founded by Leon Bernard of Notre Dame University, this is a

quarterly journal devoted to the needs and interests of the teach-

ing profession. It includes articles on new interpretations of his-

tory, reports on innovations in teaching, and reviews of printed

and audio-visual classroom materials. In 1972 the journal moved

from its former home at Notre Dame to California State Univer-

ty at Long Beach.
Massialas, Byron G., and C. Benjamin Cox, Inquiry hs

Social Studies (New York: McGraw, 1966, $9.65). Massialas

and Cox are social studies educators with strongly anti-historical

leanings. Because contemporary society is experiencing rapid

change and conflict at all levels, they argue that the task of the

schools is to "assume a role of creative reconstruction." The goal

of education "shotAd be the reflective examination of values and

issues of current import." The social studies classroom should

become a "fornm of inquiry," where students through the use Of

social science methodology produce "a body of tested principles

and generalizations about human relations and societies." In the

authors' view, historyor at least traditional "narrative-descrip-

tive" historyhas dominated the social studies curriculum far too

long. Undue deference has also been given to history in the train-

ing of social studies teachers. History can supply students with

useful data and case studies, but Massialas and Cox assign top

priority in the curriculum to the social sciences.
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Social Education (Washington, 1937). This is a suc-
cessful and innovative journal for high school teachers and edu-
cationists in the social studies field. Its first editor, Erling M.
Hunt, expounded its continuing philosophy in the first issue

(January, 1937): "We recognize that, while some specialization
is necessary to competence, nevertheless history, geography, gov-
ernment, economics, sociology, and social psychology are, in the
schools, all fundamentally one, all concerned with the study of
man and society." Social Education often publishes articles of
special concern to teachers of history. Unfortunately, it is as little
known among university historians as The American Historical
Review is among high school teachers.

The Social Studies: A Periodical for Teachers and Ad-
ministrators (Philadelphia, 1909). The history of this journal
tells a good deal about the changing relations between history
and the social sciences, and between university historians and
secondary school teachers. It began in 1909 as The History
Teacher's Magazine. The first issues featured articles by such
outstanding university scholars of the time as George Burton
Adams, Charles H. Haskins, C. H. Mcllwain, and Frederick
Jackson Turner. In 1918 it became The Historical Outlook: A
Journal for Readers and Teachers of History and the Social
Studies. The title was changed to The Social Studies in 1934,
with an announcement that henceforth much greater attention
would be paid to the social sciences. Over the years, the univer-
sity historians have gradually disappeared from its pages, and it
has become a journal for high school teachers and educationists
exclusively.

West, Edith, ed., Improving the Teaching of World His-
tory (Washington: National Council for the Social Studies,
1949). Unlike the later N.C.S.S. symposium edited by Shirley
H. Engle (reviewed above), this one stresses teaching strategies.
Most of the contributors are secondary school teachers and pro-
fessors of education. The chapters are brief and sharply focused.
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After surveys of the status of world history teaching in America
and abroad, the authors present suggestions for curriculum de-
velopment; alternative ways of structuring the high school
course in world history (chronologJeal, topical, the area studies
approach, the current affairs approach); the learning a time and
place concepts; projects and activities for the world history
course; and a review of printed and audio-visual materials. In
addition, six chapters by historians and social scientists explore
interpretative trends in such fields as geography, anthropology,
and social history. Much of the material in the symposium is now
woefully dated, but the teacher can still benefit from its practical
ideas.
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chapter
two

Reference

Tools

1 . Guides to Reading and Research
You have often heard the truism that what matters in scholarship
is not knowing something, but knowing where to find it. If the
truism is true, we are in trouble! Many teachers and almost all
students, up to and including doctoral candidates, really have no
idea "where to find it." Thirteen years after earning my Ph.D.,
I still did not know or had not ever used quite a few of the refer-
ence tools discussed below, when I started work on Books in
World History.

Our task in this chapter is to survey some of the reference
materials that students and teachers of history should know.
These are works that could help you in finding books, in writing
term papers, in preparing lectures and other classroom happen-
ings, or in doing research for publication.

One valuable aid is the research handbook, usually in-
tended for use as a text in college historiography courses. The
-classic manual on all aspects of research and writing" (so say
the publishers) is Jacques Barzun and Henry F. Graff, The Mod-
ern Researcher [1957] (rev. ed, New York: Harcourt, 1970.
$8.50; paperback, $3.75). The publishers description does not,
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for once, seem far off. The Modern Researcher is a comprehen-
sive guide to the writing of history, from asking the first questionS
through fact-finding and verification to the rules of citation. The
authors include a long bibliography of reference works.

A book such as Ba-zun and Grams contains some ma-
terial that will obviously be useless to you unless you plan to write
history yourself. But no great gulf yawns between the mental
processes involved in writing history and those involved in study-
ing and teaching it. In fact, this is what the inquiry" method now
popular in social studies education is all about. The mind-set of
the "inquirer- is also the mind-set of the "researcher." In both
cases you are not content simply to tell or hear ready-made stories
about the past. You are asking questions and trying to solve prob-
lems. Studying in detail how historians write history can make
you a far more intelligent and sophisticated reader of history
and a better teacher.

A little older than Barzun and Graff, but also available in
an updated second edition, is Louis Gottschalk's Understanding
History: A Primer of Historical Method [1950] (2nd ed., New
York: Knopf, 1969. $4.95; paperback, $3.50). Unlike The
Modern Researcher, which stresses writing, Gottschalk's book
devotes most of its chapters to such topics as the objectives of
historians, the nature of historical sources, and theories of his-
tory. It has relatively more to say, in other words, about the inter-
pretation of sources than about the composition of historical
essays; but either book will help guide you through the reference
literature and the kinds of sources available to the historian.

Yet another sort of guidebook is How to Study History,
by Norman F. Cantor and Richard I. Schneider (New York;
Crowell, 1967. Paperback, $2.95 ). The authors' main purpose
is to help undergraduates wrestle with their everyday problems;
reading primary and secondary sources, writing examinations
and term papers, using the library. Chapters such as "The Ma-
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terials of History, 'A Practical Lesson in How to Read a History
Book," and "Research Techniques" have much to offer anyone
interested in improving his familiarity with the basic tools of his
trade.

All the foregoing are full-length books. A considerably
shorter work of great practical value is Wood Gray et al., His-
torian's Handbook: A Key to the Study and Writing of History
[1959] (2d ed., Boston: Houghton, 1964. Paperback, $2.95).
In addition to chapters in outline form on the nature of history
and the writing of historical papers, Gray provides in his second
chapter ("Pursuit of Evidence") a convenient and yet very ex-
tensive list of research tools in all the fields of world history. Hun-
dreds of library catalogues, bibliographies, periodical and news-
paper indexes, reference works, and atlases are listed, with full

bibliographical information. If you want to know where to find
a place that will tell you "where to find it," consult Historian's
Handbook.

So much for the guidebooks. If you do not need them, you
are ready to move on to a different category of reference tool: the
scholarly bibliography. The book you are now reading is such a
work, although far less comprehensive than the best professional
efforts in this field. Nothing in the English language remotely
compares with Guide to Historical Literature [1931] (new ed.,
New York: Macmillan, 1961. $16.50), a project of the American
Historical Association, edited by George Frederick Howe and
others. Nearly a thousand pages in length, the Guide covers all-
kinds of history, and most of the twenty thousand entries are dis-
cussed in paragraph-long notes. Included are lists of reference
works, books on history teaching, and general studies of world
history since the earliest times. The chief drawback of the Guide
in the 1970's is its agebibliographies age even more rapidly and
more disastrously than movie starlets. It covers the literature of

world hist y only down to 1956, with a few entries on works
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published between 1956 and 1960, when it went to press. For the
modern period, see also John Roach, ed., A Bibliography of Mod-
ern History (New York: Cambridge U. P., 1968. $6.95).

Another excellent guide to the scholarly literature is the
American Historical Association's Pamphlets for Teachers and
Students of History. More than seventy of these pamphlets were
published between 1956 and 1970. The greater number are in
world, as distinguished from U. S., history, and they offer expert
judgment on the books in each field, with special attention to

cut interpretative trends. Sample titles: John K. Fairbank,
"New Views of China's Tradition and Modernization-; Philip D.
Curtin, "African History"; and Bryce Lyon, "The Middle Ages
in Recent Historical Thought." It is notorious in the profession
that the eyeatest users of these pamphlets have been doctoral
candidates preparing for their comprehensive examinations, not
the teachers for whom they were originally designed. In 1972
the A.H.A. announced that the series was being replaced by a
new one, AHA Pamphlets. The new pamphlets (priced like their
predecessors at $1.00 each) will provide short interpretative
studies of various periods in American and world history, with
less emphasis on bibliographical data than in the original series.
The first world history title in this series is Harold J. Grimm's
"The Reformation." For further details, write to the American
Historical Association, 400 A Street S.E., Washington, D.C.
20003.

The needs of high school students are especially well
served by World Civilization Booklist: Supplementary Read-
ing for Secondary Schools (Washington; National Council for
the Social Studies, 1968. Paperback, $3.50). It lists and briefly
describes 1,240 titles, ranging from light historical fiction for
young readers to scholarly monographs.

But of course you do not have to consult books such as
these to secure reputable lists of works in world history. Almost
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any good recent textbook contains a bibliogj-aphy, and some are
quite lengthy. The textbook bibliography may be just as service-
able for your purposes as longer, separately published biblio-
graphical works (like this one!).

2. Encyclopedias and Atlases
If what you want is not reading suggestions but quick ac-

cess to specific historical data, a number of good referenee works
are available, tailored to the needs of historians. Some are not
well known, or rarely consulted.

Anyone who teaches world history should not only use
but own a copy of William L. Langer, ed., An Encyclopedia of
World History HMI (5th ed., Boston: Houghton, 1972.
$17.50). The 1,569 pages of this one-volume historical encyclo-
pedia probably house more "hard data" about the human past
than any book of comparable length ever written. It offers fully
indexed chronological lists of principal events in the histories
of all parts of the world, with explanatory and interpretative
notes, genealogical charts, maps, and other materials. Because
of its chronological format, the Langer Encyclopedia is obviously
a better source for political events than for cultural and economic
history, but it contains at least a little of everything. The scholars
who collaborated in producing it are of the first rank.

See also Everyman's Dictionary of Dates [191 1] (6th ed.,
New York: Dutton, 1971. $6.50). This is actually a dictionary of
world history from earliest times, although the alphabetically ar-
ranged entries emphasize chronology rather than content. A rep-
resentative entry is the one on "Nepal," which packs twenty-
three dates into a thirty-eight line article.

An "encyclopedia" that is actually not an encyclopedia
is John Bowie, ed., The Concise Encyclopedia of World History
( New York: Hawthorn, 1958). Profusely illustrated, this volume
offers a series of essays for the intelligent layman on various seg-
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ments of world history by twenty-three scholars, mostly of Ox-

ford University. with especially full treatment of the Afro-Asian

world. More recently, a team of forty scholars at Columbia Uni-

ve,sity has produced The Columbia History of the World, eds.

John A, Garraty and Peter Gay (New York: Harper, 1972.

$20.00). Its 101 chapters supply the most comprehensive review

of world history available in a single volume in narrative form.

In addition to these works, which are strictly historical,

you will wish to consult from time to time a variety of other

kinds of reference works. I find all standard encyclopedias fairly

exasperating, but the Encyclopaedia Britannica remains the best

of the lot, in English or any other language. Except for contem-

porary history, you will be well advised to use the out-of-print

11 th edition (29 vols 1911). The social sciences are well

represented by two great encyclopedias with almost identical

titles: Encyclopaedia of the Social Sciences (15 vols., New York:

Macmillan, 1930-34); and International Encyclopedia of the

Social Sciences (17 vols., New York: Macmillan and the Free

Press, 1968). The earlier set included historians on its editorial

staff; the later one does not. Both contain articles of substantial

length on the major social thinkers throughotit history as well

as on the concepts and branches of the social sciences. But do not

confuse them. The second is not a revised edition of the first, but

a wholly new production. See also the Encyclopaedia of Re-

ligion and Ethics (13 vols., New York: Scribner, 1908-26). For

brief biographies of the scientists of all periods and countries,

see Allen G. Debus, ed World Who's Who in Science (Chicago:

Marquis, 1968. $60,00).
The place to go if you want to kric,w the history of a word,

as well as its modern meanings, is A New English Dictionary on

Historical Principles (10 vols. in 13; Oxford: Clarendon, 1888

1928 ) . Four other standard reference works of exceptional value

are the Columbia Encyclopedia [1935] (3rd ed., New York :
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Columbht U. P., 1963. $49.50); Webster's iliographical Dic-
tionary [19431 (rev. ed., Springfield, Mass.: Merriam, 1972.
$12,95 ); Webster's Geographical Dictionary [1949] (rev. ed.,
Springfield, Mass.: Merriam, 1969. $9.50) ; and the Columbia-
Lippincbtt Gazetteer of the World (New York : Columbia U. P.,
1952. $75.00). The last two mentioned contain not only geo-
graphical information and maps but also thumbnail chronologies,
especially useful for urban and provincial history.

Finally, you need a reliable historical atlas. Most confine
themselves to European history, with the rest of the world cov-
ered only as it became involved in European overseas expansion.
For world history, nothing is quite so good as Westermanns Atlas
zur Weltgeschichte (Braunschweig: Westermann, 1956), but you
have to read German to use it. An acceptable alternative is R. R.
Palmer, ed., Atlas of World History (Chicago: Rand, 1957.
$8.95), which contains 128 maps, 92 of them in color, each
briefly explained in the accompanying text. Palmer's work, as
advertised, is a world history atlas; the non-Western civilizations
receive adequate treatment. There is also an abridged paperbound
version of this atlas: Palmer, ed., Histrnical Atlas of the World
(Chicago: Rand, 1961. $1.00). The best atlas of modern history
(since 1492) is H. C. Darby and Harold Fullard, eds., The New
Cambridge Modern History Atlas (New York: Carnbrklge, 1970.
$32.50).

3. Multi-Volumed Historical Series
Despite the great cost and unending busy work involved,

publishers in all countries from time to time bring out ambitious
multi-volumed historical series: scholarly, popular, or documen-
tary. As a rule these are collaborative ventures; and as a nile, the
more editors, authors, and consultants are involved, the poorer
the overall quality of the venture.

A number of multi-volumed histories of mankind or of
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Western civilization have appeared in the last two centuries. They
occupy many yards of shelf space in our major libraries. They
tend to age almost as rapidly as encyclopedias or bibliographies,
and collect more than their share of dust. But some of them are
worth knowing about.

Of world histories in English, the best publicized in recent
years has been The History of Mooldnd prepared under UNESCO
auspices by the International Commission for a History of the
Scientific and Cultural Development of Mankind (New York:
Harper, 1963). Planned in six volumes, with four now pub-
lished, this series has gathered poor reviews. Perhaps it is a case
of too many cooks spoiling the broth; or too much international
bureaucracy; or the need not to offend the official sensibilities of
the U. N.'s member nations; or the untimely death of some of the
authors and editors. In any case, The History of Mankind has not
been an overwhelming critical success. As one reviewer wrote in
a recent issue of The American Historical Review (commenting
on the second volume): "Rarely, if ever, can so many learned
men have labored so long on a history to such little purpose. . . .

This conglomeration of savants from so many nations could no
more have produced a coherent historical synthesis than the
builders of the Tower of Babel could have created the Parthenon."

All the same, UNESCO's History of Mankind has its val-
ues. The first volume (1963), by Jacquetta Hawkes and Sir
Leonard Woolley, treats prehistory and the beginnings of civili-
zation. The second, by Luigi Pareti and two assistants, is enti-
tled The Ancient World: 1200 B.C. 10 A.D. 500 (1965). The
third and fifth volumes are still to come. Volume Four, The
Foundations of the Modern World: 1300-1775 (1970. $20.00),
is the work of an American team headed by Louis Gottschalk.
Volume Six, The Twentieth Century (1967. $18.50), was writ-
ten by Caroline F. Ware and others. Do not expect dazzling feats
of irnagination and ingenuity in any of the volumes, but three
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things at least must be said in favor of this undertaking. It is a
noble attempt to bring scholars together in an international dia-
logue; it is universal, and not just Western, history; and it is use-
ful as a work of referenceboth for its text and for its many pho-
tographs, drawings, maps, and other visual aids.

The University of Michigan History of the Modern World,
ed. Allan Nevins and Howard M. Ehrmann (Ann Arbor, Mich.:
U. of Michigan Press, 1958. $7.50$10.00 each), approaches
world history more conventionally, as a series of national and
regional histories. Seventeen volumes are available on the mod-
ern history of countries such as Germany, France, Italy, and
India, and of regions such as the Far East, the Near East, and
Latin America. Each volume is the work of a single author, and
most of these are well known senior scholars in their fieldsAl-
bert Gu&ard, Maurice Ashley, C. Hartley Grattan, Percival
Spear, to name a few. Unfortunately, the editors are not always
judicious in their apportionment of space. For example, Grattan
is allowed two volumes to present the history of the Southwest
Pacific (essentially Australia and New Zealand), whereas the
whole modern history of China, Korea, and Japan is compressed
into a single volume.

For a comprehensive multi-volumed history of Western
civilization, see the three series published by Cambridge Univer-
sity Press: The Cambridge Ancient History ( 12 vols., 1923-39);
The Cambridge Medieval History (8 vols, 1913-36. $23.50
$12.50 each); and The New Cambridge Modern History ( 13
vols., 1957. $19.50 each). The volumes cover given periods in
Western history; the individual chapters, each by a different
scholar, discuss either a topic in the history of the period or a
country or region. The non-Western world figures only in its rela-
tionship to the West. Despite the excellence of many chapters
here and there, the Cambridge historic.i: lack unity and are diffi-
cult to use as works of reference. For the medieval series, a two-
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volume abridgement is available, Charles W. Previté-Orton, The
Shorter Cambridge Medieval History (New York: Cambridge
U. P., 1952. $28.50).

Better for modern Western history than the Cambridge
set is William L. Langer, ed, The Rise of Modern Europe (New
York: Harper, 1934, $7.95$10.00 each). Seventeen volumes
have appeared so far in this nearly complete chronological series,
each by a different scholar, each stressing trends and topics of
continent-wide significance, with well chosen illustrations and
excellent bibliographical essays. Scholars of the stature of Crane
Brinton, Geoffrey Bruun, Carl J. Friedrich, and Langer himself
make this a project of outstanding merit. As a bonus, all the vol-
umes are now available in paperbound editions in the Harper
Torchbooks series ($2.25$4.95 each) Also in paperback, as
well as cloth binding, is a British set of unusual graphic beauty,
History of Civilization Library, ed. Geoffrey Barraclough, and
published in the United States by Harcourt ($5.50$7.95 each;
paperback, $2.9543.95 each). Some twenty titles are in print,
written by historians of high international repute. Each book is
about two hundred pages long, with more than a hundred illus-
trations, many in color.

the realm of popular history, a leading series is Time-
Life's Great Ages of Man (21 vols., New York: Time-Life, 1965
68. $6.95 each), handsomely produced picture-books with brief
supporting texts by C. M. Bowra, Basil Davidson, Peter Gay, and
other notables. Sprightly prose is the major attraction in another
successful work of popular history, Will and Ariel Durant's The
Story of Civilization (10 vols., New York: Simon, 1935-67.
$10.00$15.00 each). Except for the first volume, the Durants
give us only Western history, and their narrative reaches only as
far as the French Revolution, but The Story of Civilization has
found a large reading public. Scholars prefer to ignore it, since
the authors are obviously not professional historians. All the
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same, this is a work in the grand manner of Voltaire, Macaulay,
and Carlyle. It may not quite match these equally "unprofes-
sional" forerunners in depth of vision, but yOu can read it with-
out having to apologize to anyone.

Another major category of multi-volumed historical works
is the "problems" series. Intended for classroom use either in high
school or in college, "problems" books select issues in historical
interpretation and illustrate the range of opinion by providing
excerpts from the scholarly literature on each issue. Sometimes
primary sources are included as well. Many of these works are
better suited for the teacher's private library or the graduate semi-
nar than for the classroom. But however you use them, they make
a valuable contribution to historical thought.

The pioneer series of problems books, which originated
at Amherst College in the 1930's, is Problems in American Civili-
zation, published by D. C. Heath of Boston. Since this series was
launched, Heath has started three others: Ralph Green law and
Dwight E. Lee, eds, Problems in European Civilization; Edwin
Lieuwen, ed., Problems in Latin American Civilization; and W.
T. de Bary et al., eds., Problems in Asian Civilizations. The last
two are relatively new, but the Green law-Lee series, which began
appearing in 1958, has about sixty volumes in print, all in paper-
back. Representative titles are Donald Kagan, ed., Decline and
Fall of the Roman Empire: Why Did It Collapse? (1962, $2.25 );
and Dwight E. Lee, ed., The Outbreak of the First World War:
Who or What Was Responsible? (3rd ed., 1970, $2.25).

Each volume follows the same format: an introduction by
the editor, substantial excerpts from ten or twenty scholarly books
and articles on the problem at hand, and a bibliographical essay.
Sometimes the editors seem to create more controversy than
really exists; a few of the volumes go to the other extreme and are
quite bland. But on the whole, the editors have done their work
well. See also the volumes of the European Problem Series pub-
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lished by !bolt and the t:fajor lissires in History Scrks published
hy folio Wiley.

lii adilition to il iese selics, which eontitin one "problem"
per volume, there in e several convenient 11011(110es of prob-
lems. One of the newest is Norman E. fiintor mid Sainuel Ber-
ner, eds., '1'1:Willis lin European flistory (3 vols,, New 'York:
('rowell, 1971. Paperhack, 54.95 each), Brison Gooch, ed., Ro-
ferpreting Western Civilization ( 2 vols., Ifoinewood, III,: Dor-
sey, 1969. Paperback, $5,05 each) performs the same service,

with each chapter edited hy a different scholar. Brian 'Tierney et
al., eds., Great issues in Western Civilization 1196711 (2nd cd.,
2 vols.; New York: Random, 1972. Paperback, $4.95 eadi) sup-
plies readings from both primary and secondary sources.

The primary sources of world history (need 1 y. ) are
Ahmed incooceivaNy viist, but some valiant editors have rifunged
into the task of producing comprehensive anthologies in this area
as well 1hey can be helpful either as supplementary reading in
the classroom or as reference aids. L. S. Sravrianos has edited a
two-volume set, The Epic of Nlan to 1509 (Erullewood
N.J.: Prentice, I 970t $7.95; paperback, $5.95) and The Epic of

Modern Min (19661 (2nd ed... Englewood Cliffs, N.J.: Prentice_
1971. Paperback, $5,95), intended for use in conjunction with

his college world history textbooks. Stavrianos includes a num-

ber of excerpts from scholarly !iOurces, but most are primary. Si.te

also William H. McNeill ct al., eds., Readings in World Ilhtory
(10 vols New York : Oxford U. P., 1968-73. Paperback,

$1.50$2.95 each ).
It is no small task to anthologize the primary sources of

even one civilization. A niajor new project is the Documentary
History of Western Ci iliz-ation, ed. Eugene C. Black and Leon-
ard W. Levy. Twenty-seven volumes have thus far appeared, with

more promised. They are available in paperbound editions pub-
lished by Fliirper Tore hbooks, zit prices ranging from $2 .95 to
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tic h. For Asia, plod series is W. de limy. Je., cc!
sources Of Japanese Trudi (l)w Sources .01 liiil Tradition; ;GO
Sources oi ( 'hi nese Traditiori 3 vols.. New Yoi k : ('olumbia U.
P. Iy,tis-60, :id 5,00 each; paperback vets, 111 Nu -$4,0i

eh ).

4.
1 have saved until last N reference aid that is generally

aFied only by specialists, `and sometimes nor even by them. All
branches of scholarship publish journals. In the natural sQt-
enees, journals are often mire important than books, sin ve
scientific research lends itself to presentation in relatively cor-n-
p: let leI-111. A few equations inay sum up thousands of hours of
wog., Hut in our held, the an ides piibdidiecl in jou mils e-

sent only a small fraction of current rese.iren. lo fziot many

hol LIl)Crihe to tIle iii beca use of the ir reviews and ad vcrtise-

in Cuts of recent books and leave the art ielcs unread. More th.an

luAlt t he pdges of a major journal such as nic A picric:aft ifistri4-
ccligericiT are devoted to rev iews., advertisoments, letters, lists
of: roorntly published hooks and articles, and the like. Yet this

ltei is vitally important, too. There Ls no beL ter way of keep-
ing abreast with t he scholarly literature i n your field t ban to rezid

Ui e lour na Is;

Not rnany jourals are world h istory jour mds. The /Wor-
n Historical Reviev, founded in. 1895 and published by the

A thericdn historical Association, is one such, a nd probably the
b, -4 i n the L nglis h language. hi a recent issuc: selected at random
(June, 1971 ), the articles dealt with the labor problem in colon-
ial Jamestown,. the adolescence of Heinrich I Ii flintIer, corninn-
ui sin in pre-Marxist France, and the formation of public policy
iii medieval China. The same issue offered more than 140 signQd

re views of books in all fields of history, including books pub-
lished abroad, and 87 pages listing "other books received' and
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recenti y articles Ii professional jout-nak. Other coon-
tries have eoluparahle jou mils of hmtcl scope, such as The

ifisorical Review ( 1 hu t tie re is nothing else
quite I iko the A //. R. in the tinned States.

S ince 1953 the international CoflhIViiSSiOIi iii ehoi ge of pre-

N1 ring the LINFS(ZO ifintory Mauldrid has also published The
Journal f World History. The articles in this trilingual journal
arc byproducts of the History oj Afankincl Project, Some are
good, but the journal, like the rest of the commission's work,
does n ot nye up to One's expectations,

idost his torical journals are, of course , more specialized
thaii thcs lo the mode to European held, 'The Journal of Modem
hist iry 140; littic English-language competition, The
!lied cared for handsomely 1-1 Speculum ( 926_ )

The ii st ury ol sc ichcc has another exceptionally fine jourrial,

The Journal of Asian Studies (1941) , Middle Unst
fi other branches of world history, see, for ex-

auipk_
Journal (1947- ), The hispanic American historical Review
(19 I g__), od The Journal of African histnry ( 1960). All these
join- mt Is devote a generous portion of each issue to book reviews.

The mom painless of historical journals is the British
co month ly history Today ( 1951 ). It offers a variety of illus-

trated popatai ( although not necessarily unscholarly ) articles in
all fields of history. In a recent issue, articles appeared on "Prince
Rupert,- "1 he Assassination of Trotsky,'' -Ant i-Slavery and
the Atuericail Revolution,- -Admiral Ushakov Nelson's Rus-
sian and "Empeclocles of Acragas." 'The issue sported 39
illustrations, some in color, and several book reviews. I hesitate

to describe //iAtrJry Today as a "reference tool," but it is certainly

rum Since 1967 it has enjoyed brisk corn petition from a similar
America ti publication, Mankind.



chapter
three

The

'A ncieiit

West

t n1a7ly tIecHcs _am nearly all the tistory
studied and taught in the Western world was iincient history.
Nowadays, in;iny holders of l'h.D.'s in history have never taken
a course or (for all wc know) reLld a single book in the field, The
relative decline of ancient history, and also of classical studies
generally, sharply distinguishes our generation from earlier pe-
riods i n the 11;steL of scholurship. Nevertheless, wry good work
is still being done, aided by archeological discovories of great
importance.

The history of the ancient West is simultaneously one
of the broadest and narrowest of disciplines. Its breadth is ob .
vious: it includes not only Crecce and Rome, but also Judaism
and Christianity, the civilizations of Egypt and Mesopotamia,
and the empires of ancient t ran. Among these societies are some
that arose in the fifth and fourth millennia B.C., long before the
emergence of civilization in China and India. But the history of

the ancient West is also a riarromf field of study, since relatively
few of its primary soUrCCS have survived.Even such a well docu-
mented people as the Greeks are known to us only in bits and
pieces: nearly all their art and music and most of their literature

49
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ird philosophy were lost , fore durinh the M Odle
Ages. 17or example, we have scarcely a tenth of the tragedies
known to have been written by Aesc hylus, Sophodes, and
Euripides. From the IlinOreds of other tragedians of the firth
century, not one play survives.

Yet we arc not speaking of populations rein itely compar-
able to those of modern tittles. Egypt under Rameses 111- in the
twelfth century ti.c. had a total populatkm of perhaps three mil-
lion. Three hundred thousand people lived in the Athens of Pen-
des, and even the Roman empire in the age of Augustus Caesar
European, Asian, and Mrican provinces includcdhad at most
one hundred million subjects. The vast majority of these people,
needless to say, were in no position to produce any primary
soul ees what a:s''r and contributed to mankind's history only
their labor, free or slave. That so I ittic remains of what was done
by so few prompts many scholars of ancient history to practice
octreme caution in drawing interpretative conclusions. It lures
ot hers to leaps of speculation that recall the techniques of the
hi storical novelist.

In any event, the more than four thousand years of an-
cient history in the West have their indispensable place in world
history. They are important in their own right; and of course no
one can hope to understand medieval and modern Western civil-
ization without a finn grounding in the study of its ancient
heritage.

I. The Pre-Classical West
Aldred, Cyril, Akhenaten, Pharaoh Of Egypt (New York:

McGraw, I 968. $10,95) , No personality of preciassieal Lgypt is
better remembered than Akhenaten (or Ikhnaton), who reigned
during the Eighteenth Dynasty, from 1378 to 1362 u.c. Many
writers have argued that his introduction of a new religious cult
devoted to the solar disk, Aton, foreshadowed and even helped

5
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to influence the mon itheistie religit uf the ancient Jews. In this
new biographical study, Cyril Aldred olrers a very different view.
Akhenaten, he writes, was far from the revolutionary of modern
legend. I I is ideas "had a stroo 1 ntiquat tan flavor, and attempted
to restore the supremacy (il the Pharaoh to :what it had been in
the early Old Kingdom," Neither populist, riot: monotheist, nor
progressive, Akhenaten used relimio us "heresy- as a weapon
against the classes in Fgyptian society that stood in the way of
his reactionary ambitions. Aldred supplies a thoughtful analysis
of the major interpretative issues, There Ore also 17 color plates
and 120 hlack and white photographs, which greatly enhance
the text .

Bright, John, A Ilisitory of Israel 11959] (2nd ed.,
iliiiadelphuii : West nu lister , 1 9 2_ 1; -t.!=ro ) Ito tlIt h aces the
mr--;

clII-
ii Id political histoly of Israel fRune.4liest times to the end of

the biblical era. Well documented zind supphed with color maps
and a run mde.: of references, his book is of special value
as a guide to the study of the Old Testament. Its theological
tendencies are conservative. For a still more conservative but
also iin_indly executed work by a JCW ij sicholar, see Harry M.
()rlinsky, Ancient Israel 1195.41 (2e1 ed., Ithaca, N.Y.: Cornell
(JP., 1960. $5.50; paperhack, $1.95).

Ceram, C. W., Gods, Graves, mad Scholars: 771e s
Archaeology [ 1949] (rev. ed., Nov York: Knopf, 1967. $8.95;
Bantam paperback. $1.9.5 ). Since the founding of archeology hy
J. J. Winckelmann in the eighteenth century, specialists in this
dusty discipline have added enormously to our knowledge of the
i:tneient world, The drnmitic and huntzin side of their work is
highlighted in an engrossing best-seller by Kurt W. Marek, who
uses the pen name of C. W. Cerarn. Be reviews the history of
archeological discoveries in Egypt. the Near East. Greece and
Italy, and Mexico and Central America. More emphasis falls on
the ruins themselves, and the myths fi-ad legends surrounding

6 0
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them, iii NI) rit,,._nic de ( lamp and Catherine C'. de Camp,

0 Ancient !Wins :and Archaeology (Garden City, N.Y.: Double-

day. 196-1, $5,q9 1. The de Camps even include a delightful

chapter on "'Aim- thnt are purely legendarythe lost civiliz.a-

thin of A tlant is.

Childe, 11, (=Jordon, Man klakes Himself [19361 (New

York: Mentor paperhaek, !Fi0.95). A masterpiece of concise in-

terpretation by one of the twentieth century's leading archeol-

ogists. Clnlde surveys all of Western prehistory and ancient his-

tory down to ahout 3000 ti.c. from a point of view that blends

Marxism and sturdy Victorian rationalism. lie discovers two

great revolutioNs in this preclassical past: the neolithie revolu-

in. which converted titan from a food-gatherer into a farmer

and stockbreeder; a nL; the "urban- revolution, which occurred

first in Mesopotamia, and was made possible by rapid progress

in science and technolouy. All this involved the exploitation of

some mon by other men, but in true Marxist fashion, Childe
views exploitation as a necessary evil, a function of "the dialectics

of progress." Tradition makes the man, he adds, but man in turn

makes (and sometimes breaks) his traditions, so that, in the final

analysis, "man rnakes himself." See also Jacquetta Hawkes's

excellent contribution to the first volume of the UNESCO History

of Malkitui 119631, available separately as Prehistory (New

York: Nientor paperback. $1.25 ) .

Cottrell. Leonard, Life under the Pharaohs (New York:

Holt, 19(10, $5,00; Tempo paperback, $0.75). As a popularizer

of Egyptoloo, Leonard Cottrell has few rivals. In this little book,

he presents the everyday life of the Egyptians of the Eighteenth

Dynasty ( 1580-1321 n.c.), the age of Hatshepsot, Thutmose

ill, and Akhenaten. Sonic of the chapters arc stories set in the

period. Especially for younger students, Life under the Pharaohs

is an excellent introd uction to Egyptian social history. Among

0 Cottrell's many other books see, for example, The Lost Phar-
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aohs: The Romance of Egyptian Archeology [1951] (Universal
paperback, $2.25).

Frankfort, Henri et al., The Intellectual Adventure oi
Ancient Man: An Essay on Speculative Thought in tlw Ancient
Near East (Chicago: U. of Chicago Press, 1946. $8.95; abridged
as Before Philosophy: The Intellectual Adventure of Ancient
Alan, Penguin paperback, $1.45). This book is "an attempt to
understand the view which the ancient peoples of Egypt and
Mesopotamia took of the world in which they lived." The authors
deplore the conventional tacit assumption ''that the Ancients were
preoccupied with problems very similar to ours, and that their
myths represent a charming but immature way of answering
them." Such a view "ignores the gulf which separates our habits of
thought, our modes of experience, from those remote civilize-
tions." The opening chapter, by the Dutch scholars Henri and
H. A. Frankfort, explores the logic and structure of mythopoeic
("myth-making") thought, demonstrating that it was rooted in a
unitary concept of man and nature. Chapters follow on the Egyp-
tian world-view by John A. Wilson and on the Mesopotamian
world-view by Thorkild Jacobsen. In a concluding chapter, the
Frankforts discuss the transition to a relatively demytholoOzed
world-view in Hebrew and Greek thought. There is no better
study of how the ancient mind worked.

0 Kramer, Samuel Noah, History Begins at Sumer: Twenty-
Seven Firsts in Alan's Recorded History [1956] (Garden City,
N.Y.: Anchor paperback, $1.95 ). Originally published under
the title From the Tablets of Swner, this is the best short intro-
duction to mankind's oldest civilization, established in Mesopo-
tamia in the fifth millennium p.c., long before the founding of
the Old Kingdom in Egypt. Kramer tells the story of the Sumer-
ians as a series of "firsts"the first schools, the first bicameral
legislature, the first historian, the first library catalogue, and
many others, twenty-seven in all. It is a charming portrait of a

6 2
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1oiigdead ocie1y, written by an able scholar who is also the
author of a somewhat more orthodox volume, The Sumerians:

Iwir History, Culture, and Character (Chicago: U. of Chicago
Press, 1963. $7.95; Phoenix paperback, $2,95).

Moseati, Sabatino, The face of the Ancient Orient: A
l'an, ra,jza of Near Eastern Civilizations in Pre-Classicell Tittles
[19561 (Garden City, N.Y.: Anchor paperback, $2.50).
Moscati, a specialist in Semitic studies at the University of Rome,
based the present work on a series of radio talks. Like many other
books with similar beginnings, Tim Face of the Ancient Orient
is boldly conceived, but displays a tendency to oversimplification.
The peoples of die ancient Near East arc studied in three groups:
those of the river yalleys (the Sumerians, Babylonians, Assyr-
ians, and Egyptians), who established the first civilized societies;
those of the mountains and deserts ( the Hittites, Canaanites,
Israelites, and others), who acted as "catalysts" in the body so-
cial of the old valley empires; and the Persians, also a mountain
people by origin, who supplied the final "synthesis" of preelassi-
cal antiquity by uniting the entire area under their rule in the
sixth century D.C.

Olmstead, Albert T. ry of the Persian Empire (Chi-
cago: U. of Chicago Press, 1948, Phoenix paperback, $3.95).

forget too easily that Persia (or Iran) is one of the worId's
oldest empires. founded centuries before the unification of China,
and a great power in the ancient world from the time of Cyrus in
the sixth century ii. . until the seventh century A.D. Albert T.
Olmstead of the Oriental Institute at the University of Chicago
gives us in this book a history of the Achaemenid period, from
Cyrus to the burning of the capital at Persepolis by Alexander the
Orcat. Political and military history are reinforced by a vivid
account of ancient Persian social, economic, and cultural life.
Ohnstead takes advantage of recent archeological findings in
Iran itself, so that he is not wholly dependent, as scholars once
were, on biased Greek accounts of the Persian world.

6 3
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Oppenheim, A. Leo, Ancient Mesopotamia: Portrait of
a Beal (Chicago; U. of Chicago Press, 1964. $8.50;
Phoenix paperback, $3.95). Oppenheirn draws a convincing
ture of the social and cultural life of two great ancient Mesopo-
tamian peoples, the Babylonians and the Assyrians, He stresses
the uniqueness of ancient Mesopotamia, the many ways in which
its ideas and institutions differ from those of our modern world.
A still older people, the Sumerians, are not included. The author
smartly raps some of his colleagues for their tendency to judge
dead Asian societies hy the standards of Western humanism.

Piggott, Stuart, Ancient Europe: From the Beginnings of
icwltiire to Classical Antiquity (Chicago: Aldine, 1966.

$10.00; paperback , $3-()5 ). hi is well kno-ai that medievul (and
hence modern 1 Europe was much more than a continuation in
new dress of tlw civilization of Mediterranean antiquity. But
historians have traditionally paid little serious attention to the
other major element in the cultural synthesis of medieval Europe:
the contribution of the pre-Celtic. Celtic, and Germanic -na-
tives- who made up the greater part of Europe's population in
medieval times.

Stuart Piggott's hook is a visually exciting and scien-
tifically penetrating attempt to sum Op what archeology can tell
us ahout the last eight thousand years of European prehistory.
With (he help of 143 line illustrations and 51 plates, the author
traces the sow .Avance of peasant societies across the continent
from western Asia, their arts and commerce, their entry into the
bronze and iroa ages, and their interaction with classical Greece
and Rome.

Roth, Cecil, A History of the Jews: Fri Tinzes

Through the Six Day War r 19351 ( rev. ed., New York; Schocken,
1970. Paperback, $2.45). The Jewish people have retained their
identity through a period of more than three thousand years
withoutfor most of this timeliving in a land of their own. Other
peoples have survived in spite of foreign rule, in spite of political

6
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disunity, in spite of systematic attempts to destroy their culture-

the Jews are unique in their survival as a "diasporti," a scattered

people residing in many adopted homelands. What holds them

toi!i. her as a people, apart from their religious faith, is their in-

tensely developed historical consciousness, The Bitylc is the most

historically-minded of all sacred texts; it has created a nation

whose essence is its history.
Not surprisingly, modern Jewish scholars have written

many histories, long and short, of the Jewish people. This vol-

ume, by Cecil Roth, is one of the best. It is divided into six parts,

of hich two are devoted to the ancient period ( MOO a.c.-425

A.D.), one to the Middle Ages, and three to modern times. In

treating the Jewish people in antiquity, Both takes ctill account of

the findings of modern biolical criticism, but azgrues that "the

memory of a whole people," even when it may be .eontradieted by

scholarship, has ;L "subjective historicity- with a truth of its own.

0 Saggs, H. W. F., The Greatness That WfVs Babylon: A

Survey of the Ancient Civilization of the Tigris-Ektphroles Valley

19621 (New York: Praeger. $13.00; Men1or paperback,
$2.25 ) Written for high schoolers, college freshmen, and the

general reader, this is a comprehensive history of Babyloniu

and Assyria illustrated with more than sixty pages of plates. The

openinz chapters, devoted to political history, are a hit heavy-

goi ng in places, but the nine chapters that follow on Mesopotam-

ian society and culture have a broader appeal. With the help of

liberal excerpts from the primary sources, Saggs t-Jscribes social

life, government, trade, religion, literature, science, and art.
There is also a summary of what Western civilimion owes to the

Babylonian achievement. For a study of the irtcredible city of

Babylon and its rediscovery by modern archeologists, read James

Wellard's Babylon (New York: Saturday Review, 1972. $6.95).
Wilson, John A., The Burden of Egypt: An Interpreta-

tion -4 Ancient Egyptian Culture (Chicago: U. of Chicago Press,

65
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1951. $7.50; as The (ulture Of Ancient L',1Aypt, Phoenix paper,
back, $2.45). This is probably the most valuable short book in
the English language on ancient Egypt. Wilson has integrated
social, cultural, economic, and political history in a series of
brilliant interpretative essays on the major periods of ancient
Egyptian history from its prehistoric beginnings to the post-int-
pedal age of the early first millennium we. He looks on the an-
cient Egyptians as a basically optimistic people who owed their
view of life and their theory of divine kingship to their favorable
geographical position in the ancient world. "Egypt was the land
which was cut off from major contacts and thus enjoyed a NAPPY
sense of security and special election. Her destiny was excep-
tional because divine providence had set her apartdistinctly
apartfrom her neighbors." Wilson also tends, as many other
seluffars have done, to idealize the early dynasties and regret the
conservatism and decadence of the later 0E10. The Old Kingdom
of the first dynasties was "the period of Egypt's rich and abundant
youth," a time of scientific curiosity, political inventiveness, and
pride of craftsmanship far beyond anything achieved in her
neurotic old age.

2. Greece and Rome
Africa, Thomas W., Rome of the Caesars (New York:

John Wiley, 1965. Paperoack, $3.95). Africl constructs a wry,
unsentimental picture of imperial Rome in the first two centuries
of the Christian era. His approach is biographical. After an intro-
ductory chapter on the city itself, he sketches the lives of eleven
men who figured, each in his own very different way, in the po-
litical and intellectual history of the early Empire. Among others,
we meet a court politician (Sejanus), a client prince (Herod
Agrippa), a Christian nnssionary (Paul), a Stoic philosopher
(Seneca), an Asian wizard (Apollonius of Tyana), and two
emperors (Hadrian and Marcus Aurelius). The author quotes
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lltrIltmann, Rudolf, Primitive Christianity in UN I .1

Ftotra 11949!( New Yolk txTeridian paperback, 53.05 )

of twenticth-ecntury New Testarnent scholars ex-
amines the historical background of early Christianity and pro-
vido vspel with an existentialist interpretation. Bultmann's
own thcoltqical position takes work to understand, despite the
clarity and forcefulness of his prose, but this book is chiefly
valuable roc it, pelletratille discussion of the intellectual and
spiritual sources Of Christian thought in the Hellenistic world.
Hul (mann esplores, iri order. the impact of the Old Testament, of
later .111.(laisin, of classical Greek culture, and of the philosophies
and religious eults of the liellenistie age. Primitive Christianity,
lie s, ,nceds. was of tendencies and contradictions the

onteotne of syncretism," At the some time it possessed a unity of
its Own and a new, unique doctrine of human eXistence character-
ixed. by -radical openness for the future."

Doissmann, Adolf, Paul: A Srudy in social and v

oir,y E]91 11 (New York: Harper, 1957, Reprinted by
Gloucester, Mass.: Smith, S5.50). This is a passionate defense of
St. Paul apinst the common charge that he substituted for the
gospel of Jesus a theology of redemption hopelessly contaminated
wit!) papa philosophy and superstition. Deissmann traces Paul's
life in its Jewish. Greek, and Roman setting, and expounds his
religious world-view. -The Christ-centred Christianity of Paul,"
he concludes, -is the necessary form in which alone the Master's
revelation could be assimilated by mankind, and which alone
was capoble of fashioning a perennial religion for the people."
Another excellent German study of Paul's life and thought is
Oijinther Bornharnm, Paul (New York: Harper, 1971. $7.50).
Borukamm makes good use of recent research on the problem of
the authorship of the letters ascribed to Paul in the New Testa-
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nient. He also supplies a much fuller account of Paul's career as
a missionary.

Gibbon, Edwaid, 'Ile F)eelinc and Fall of the Roman
Empire 11776-8g 3 vols., New York: Modern Library, 1932.
$4.95 each; 3 vols., Pocket Books paperback, $2.95 the set).
Gibbon's classic history of the later Roman Empire and the Mid-
dle Ages to 1453 qualifies as perhaps the best known and most
inlluential historical work of tk modero era. It is marked by
scrupulous scholarship, Literary artistry of thc highest rank, and
the typical prejudices of the eighteenth-century Enlightenment.
Gibbon regarded Rome's fall as "the triumph of barbarism and
religion." the conquest of a benevolent, if despotic, state by d.arl:
forces that he could not fully understand, much less approve. He
had hule sympathy for the medieval aftermath of Rimie in the
West or for the later 8yzantine empire in the East, hut fortunately
most of the Decline and Fall k devoted to a oetailed study of
the centuries thit he found least distasteful, from the death of
Marcus Anrchus in I SO A.D. to that of lieraclius in 641. Although
his view of Christianity as one of the chief causes of Rome's fall
took courage to hold in an age when any attack on the Christian
religion was still punishable by law, it has few supporters today.
Nevertheless, this is a work of prodigious learning and eloquence;
no one should attemp to teach the history of late antiquity who
has not read it.

Hamilton, Edith, The r _ek Way to Western Civilization
(New York: Norton. 1930. $6.95; paperback, $1.75). "Five
hundred years before Christ in a little town on the fvr western
border of the settled and civilized world," writes Edith Hamilton,
"a strange new power was at work.... Athens had entered upon
hcr brief and magnificent flowering of genius." The Greek Way
is a lyrical study of art, literature, and religion in fifth-century
Athens. The greatness of Athenian culture, according to Hamil-
ton, derived from its achievement of an uncanny balance between

6 8
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the demands of mind and spirit, he generalizing tendencies of
mind and the individualizing tendencies of spirit, a balance un-
known elsewhere in the ancient world and rarely struck by West
ern man in medieval or modern times. This is a deservedly popu-
lar book, cm 1:.hed with many delightful excerpts from Greek
literature, but . suffers from the author's inability to empathize
with any ancient culture except the classical Greek. The results
are at best ing.:nuous, at worst sentimental and even a little dis-
honest.

Kitto, H. D. F., The Greeks (Chicago: Aldine, 1951.
$7.50; Penguin paperback, $1.25). Kitto is 4 professor of Greek
literature who loves his subject, and the Incient Greeks them-
selves, with a quiet passion. His twelve chapters are a happy
blend of history, eeography, political science, literary criticism,
and history of philosophy and religion, treating most, of the sig-
nificant aspects of preci assical and classical Greek life with humor
and good sense. But do not be deceived by Kitto's informal style.
Although his manner is casual, his reverence for the Greek way
of life runs deep, and at times he overstates his case. The ancient
Greeks, he writes, on his fi rst poge, discovered "a totally new con-
ception" of the meaning of life and "showed for the first time
what the human mind was for.'' The author also shares Aristotle's

the superiori ty of the polls to all other statc-forms
in the ancient world, Two ether exceptionally good surveys of
Greek civilization by Bntish scholars are C. M. Eowra, The
Creek Experience [195'71 (New 'York : Praeger. $10,00; Mentor
paperback, $1.25), and M. I. Finley, The Ancient Greeks: An
loirthhiction to Their Life and Thought (New York :
I 9(i3. $5.00; Compass paperback , $1.45 ).

MacMullen. Ramsay, Constantine (New *York: Dial,
1969. $7.95; Torchbooks paperback, $2.95). The best of sev-
eral recent biographies of the first Christian emperor. Maclqullen
writes in a clear, simple style that goes straight to the point, not

9
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unlike the emperor he portrays. He argues that Constantine was
an early and ardent convert to Christianity who had little inter-
est in its theology and less in its moral implications, but who per-
ceived at once its practical value_ "Ile alined at the prosperity of
his reign and realm through ensuring to God acceptable worshiP,
and by prosperity he evidently had in mind quite material well-
heirig: an end to civil war, security along the borders, plentiful

ops for a plentiful population-in short, peace and its products.
Payne, Robert, Ancient Rome [1966] (New York:

American Heritage, 1970. $6.95; paperback, $2.95). Originally
putylished as The. Horizon Bool, of Ancient Rome, this is a color-
ful treatment of Rome by an old master of popular history. with
the help of many plates, lively prose, a large stock of anecdotes,
ad a genius for condensation, Payne offers a narrative history of
Rornan civilization in the classical age that is easy on both eye

and mind_
Rostovtzeff, M. 1., Greece [1924] (New York: Oxford-

., 1963. $10.00; paperback, $2.75). Rome [1924] (New
'York: Oxford U,P., 1960. $10.00; paperback, $2.50). Hailed
iS "th, only fundamental reinterpretation" of the collapse of

ancient civilization since Gibbon, the work of the 6rnigre Rus-
Sinn historian M. 1. Rostovtzell is here presented in an abridged
edition of one of his hest known books, A Ilislory of the Ancient
Por/d (first published in English in two volumes in 1926-27).
fos-tovtzefFs forte was social and economic history, but in these
QOkn nies he offers what is basically a political narrative. He con-
cludes that the declime and fall of both Greece and Rome can be
explained by the aristocratic nature of ancient eivi'ization, which
olieriated the masses and led finally to inilitar: dictatorship by
roug,h-hewu soldier-demagogues who pulverized the ruling elites
cf title old aristocratic order and helped to destroy its culture
through their sheer inability to understand it. Rostovtzeff S think-
i lig vas powerfully influenced by the fate of his own native Ras-
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where the transition from aristocratic decadence to demo-
cratic despot ism had occurred in less than a decade,

Sy me, Ronald. The Roman Revolution (New York:
Oxford UP., 1939. $15.25; paperback, $5.75 ). Few books in
the 5eld of ancient history have excited so much critical acclaim
as Sir Ronald Syrne's The Pomon Revolutient. Through a careful
study of thc factional struggles within the ruling class of the
Roman Republic in the first century B.O., he shims that the estab-
lishment of the principate undet Augustus was not the triumph
of an ideology but the usurpation of power by a cold-hearted fac-
tional bess, who broke the ascendancy of the Roman nobility and
brought political stability to the empire through fraud and blood-
shed.

Sy ine's Rome has no heroes, republican or imperial. Yet
on balance he scents to prefer the dictator Augustus to the rapaci-
ous aligarths of the late Republic. With all his faults. Augustus
did inore than seize power; he created a whole nem/ form of gov-
ernment kir Rune, Italy, and the empire, a system "firm, well-
articulated and flexible . neither exclusive nor immobile," that
survived its founder by many centuries. B ut whatever one
think of svnics assessment of Augustus, his greatest achievement
as a scholar 2s his collective biography of the Roman aristocracy
based on a detailed exploration of family history.

Tarn, W. W., Hellenistic Civilization [1927] (3rd ed.,
New Y Martia's, 1952. $8.50; Meridian paperback,
$3.45 ), A leNander the Great [1'948] Boston: Beacon pverbtij,
$2.45 1. The "Hel lenistic" age is the period between the career or
Alexander the Circa t and the final emergence of Rome as the p0-
iitical a nd, in some respects, cultural cen ter of Mediterranean
antiquity. During thesc three centuries the Greeks first conquered
the Western world and then lost their ovm independence; at the
same time., they "Hellenized" most of thc peoples with whom they
came in etact, including the Egyptians and the Romans. Greek
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culture, with certain inevitable modifications, became Western
culture. The emphasis properly falls, in Tarn's Hellenistic

not on the rather dreary and inconclusive political history
of the periods but on the difTusion of Creek culture, on trade and
exploration, literature and learning, science and art, philosophy
and religion.

Alexander the Grea t is Tarr's biography of the Macedon-
ian emperor, a delightfully concise and provocative account of
his life which concludes wi th the controversial thesis that Alel-
ander is not only the historical prototype of the imperial warlord
but a creative and visionary thinker who dreamed of world
brotherhood and world peace. "He was one of the supreme fer-
tilizing forces of history."

Watson, G. R., The Roman Soldier ( lthac,t, N.Y. Cornell
UR., 1969. $7.30 ), No one had more to do with the Pax Rotrialla
than the Roman soldier. In this short, readable, and fully docu-
mented monograph, the author follows a typical recruit through
h is career, from enlistment to reti rement, and assesses -the impact
of the serv ing soldier and veteran upon the society in which he
found himself." We learn how soldiers were recruited and trained,
their opportu nities for promotion, conditions of service, and re-
lisious and marital life. Since this is social and institutional, rather
than military, history, Watson_ does not discuss warfare as such.
Fle finds that most Roman al.'s were "content with their lot.
The direction of social mobility for the sold ier was no rinally
upward:.

Zitnin ern, Alfred, Thc Creek Commonwalth: Politics
it'd Economics in rift h-Ce ittia.y, Athens [1911] (5th ed., New
York: Oxford U. P., 1931. Paperback, $2.75 ). Occasionally a
work of scholarship rcinains the leading authority in its field
through several senerations. There is still no better general study
of the politics and economic life of Athens in its golden age than
this book, now more thorn sbay years old, by the English political

'7 2
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scientist Sir Alfred Zimmern. His approach is topical, rather than
chronological, but within each topic he also indicates the course
of historical development, with generous attention to the pre-
classical beginnings of Athenian ife. Four chapters discuss the
geographical background, eight are devoted to politics and gov-
ernment, seventeen to economics, and a final chapter treats the
Peloponnesian War, which brought the fifth century and, with it,
much of t he greatness of Athens to a tragic end.



chapter
four

Traditional
Asia

With the possible exception of Israel, tone of the societies of
the ancient West exists today, or has existed for hundreds of
years. Christianity, Islam, and modern secularism long ago ab-
sorbed and transformed them all. It is 'quite otherwise with the
classical civilizations of east and middle Asia, which did not even
begin to disintegrate until the nineteenth cent ury. In some coun-
tries they are still far from extinct, despite headlong change in
recent decades. Unlike the Egypt of thc Pharaohs or the Rome of
the Caesars, such great societies as FIlinclu India and Confucian
China did not fall during the ancient or medieval periods in West-
ern history. They have "fallen," if at ;all, only under extreme
pressures emanating from the Western world in our own century.

It therefore makef, sense to e,cplore traditional Asian
history in a single chapter 11)at ranges front the prehistoric period
ail the way to I 945. I have a.tUivided the chapter into three parr,.
"East Asia," 'South and C, !oral Asia," and flic Islmnic )Aiu-
die East." "East Asia" is delirr-1 Ja pan, z.nd Komi
"South and Central Asia" ernbr,tuc, the Iridian subcontinent,
Southeast Asia from Burma to the Phil; Central Acia
from Turkistan to Mongolia. In the former, the parent civil .zation

65
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was China; in most of the latter, India. Japan, Korea, and Central
and Southeast Asia did not develop civilized societies until the
early centuries of the Christian era, and then only under direct
Chinese or Indian influence.

The Islamic !diddle East stands in a class by itself. From a
contemporary perspective, the Islamic world, which stretches
from Morocco to Indonesia, is only another example of a tradi-
tional and chiefly Asian culture now rapidly changing in the face
of the Western challenge. But from the point of view of the West-
ern peoples until recent times, Islam was a second-generation civ-
ilization, rooted in Judeo-Christian and classical values, and the
chief rival of medieval and early modern Christendom in the
struggle to inherit the Roman empire. In one sense, therefore, the
Islamic Middle East belongs in our next chapter, on medieval
and early modern Europe. Or perhaps it should have a chapter
of its own.

But each of the three major cultures included in the pres-
ent chapter is a human universe with its own life-style, mental
climate, distinctive institutions, and unique pattern of historical
evolution. Each has interacted vigorously with the others, and
each has met its ino-t dangerous challenge in the last two cen-
turies, with the rise to ..'orld power of modern secularized West-
ern civilization_ The acid test of any course in world history is its
success or failure in coping with these alien universes, so unlike

our own, and yet so incredibly rich in fundamental human ex-
perience at all levels.

1 . East Asia
Benedict, Ruth, The Chrysanthemum and the Sword:

Japanese Cult wv (Boston: Houghton, 1946, $6.95;
Meridian paperback, $3,45). During the second World War,
the anthropologist Ruth Benedict made a careful study of Japa-
nese culture for the American government. She could not visit the
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country she was studying, and was in no sense a Japanese expert,
but she received much help in her work from interviews with
overseas Japanese. Her training in anthropology enabled her to
construct a perceptive working model of manners and mores in
traditional Japan. She discovered a minutely stratified society
with a rigorous code of behavior that kept life at "high tension."

one [night expect of an anthropologist, her chapters are aria-
neal rather than historical, with titles such as "Taking One's

Proper Station," "Clearing One's Name," and "Self-Discipline."
Cottrell, Leonard, The Tiger of Ch'in: The Dramatic

Enzergcnce of China as a Nation (New York : Holt, 1962.
$5.00). Better known for his books on ELryptology, Leonard
Cottrell turns his attention here to the early history of China, with
emphasis on the men most responsible for the cultural and po-
litical unification of the Chinese people: Confucius, Shih Huang-
ti (the "Tiger of Ch'in"), and Liu Pang (founder of the Han
Dynasty). The prose is vigorous, the scholarship adequate, al-
though this is not a book for specialists,

Creel, FL G., The Birth of China: A Study of the Forma-
live Period of Chinese Civilization [19371 (New York: Ungar.
$9.75; paperback, $2.75 ). Onc of the major archeological dis-
coveries of this century occurred in the district of Anyang in
north China. Here scholars working from 1928 to 1937 unearthed
the ruins of the capital city of China's first historic culture, the
Shang. This Bronze Age culture flourished in the second half of
the second millennium B.C. before giving way to the so-called
Chou Dynasty, which in turn survived until the third century u.c.,
when all of China was unified by the royal house of Chin. Creel's
hook is an account for the general reader of the archeological dis-
coveries at Anyang, together with a survey of what is known of
Shang culture and the China 0: the early Chou period, He based
his work exclusively on Chinese sources.

Creel, H. G., Confucius: The Man and the Myth (New
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York: John Day, 1949. As Confucius and the Chinese Way,
Torchbooks paperback, $2:75). Beyond dispute, Confucius (in
Chinese, K'ung-fu-tzu) is the greatest figure in Chinese history;
perhaps even in world history, since no other philosopher or re-
ligious teacher has exerted so profound an influence on the whole
structure of his civilization. In this critical reinterpretation of
Confucius, H. G. Creel attempts to show that the Master's teach-
ings were deliberately perverted by apologists for imperial au-
tocracy long after his death. The real Confucius was neither a
propagandist for absolute monarchy nor a defender of the feudal
status quo hut a "forerunner of democracy," a liberal humanist
who "advocated and helped to bring about such sweeping social
and political reforms that he must be counted among the great
revolutionaries." Creel argues that his thought also played an
important part in the Western Enlightenment and in shaping the
republic founded by Sun Yat-sen. For an excellent nontechnical
survey of the history of Chinese philosophy that includes several
chapters on Confucius and Confucianism, see the same author's
Chinese Thought from Confucius to Mao Tse-tung [1953] ( New
York: Mentor paperback, $0,95).

Gernet, Jacqu?s, Daily Liff-: in China in the Thirteenth
Century [1959 (New York: Macmillan, 1962. $4.95. As Daily
Life in China on the Eve of the Mongol Invasion, 1250-1276,
Stanford U. P. paperback, S2.95). The largest and richest city in
the world in the middle of the thirteenth century was probably
Hangchow, now one of southern China's smaller urban centers,
but at that time the thriving capital of the Sung Dynasty with a
population that reached one rnillon. Drawing chiefly on Chinese
documents of the period, and on the memoirs of Marco Polo,
who knew the city well, Gernet recreates everyday life in the
Sung capital in the generation before it fell to the Mongols in
1276. We see the city, its people, their clothing and cuisine, their
lives from birth to death. their religious observances, and their

7 7
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amusements, arts, and literature. groader in scope and also at-
tractively written is Michael Loewe, Everyday Life in Early
Imperial China During the Han Period 202 B.C.-A.D. 220

New York . Putnam, 1968. $5.00; Perennial paperback, $1.25 ).
Goodrich, L. Carrineton, A Short History of the Chi-

nese People [1943] (New York Torchbooks paperback, $1.75 ).
For many years this has been the best brief account of Chinese
history, by a distinguished China specialist at Columbia Univer-
sity. Well under 300 pages in length, it nevertheless manages to
cover the whole span of Chinese history from Neolithic times and
contains many hits of unusual information that throw new light
on the topics treated. For longer but often less insightful text-
books of Chinese history, sec K. S. Latourette's The Chinese:
Their History and Culture [1934] (4th ed., New York: Macmil-
lan, 1964.. $12.50) and Dun J. Li, The Ageless Chinese [1965]
(2nd ed., New York: Scribner, 1972. $15.00; paperback, $5.95 ).

Grousset, Rem3, The Rise and Splendour of the Chinese
Empire [1943] (Berkeley: U. of California Press, 1953. Paper-
back. $2.45 ). This is a colorful, absorbing, narrative history of
China centered on government and court life in the earlier im-
perial dynasties, from the Ch'in to the collapse of Mongol rule
in 1368. Grousset also gives some attention to culture and socio-
economic problems. He resorts frequently to no logics with West-
ern history. Shih Huang-ti, for example, was the "Chinese
Caesar,- who set up a "Pax Sinica- in East Asia. There is no
documentation, little analysis, few striking hypotIK,ses, but The
Rise and Splendour of the Chinese Empire makes good bedtime
reading-

Hall, John Whitney, Japan from Prehistory to Modern
Times (New York : Delacorte, 1970. $9.95; Dell paperback,
$2.95 ). Although Japan did not give rise to a classic civilization
of her own, writes John Whitney Hall, -It has been the particular
destiny of the Japanese that they have lived within two contrast-

7 8
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ing great traditions (Chinese and Western), and it has been
through their genius that, while accommodating to both, they
have achieved some stature and distinction in eaeh.' Japan has
undergone Sinicization and Westernization without losing her
identity or her capacity for self4.1etermination. Thanks to her geo-
graphical position, the pattern of Japanese history has been pre-
dominantly linear rather than cyclical: a pattern of steady cumu-
lative growth, undisturbed by foreign aggression despite the
powerful influence of foreign cultures. Most of fiall's book
deals with the earlier periods in the Japanese experielee. Another
recent one-volume history of Japan is Mikiso Harte, Japan: A
Historical Survey (New York: Scribner, 1972. $15.130-
back, $6.95).

Hart, Henry H. Marco Polo, Venetian Adventurer
[1942] (Norman, Okla.: U. of Oklahoma Press, 19E;7. $6.95).
Marco Polo spent most of the last quarter of the thltteenth cen-
tury in the service of the greatest ruler of his era, Kuhlai Khan,
emperor of the Mongols and founder of the YLlart Dynasty in
China Hart's biography makes an invaluable companion volume
to Polo's memoirs, although only part of it concerns his hero's
travels and work in China. Other chapters discuss Polo's boy-
hood and his life in Italy after he returned to Europe ii. (295. To
this intrepidbut also charming and industriousVenetian, West-
erners have long owed their most intimate glimpse of life in im-
perial China.

Lattimore, Owen. Inner Asian Frontiers of China (New
York: American Geographical Society, 1940). Lattimore ad-
dresses himself to oho of the most important themes in Chinese
history: the interaction of agricultural China with th,c peoples of
the steppe and the forest on her frontiers. He suggests that on
both sides politiz:al and economic life followed a four-stage cycli-
cal pattern. The Chinese had their dynastic cycles, the nomads
their tribal cycles. From the inner Asian "reservoir," barbarian
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invaders often broke into the empire, but no permanent in gra-
tion of a society based on intensive agriculture cc,uk1 occur with
a fundamentally pastoral society. At the end of each cycle, both
sides returned to their original way of life, and the cycles started
over again.

Michael, Franz, The Taiping Rebellion: History (Seattle:
U. of Washington Press, 1966. $8.50; paperback, $3.95). By
any standard of measurement, the Taiping "rebellion- of 1850-
64 was one of the most extraordinary and fateful civil wars in
world history. Sixteen provinces of China were involved. Six
hundred cities were devastated. Millions of lives were lost. The
Taipings, a fanatic and puritanical religious sect that blended
Chinese and Christian ideas in equal proportion, nearly over-
threw the Ch'ing Dynasty; it is as if the American Civil War had
been fought bctween the Union and Joseph Smith's Mormon
Saints. Michael sees the Taiping movement as a precursor of
modern totalitarianism, although he can find no direct historical
connection between it and the later revolutions in Chinese his-
tory. The rebellion "signalled the beginning of the end of Con-
fucian China."

Rcischauer, Edwin 0., John K. Fairbank, and Albert M.
Craig, A History of East Asian Civilization (2 vols., Boston:
Houghton. 1960-64. $12.50 and $13.50). An eminent team of
Harvard scholars has written this well received two-volume text-
book of the history of China, Japan, and Korea. It is a beautifully
produced set. with more than 159 photographic plates and 1,700
pages of text and maps. The first volume, subtitled The Great
Tradition, surveys East Asia to "the eve of modernization":
China and Korea to the eady nineteenth century, Japan to the
end of the Tokugawa period in 1867. In the second volume, The
Modern Transformation, the authors carry their narraCve down
to the 1960's, with additional chapters on the "peripheral areas"
of Southeast Asia, the East Indies, and the Philippines. The set
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is not rtuirked by boldness of conception or unusual felicity of
but it supplies a sound, lucid, well-balanced exposition of

, history. Both volumes are based on a lecture course
U:.(1 by the senior authors, Reischauer and Fairbank, in

Reisthauer, Edwin O., Japan: The Story of a Nation
f 1947) h ed., New York: Knopf, 1970. $6.95; paperback,
$4.95), ischauer's new book is a rewritten version of his Japan,
Past and ent, first published in 1947. Earlier periods are cov-
ered briefly, but the emphasis falls on the twentieth-century his-
tory of lapao. Reischauer is obviously quite sympathetic both to
the .hpanese people and to the policies followed by the United
States ir Japan during the Truman-MacArthur years. He predicts
that Saran may become the world's most important country be-
fore the end of this century, an industrial superpower and the me-
diator between East and West in world affairs. See also, by the
same author, The United States and Japan 119501 (3rd ed.,
Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard U. P., 1965. $8.00; Compass paper-
baek, $ ), especially Parts 11 and lit

Sartsom, Sir George B., A History of Japan (3 vols., Stan-
ford: Rariford U. P, 1958-63. $10.00, $10.00, and $8.50; pa-
perbacic, $4.95, $4.95, and $3.45), A British diplomat from
1904 to 1947, Sir George Sansom spent most of his career in
Japan, where he acquired not only a mastery of the diplomatist's
skills bat also became the English-speaking world's leading
sehaar of premodern Japanese history. The three volumes and
1200 pages of his History of Japan were written after he retired
from the diplomatic servio- I -ccepted a professorship at Co-
lumbia ltirtivaNity. As c lth of the historian's literary

arid of pfolessic .ip based firmly on primary
souroes, they are uney. Ud in the whole field of East Asian
studies. The first volume follows lapanese history to 1334, the

ond to I 615, and the third to 1867, the end of the Tokugawa
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shogunate. This is now the standard authority on traditional
Japan in Western languages. For a less detailed accewat by the
same author, originally published before the war, see Japan:
A Short Cultural History [19311 (rev. ed., New York: Appleton,
1962. $8.95 ).

Sharman, Lyon, Sun Yat-sen: His Life and Its Me
A Critical Biogi.aphy 11934] (Stanford:. Stanford U. P., 1968.
$8.75; paperback, $2,95). The Chinese contemporary and coun-
terpart of Gandhi, Sun Yat-sen was elevated after his death in
1925 into what Sharman calls a "lacquered image," a national
divinity, very much like Mao Tse-tung today (except that China'g
current idol is alive). She took as her task in thir pioneering bio-
graphical study the rediscovery of the historical figure who was
already disappearing from view under layers of hastily contrived
political mythology in the Nationalist China of the 1930's. Her
study of Dr. Sun is affectionate, but severely honest. Since she
could not read Chinese, it is based entirely on sources in Western
languages. She concludes that her subject was not a truly great
leader but typified the somewhat superficial impact of Western
ideas on late imperial China, an impact "characterized by over-
confidence and under-thinking."

Tan, Chester C., The Boxer Catasuophe [1955] (New
York: Octagon. $8.50; Norton paperback, $2.25), A Chinese
scholar tells the complex story of the rebellion against foreign
influence waged by the "Boxers" in 1899-1900, which was
crushed in the end by a fantastic polyglot army drawn from eight
different countries, including the United States. Tqn traces the
Boxers to their origins in secret societies. For younger readers,
there is Burt Hirschfeld's Fifty-Five Days of Terror: The Story
of the Boxer Rebellion (New York: Messner, 1964. $3.95).

Wright, Arthur F., Buddhism in Chinese History (Stan-
ford: Stanford U, P., 1959. $4.75; paperback, $1.95). The role
of Buddhism in Chinese history is sometimes compared to that of
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shows that I liina may lIlY I IC more to Buddhism than

FiliddliKa did to China:, it ci have gained a foothold at

all in di,' ;Alen ponind oj , China had the Chinese not

c\peric dis.,juJaoinuent with their tradiu(aml way
,JoH. ml sueio-cultutal

collapse if the clvjhiIlm1I ii of the Km ai.u.liav in the third cen-

tur Ri001c,..ift hinese eh ''Ar :Ind penetrating

study of Jhajor theme in the IlISIlI a by a disting,uished

oo ,Hfrol /1siu

Alichm, Bridget and Raymond, Ti t ii-flt of Indian Cav-

a/all hidia and Pakislan Before 500 !Lc. (Baltimore: Pen-

guin, l90X. Paprback, $2.25 ). 'Iwo British archeol,ipi.J sur-

vey the current state of knowledge about the prehistoric cultures

on the India' subcontinent, from the Early Stone Age to the

Aryan invasions and the -beginnings of history.- The hrst seven

ciripters revicw the sequence of cultures in mnore or less chron-

ological order, the last four study pattern settlement, eco-

nomic life, crafts, an, tind ieligiGn il the whole rqpon through-

out the prehistoric period. Raw, ly little space is devoted to

the most spLetacular archeoloi,acal "find- on the subcontinent,

0 I)
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the Indir. civilh'ation of the tin ii,

itt much reurch try been dnIle recently iii mIllcr

that the hi iefness of the Allchins treatment of this ieniar
cultuie is no douN instilled. This i omul. ..,,,akmaillike vol-

ume, lilted ()tit With numy plates and drawin:,,,,

Itin-1::!ni, j\ I, The TiVondcr 'I lit VAS

ITV ?if ullur e oJ Ow huhrm SHI)-(.01amcnt thc (wit
III (,1 Alloluos I 0'-'4 I ( 3rd ed., NeW York: titplinr,er, 1' )v

I'vergreen paperhack, $4.9`.; I If vim wi,,11 to read only
ono book on ancient India, thk is no doubt tlw one to select,
Despite the somewhat humptious title, it is a rich, sophisticated,

humane. and profir.elv illustrated peneral account of aneient In-
luau lite 1'1\ A I jrliverSltV a London scholar who knows his sub-
ret well, Ne.nly 00o page:, it has two "historical- and sis

peal- chapte r,.. exaninnw! in depth ancient Indian polities,
rehHon, he am:, and lanNare :tad Iii

erature. An up "the I heritage ol liasham

to show a resg dui sympolli\ for Ladilimial huhan
culture without dcreeodut it iiltltIiItlhits .

Grousset. Rene, I he e O the '1)1)es:

1193,..fl (New _wick, i?,,utger..--,

more than a thow-..,iid years, the wairior nomaik of
iv...1 Asia periodically conquered the tii-eat eivilit,ations on their
borders. Many of the central k s are familiar nank"
Geno_hk and kubkn Il;iii I LI11L:FidItt . The Effipii tO

S;,ppcs, by the French orientalist Rene Cirousset, enabk., us to

understand the social and military dynamies of this important
period in Asian history, tirousset attributes the victories tir the
nomad to the harshness of Ins land and the superiority of his
military technique, based on his kills _is a huntsman. I he
mounted archer ,f the steppe reigned Over Eurasia tor thirteen
ecnitiries because he was the spontancous crcation of the so;l

itself: the offspring of hunger and want." Only the development
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artil1op,,, in tJi i. sHeenth century gave his iiIiIIdil yaainis
enough ,itperiorily III ime-power to dcleat linii, I hie, large, ly.Ntu-
fanny vritten, and carefully researched vohune is one of
iroussers finest accomplishments A handsome sequel is Ins

e biography of Genghis Khan, Ctnitquicror of Me World 119441
E:( V)mpass impel back, $2..15),

I fall, 1). G. A Illistory o S iUi-1 ash kski 10fif. t .1rd
ed., New York; S!. Martin's, 1968. $13 50; erhaLk,
"Southeast Asia- is a tcrin that originated during the secoLd
World War and has now lwronie so familiar that we may wonder
how we ever managed without it. This now standard tevbook by
1). G. F Ilall of the I Iniversity of London defines Southeast Asia
as Burma, Thailand, Indochina, Malaya, and the East Indian
archipelago. Perhaps miwtscly, I Lill omits the Philippines. Until
the coming, of die Etiropeans the major cultural influence
throughout the region (-exec!!! in VIclirou as fivii;in, an m=
Iltlence OW I fall finds comparable to the (iree influence in
%vestern Europe, all the nuir,2 since the Indians played no pohti-
cal role in Southeast Asia, just as the Greeks never conquered
Europe. At the same tnue, the countries of Southeast Asia "are
not men cult tiral appendages of India or China but have their
own strot- ;y-markod individuake

humphreys, Christmas, iddltism (Baltimore: Pen-
guin, 11)51, Paperback, $ 1.651. Christmas Humphreys is a
British lawyer and judge who founded the Buddhist Society of
London in 1924 and has written several books expounding Bud-
dhist thought to Western readers. A lay IPaidhist, who takes
what might he called an ecumenical approach to the various "de-
nomiWIEIOnti- of Buddhism, Humphreys sees value in all of them.

they Constitute "the most comprehensive and pro-
of spiritual achievement kn

.nistic faith whose purpose "is
iescif and all creation," Aftc

to history," a
tain Enlighten-

!ography of the
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linddlLi and ai i.ount ttf the einly ii,rowth and (.1iriminn ihe

Buddhist faith, the author supplies cliapteis on 'llietuvada,
ituvana, Zen, and iheta Buddhism. Although he is not a pro-
Vssional 1.11, ; knows no Oriental languagi:i, he has hcen

iii clw,, intact with leading Buddhist thinLers iiughout the
world tor manv yearstud his Bruh///ii u valuable introdue-

non to ._. history and doctrines of a great world religion.
lIntton..1, 11., Caste in India: Its Ni'iltirc, Implions a I

Origia, [19171 t itth c.d., New York: Oxford U. P., 190 $2.75
/1 distinguished Cambridge anthropologist attempts 4, explain
wf,at plobahly the most difficult institution in ti,i.noonal Indian

tor Westerners to understand. much less accept. Hutton
see-. !lie Indian Catife syStC111 as peculiar to the snhconlincrn, itl

he dmi somewhat analogous institutioirii have
existed elsewin:re, ai tor example, in imeient l'.gypt, in Burma
,cid in lapan: Alter it lemits1 iiv lh triWture. ;mirth-Hr.,

ritil functions or ca!;le, he Aydlice!, :1 iii1ini-e0.1,-A theory 10

-xpi:1111 !le lays special ettipleik on the
geographical position of India, u cul-de-sac dial has

"trapped- many different pelples at many different levels
sociocconomiL dcclopment. rccjtiirirg the elaboration or an
exceptionally complex social structure. Also s(gnincant, in his
view, is the indigenous pre-Hindu culture of Southeast Asia, :And
in particular it, wch of -beliefs in mana, tattoo and l'ilagle," on
which manv later social distinction,i limy have boy', hased.

MoliatAbbot Low, Nliongknt, the King of Siarn (Ith-
aca, N.Y.: Cornell LIT., W61. $7.50; paperback. $1.95). No
Asian monarch in history is so well known to Americans Ns
Mongkut, whi,i ruled Siam (Thailand) from 1851 Is 1868, w
books, plays, films. A now television. Mongkut has been rep-
resented as ''half devit, half child,- a semibiirharous despot with
a curious weakncsi for Western science who dramatizes the
problems faced by traditional Asia in her modern corerordation
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woh I HI tininnr 'turn! 1

MnIIHhUI ivcn cluldren',; hints!) rovetnes,,, Anna Leon
the prm'outions are

thoonielik. mireliahle hum ol retnroiwences, P4kip, mid stories
ah,flit r AIdr1 ruici liv it1i'if'uti-if It) MOligkIlt.
,colitiMsTh 111()Ie di;111;.1 historian,

1 Ilk modeNt hinyraphy Althot I.ow Moffat tries to
the Iceold shawln, Nc help of the kilw o\vo writaws,

N101wkall cmcrres as 1 1c tolerant, uollsocnnons,
,:ned inondrell ror seventeen year-, lte -steered 1k counov
throin211 thic coirWefiti rey,tire,, ainhitions of
I-:anee and higland and Net the wurse that piv,-,erved the in-
lependence of his vountry,- The iutliir melud,:s en appent_UN
'Anna as

Neln ii. ! walla' lal, The Discovery

,dnikh,ed ;Ind edned I Nyu I, ('rane, C,arde
Hoole;H,,. 1')`,4), Anchoi oaperhael,, St,,),';), Like

(,7onpvc,,, of !I Iltstory, re\ in our lirst chapter,
:ourry ri; /11,/1,1 \sik wen whde ww, a political pris-

oncr In this hook, he upplies interdretative
H.rory India thy th,,, seeond War.
'oneeding that British rule in India had its Nenelits, he deplored

\\:0, il wltieli BHII`d1 iMpel 111111 ll0111pOred th1Q pohneal de-
,-.Hornictit of Oh_ Indian p,..opk, mu l-privd them of their just
sh,irc at modern Indian prosperio Ile also attacked Inc nu)vt:-
(11nt 101 PAishni ,,t;lic as N

-1.01W111',111: fri the Wortk reyieWV1-,
nt' 00,(7)IT/ \ I/61 I`, HICr,t itiVe '-.101V Of ',I

ft'll In 11111Vt' HUI."

IZ hcf'!,. The fih, 1.13111
Dm tun, I '1(m,-).), Biographies of tliandln are

on, hut rho, ,ire rarely the work oF pecialists in Indian hk-
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Imry. l':lvne is a ,virtuteto hiographer with a grit tor well re tirched
try lelhiny, his Hid, on Ctandln 1,-, pit:dick-0,1y t,irotitt. in "human

interet,t,- weak 'study of modern Indian hi,kory. It egins

with Ciandkii., Inith in 11,:69, eles, with an at...cowli of the
ii:iitilili in 19,19 ol :lie I 'huhu fantdies. +Aim piotted hp-;

renlimr, narrowly loethed on Os hero diroughout iN
more than 70i) page's. Ihe prose p, colorful, tind tlineS pur-
pli!,h, tt-inie of the cht, t.t.1 headings stlyt!.est: "An Fnehanted
(11'11(11)(4qt,- " itt,t Storm Breaks.- "A Fast unto fleath,- 'I he
Fire mid the Fort'," Another interesting hoof i Frit,

n Gandhi's 'truth ( New 'fork: Norton, 1969. S.,10.00t 1)ttper-
h.tek . 9,2.95). whieh detects "ti correspondence in method arp.'
cmiivelyr-riCe iii hnlitan yalues- hoween Freudian pt,t,- tt-taritilysis

iniliiant nonviolence.
Spe.n. i L1 J (rev.

ed., Ann Arhor, of Michigan Press, 72 SI( Of

-ilrfwiwh ht2 tinced ptirp-,,,c in tIn ink i, IC,

portray the '.itinsformation of India under OW iiip:iet of die Vtiet=t
Imo a modern nation taic,'" he oilers an interpretative overviev
ol the wilt& range ot indian history trom tinelent

1)1.11111[u; and he

I nil coontkind or Ins sources. ( )n the difficult question of
whether British lute helped or hindered the grouyth of present -
dav India, Spear tirgues p.-:1,41;1Sivelv itt the British influence

was in Illy whole, a good thing. I lc also mites tile importance of
the Mughal period, which helped pave ihe way for moderniza-
tion under the lbritish Raj_

or ttiotlier recent history of India, see /4, ry of in(Iia
vt,k ftilinnore: Pennfin, 1')(1 Paperhaek, 51.75 arid

I, I he first volum,:, by Rona), Thapt:, surveys traditiontd
India and the second, by Spear, covers the period since the found-
ing of the Mughal 1.inpire in 152(1.

/limner, ileinrich, Philosophies of India 119511 PTIIiLI
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km: hat, toll 4,-;1;!_ paperback, $3.95 ). Many scholars
convert their Vlore note!, into hooks. /Antoci's Philosophies of
huhu is based on notes for lectures delivered at Columbia Uni-
yersiiv that hp, coiit);woe Joseph t iiiijihEl jni-allged in the folinof a hook after his untimely death in 1(),t this sometimes makes
for unsatisfactory resolts, especially in the !o'etion on "the worldly
philosophies- of politics, ethics, and sex, but Zimmer's uifinished
hook far surpasses the average scholars most polished produc-tion. Ills forte is empathetic understanding of the more esoteric
dspeck oi Indian thought: "specialized learning directed to the
;Ittainniont of a higher state of being." Such gleaming, Zininwrpoints out, is mit academie. It aims not nt objective knowledgebui al self-transformation, ;Ind has alWays been considered a
secret doctrine, requiring long years or ir:6111111: and accessible
Holy tox, c:\liaordinaiv `I he Indian philosopher
is I n rc like a champion athlete than a scholar.

Ike miracle of kimiter's bt.R-ik, and presumably of his
Icetines at 'olumhia also, is that he manages to introduce W,-st-
ern readers to this esoteric teak:Ili:1g in a tlelightfully personal,
easyl,,ing, almost conversational style fortified with many help-

Irmo Imhan literature. Reading Zimmer may not
convert von into an Indian philosopher, but it enables any reason-
ably intelligent 'Western mind to gain a dein- view of the thrust;Thd purpose of this decidedly toil-Western inode of thought.
Readers of PhiloNophies of India ilso wish to tackle another
of fitioner's book!,. Nivtlis and Symbols in Indian Art and Civil-
ization 119461 ( Princeton: Princeton U.P, l':7:50; paperback,
$12..95).

7 he Islam

Fisher, Sydney N., The Middl [19
(2m. ed.. New York: Knopf, 1968. $I 0.50 W ehicfly for
the college student, this well constru-':,

1 I, provides a
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general i,nrvev or Middle E.; hisloty ,ince Mohammed. Its
fmit main parts discuss the itSC Ind spread of Islam, the Ottoman
Empire to [815. European imperialism in the Middle East from
the French Revolution to 1914, and the contemporary Middle
Fast, with emphasis on developments since 194:i. The approach
is more or less conventionally political, but within its limits thk
is an excellent treatment of Middle Eastern history. For a much
hriefer review of the same area during the same years, a good
book to consult is George E. Kirk, A Short History of the Middle
fast 119481 (7th ed , New York: Praeger, 1964. $7,50; paper-
back, $3.50).

ita) llitti, Philip K., The Arabs: 4 Shoo History 119431 (5th
ed.. New York : St. Martin's, 1969. $5,95; Gateway paperback,
S0.95 ). l'hilip K. I litti is a Syrian-American scholar who has per-
haps done more than any oilier single writer in this country to
pr,,inote an understanding of the history of the peoples of the
Middle List. Many of his boo., talc in two s:zes: the et a.plete
wink in six or seven hundred pages, and a shori,:r edit'on for
the general reading publie. Such is the case with his History of the
Arabs, original:: publishi-1 in 1937, and now in its tenth edition
( New York: St 1970. i 2.50, paperback, .$8.'Z ). The
abridgement, I he A rahs: A Short ilbto,--y, covers the same
yrouml ,is the larger volume in less than a quarter of its leny.tn.
Anyone with a special interesi ip the Arabs will want to consult
the unabridged book, but this siirter work offers a cenvenient
sorvey of Arab history, hod, H and socio-eultural. 11:10s
presentation is clear. unobtrusively sympathetic, and well or-
ganized. But readers should be warned that he gives only very
brief attention to the ,Aral, countries in fht: mo IL I 'orld : his

emphasis falls heavily on what, from the Western point of view,
is t!'e -medieval- period in Arab history, from the rise of Islam
to the European Renaissance,

Philip K., Makers o Aral) His ry (NLW York: St.
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Martin's, !WIS. $( rorehboo itdpoi

Nomciliffir like a companion volume to ic //Rior,
Arabs. Here he exchanges the nm rative 'ppc.Ii a
graphical, with sketches or the lIlt. :did i'1ic I ,

figures in medieval Arab liiOoy 1,1 the first

I hut givi:s us seven religious and politica! ,

hailed as 'Int: 11,1,"st Ardb in history . . . the ht,irlh/r 1. t't

rchpion, nation and state.- Others studied includ,. Ontt

-founder of the Moslem empire" and Saladin, "hero of th
Crusades." One wiale conspicuously among the inksing is iLi
al-Rashid, \vim fiyiiied fl many toles in the "Arabian Nigfr.s,

does devote a chapter to his equally significant son, die
caliph al-Mainun, who !nude Baghdad "an intellectual capit; of
the world.- In a second section reserved for leaders of tir.th
thought, Hitt; disens,,es such majoi A al iut.'lleetuals as al-
(ihazzali, Avie,mna, Averroes, and lbn Khaldun.

M., et al.. eds., The Cambridge Histor y of Islam

( 2 vols., New York ( 'amhridge U. P., 1970 $19.50 each ). 'Fhe
traditional interpenetration of faith and state in Islamic countries,
the kinship fe:t hy all members of the' "house of Islam" through-
out the world, and the historic world empires founded by Muslim
rulers make it possible to transcend geographical categories and
write a universal history of Islamic life. The Cambridge History
of /slam performs this difficult task in a work of collective scholar-
ship by an international team of scholars in tw-, volumes and
almost l 800 pages. Volume One !c'.1- with the "central Islamic
lands- of the Near Fast in four large _clions, from Mohammed
to recent times. Volume Two surveys the history of the "further
Islunife lands" of the Indian subcontinent, Southeast Asia, Africa,
and Furope, and also titters thirteen topical chapters on Islamic
sociOty and civilization.

Kinross, Lord, Atatiirk: A Biography of Muslafa Kemal,
Father of Aziodern Turkey (New York: Morrow, 1965. $10.00).

91
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Lich November I 1) io 9:05 TIIIkt='!,/ stops lull-
ever he ii doing to pay ,,ilent n) the memory of Mustafa
Kemal Ataturk. who died on tl'at tiay in I 938 after htteen years
is first president of the 'hirkish republic. Kimoss's biography is

it colorful popular account of AVAIL-, lie, based on extensive
r.searcli in the primary sources ', thr, e parts, of about equal
length, study hk eareer during ii. years of the Ottoman
empire, in the war of independence, and as president of the re-
public. Kinross concedes that At :k was a dictator, but a die--
tutor who pursued "IC 21;11 end'," He dillered front the dictators
of his LLe in two significant respects: his foreign policy was based
not on expansion but on retraction of frontiers; his home policy
on the loundation 1 :I political system which could surv
owc nine.

Arabs in fdtli ed.,
'ork, I lio,:hirr,ou. 66. $4.5( Torchbooks paperback,

i,ewis leH mink_ n a lit dliant interpretative st1ily ()I Arab
history from pr;:=Islamic times. After an introduction that tackles
the dillic tilt question of the meaning of the word "Arab," lie dis=
cusses Arabia before the coming ()I' Islam, the career of Mo-
hammed, the cstablistuneni of the Arab world empire, the ,ip-
pearance of schisms in klairk the Arab states in Europe, medieval

Likilization, the decline of Arab world power, and the
Vrrstern impact in modern Arab history. Throughout, Lewis
shows it keen a woreness of the importance of socioeconomic fac-
tors in Middle L,r,tern history. 'file esniblishment of the Abbasid
ealiphate in Baghdad, for example, is viewed not merely as a
change of dynasties but :is a revolution comparable to the Frtmch
or Russian revolutions in Furopean history. It marked the re-
placement of the old Arab warrior aristcc-acy with a new social
order based in Mesopotamia on a peace-time economy of agri-
culture and commerce,

Lewis, Bernard The Emergence of Niaderl orkey
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at least to the military exploits of its subject. "The longer one
studies him Merriman says of Sulchnan, ''the greatel he seems
to he." For Harold Lamb followers, there is ako Lamb's
Suleiman the Alagnilieent: Sultan of tire Eas len City,
N,Y.: Doubleday, 1951).

Payne, Robert, The Holy Sword: 1 /u, Story of hla
i'vfollanulud to dw Present 119591 (New York: Colher paper-

' SO=95 ), The versatile Robert Payne sweeps through the
wl history of Islam, but his interest centers on the earlier pe-
rh fr Covers the last seven centuries in two chapters, "Today

y the husk of Islam," he writes, -shorn of its ancient
',Ievertheless, its one-time grandeur is beyond dispute,

;01 ; was best in Islam came, not from the sword, but
templation of God's peace." This is a well paced

-tiuction to Islamic history,
Grunehaum, Gustave F., Medieval Ishim: A Study

Orientation I I 9461 (2nd ed., Chicago: LI. of Chicago
Press, 1953. !,(-).75; Phoenix paperback, $3.45). Von Grune-
hzioni is an ilmigintitive specialist in isltinUc studies with a pen-
chant for sweeping generalizations. Medieval RIwn is =in essay in
mtellectual history. "It proposes to outline the cultural orienta-
tion (If the Muslim Middle Ages, with East::: n Ti as the cen-
ter of attention, it attempt:: to characterize the meCieval Mushin's
view of himself tind his re,whatly 'Mined nniversc, the funda-
mental intellectut:I and emotional attitudes that governed his
works. and the mood in which he lived his life."

Watt, W. Montgomery, with Pierre Cachia, A History of
Islamic Spain (Chicago: Aldine, 1965, $6.00). For nearly eight
centuries after the Moorish conquest in 71 l-I 6, Spain was better
known as al-Andalus, an Islamic country closeb,; linked to the
centers of medieval iskanic civilization in North Africa and the

r Eth:t. In this history of Moorish Spam, Watt contends "riat
'tc talus owed nothing to pre-conquest Vijgothic Spain, but
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was in every sense an organic part of the Islamic world, making
great contributions to its art, literature. and philosophy. Uie text
is enriched with magnificent photographs of Moorish architec-
ture (including the Allianribra in iraildda) by Wini Swauti,

W. Tvlontgoniery, Mohammad: Prophet and States-
man (Ncw York: Oxford U. P., 1)61. $9.75; paperback, $1.85).

an abridgement of Watt's two-volume biography of
Mohammed (Arabic scholars prefer "Muhammad"), originally
pub ;lied in 1953 and 1956: Mnhanurad at Mecca and Muham-
mad at Medina ( New York: Oxford LP. $9.50 and $8.00). The
special value of Watt's approach is not his insi,,Iht int(
alitv of Mohammed, where he hus little new to offer, but his pro-
'mild understanding of the relationship btween the social ,7011-
1eXn in which Mohammed lived and the success of hi,; prophetic
mission. 1 he author shows dm' Islam was precisely the kind of
religious faith needed hy the rising commercial towns of the
Arab world in the seventh century A.o. Pagan Arab culture, with
its nomadic ethic of personal courape and tribal loyalty, had little
relevance for urban merchants. Mohammed's faith supplied an
othic better suited to the needs ot urban society and a wider
;4,valfN , to God and lus prophet, bearer of God's word. Mo-
llammoi was alsoin Watt's judgmentan inventive statesman
and social reformer, who translated hi!: vision of righteousness

ni.iw political order that made po3sible the unification of
the Arab people for the lirst time in their history. For a more
mtintate study of the Arab prophet, by a psychologist of re1igion,
coa And rae, Mohammed: The Man and Ills Faith f 19301

Harper. Torchbooks paperback, $1.95 ).



k:011it man enTire in ihe \Vest a true
European civilization did not e ist. Although the ancient Greek,
and Rommh had originated on the Feropean mainland, hoth
peoples estahlished themselves on the Alio-Asian
European shores of the Mediterranean. But as ;Tiny

yielded to Islam in Africa and Asia. new societies eo - that
helonc.ed almost wholly to Europe: the Greek Christian civiliza=
tion of her southeastern quarter and the Roman Christian civil-
ization of her western half. Greek Orthodox Christendom even-
tually widened to include Russia; Roman Catholic Christendom
pushed northeastward to civilize Scandinavia. Poland, and
Hungary.

From the beginninQ, tiien, Europe consisted of two rival
Christiar. societies. The present-day division of the continent irao
"Conduunist" and "bourc_cols- camps continues in a new way
the old competition. Moscow has inherited the iirnerial claims of
Comaarainoplcs. The countries of the Comnlon Market have
su,a eeded Roman Christendom.

Our tasK in this chapter is to review books in the field of
"medievtil- and -e;irly mu rn Furopezin history. This is tin !ta

9 0
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wiedly Inheult onilertaking, mit only becaust.., an iiIiltCtic slice
Iii,titv i involwd, but ako Ii4..caik,e fat more knglisly-lan-

al ell,IliIti, tviLI;il)l' [mope than im any other field
Wol hI lti'tuirv NI t OW ahlio 11111 tv)(40.: eahhot eVelt tic

ilk' III 11) lied.. there a u 1(14.1111'1'1y,

Rut Wc ',kill do what we aewrd 1.0, in

t In 11.r,tory of iluc Mid4Ily \ge!-:, the Renaksonee, the Reforma-
tion, and ilit,"eventelith and eighteenth ,:ettloiies to I

pet it Id mole limn thirteen hundred years during which Furope
ly limo 1 disorgani(cd rttes nf wtttderirtg tribes w a

iadlectg.cly owl e power ful ilidn any
olltet uktlted society in the wot Id, Most of the titles will stress

!he major ,Vestern .-tatos, such is Italy, Spain,
tind the Germanic states of central Furopc, but

lso s,:we some space All OrtilddhA Ctipe2-

6:thk; I he Byzantine Friipire and Itir.sia,
I have deliberately included the "medieval" and "early

modern- petiods in the same chapter because I See no sharp
Heak between them, Furopc's progres:i frt4o the fall of Koine
hi the tall of the rattlet: lcdhIVI/ed 1111 CVCII course,

!he Middle Ages were ni,tas we have long realized--a period of
stagnation, but of rapid recovery and growth. Fhc early modern
centuries. nom the Italian Renaissance to Prederick the Great,
sere tint a we are beginning to seca period of unprecedented

vigor but of organic continuity with trends established long be-
fore. Only after I -PO does the pace of change accelerate dras-
tically, catapulting all manIond Imo the modern work!, 13eforc
1780 I rachtinon1 Christian boron(' was the latest example in a
lonv, series of traditioiLd civilizations, comparable in wealth,

and culture to many others in world history. It Was It
p-eat civilization, but not all authentically "modern" orieil
globaL not industrial, nor democratic. On the other hand, it was
perhaps the only traditiomil civiliztition capable of fathering the
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nicslern svorIl. ()iie foul most important responsihilitic!, as Ius
1ori:iu k to fiseoyer 1 ii !,-,;eds of rui slur nil:), in the inner lif;i OF
traditio al Furtive.

u

dams, 1-Jeniry. 04.,fit and if larlr4S 119041
(Roston; I loughton. $6.00; Sell try paperback, 2.65; Anchor
paperback, $1.95). -Afte, seventy years, this remains One of the
most sensitive and beau tiful books ever writ ten ahout the culture
or the I liyh Middle Ape s. one of the founders of A mercan his-
toriography .ind a grandson of John Ouincy Adams. Mont-Sa int-
Michel is the island monastery on the coast of Normandy. Char-
tres the great cathedral near Paris, both rebuilt Gothic style
early ill the thirteenth century. But Adonis did much nacre than
write a. tourist's guide to architectural masterpieces: he sought to
lay bare the medieval "soul." Although some professional medi-
cvalists would not agree, his book f ur ni sh es a good introduction
to the study of the art arid thought of medieval Western Christen-
dom.

arraclongh, Uttrey, Me Medieval Papacy (New
York: larcourt, 196N. . paperback, $3.75). The central
institution in Western Furopean inedirval life was the Church.
%which had firmly established i tself long before thc fall of Rome.
I3ut the Roman papacy, as Geoffrey Barraclough writes, was
its most essential ways a creation of medieval Europe." Not until
the sixth century did the term "pope- conic to he reserved foi he

bishops of Rome; not until the eighth did the bishops of Rome
secure their independence from Constantinople; not until the
pontificate of Gregory VII (1073))5) did the papacy emerge as
an imperial power within die Church and in western Christendom
as a whole. This beautifully illustrated history of the papacy to
the middle of the fifteenth century is by a distinguished medieval-
ist who suminarizes here the results of nearly forty years of study.
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Barraclough, Geoffrey, The Origins of Modern Germany

19461 (2nd ed., New Yoi k: Barnes, 19,18. $5.50; Capricorn

paperback, 5295), As a national Stall= in modern times. Ger-

many goes hack no further thiin .
During the Middle Ages

it existed in another, muck v,c4cr orin, the I loly Roman

rimpire founded by Otto of Saxony in the tenth century. Barra-

elouljt's book, written durin:4 the second World War when its

autoor was on active service in the Royal Air Force, attempts tO

trace the historical origins of "thc Ck.rrnan problem."

He sees the basic. source of that problem in medieval and

early inoderri Germany's halo! ic ure to hoikl effective institu-

tions of national government that could give her people a tradi-

tion of unity. German history, he writes, "is a story of discon-

tinni ty. of development cut short. of incompleteness and retarda-

tion." The irt the piece was 'princely particularism," which

sabotaged the medieval German nionarchy and continued to

frustrate German aspirations toward unity in early modern times.

"Hy stifling the development of the middle classes and accumu-

lating social and economic privileges in the hands of the few, it

preve-u,.!d the peaceful evolution of Cerman life into democratic

forms eapahle of expressing the will of the Gorman people,"

Billington, James D. The Icon and the Axe: An Inter-

prelit.e flistory of Russiau Culuire (New York: Knopf, 1966.

$15.00; Vintage paperback, 53.45). The key word in the title of

this book is -interpretive." Billington makes no claim "of offer-

ing an encyclopedic inventory of the Russian heritage." Rather

he has written a highly personal interpretation of medieval and

modern Russian culture that seeks "to locate and trace symbols

thut have played a unique role for the Russian imagination." The

icon and the axe, "traditionally hung together on the wall of the

peasant hut in the wooded Russian north," serve as starting

points, suggesting both the visionary and the earthy aspects of

Russian culture.
Billington may be faulted for his lack of attca-

non to political and economic forces, t this is a powerful book.

9
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Bloch, Marc, Fendral Society 11939 4 1 (Chicago, U. of

iress, 90 I, '1,17.SO: 2 vols., l'Iiuenix paperback, S1.95

each I. 1-his is the last nook of the French medievalist Marc
Bloch, whose Ilceri s cut short by the Gestapo in 1944 alier
he !lad pined the I- lc iiIi k c tance. llch w:i s. more ol a socia,

scientt'a ihmi A his! Oridn. lie ct or ii thls boOk to analyze the
sancture of feudalism in terms of its respi isiveuess to concrete
human oceds and in mans , if the whole environment of inedieval
Hi, includiniT! the climate of ideas in which the institutions ot
feudalison flourished, Its eight parts discuss the significance of the

last bat hiuri,Ifi invasions I'm- the origin, of feudalism, the in:aer-
ial ;aid intellectual background, tics of kinship and vass'elage,
the manorial systeni, the classes of medieval society, feudalism
and orgiinization, and the plucc of European feudalism
in wont] history, Ihis is a long book, but its dear and vigorous
style r1.IL,05 it accessible to anvoric with a serious interest in

medieval Furopean
C,Intor, Norman F, tedicyal llisiory: 77w Lip and

of o (71.th:Ntion 119(131 (2nd cd.. New York: Macmillan,
1969, Si 1.:id I. Like many other scholars of the younger lienera-

lion, Cantor well aware of the limitations of political history.
His intercsts un more to social and intellectual history, but he
has avoided the temptation tc, pursue them m isolation from tl
rest of I II: Iii this collef2c textbook, detailed dkcussions of
thought, r.clipon, and culture are "fully integrated with the
analysis of politr:al, economic, iind social chance in order to
attempt a tiennine sv it hQs1,, of the pattern of meCaeval

chronolopic Ay. (Motor's emphasis falls on the earlir
viUJle Ages 1 en chapters explore the sources of medievalism

antiquity and the growth of Europe to the beginning of the
eleventn century; ten chapters deal with the High Middle Ages
and two study the period of breakdown and dissolution after
1350.

fiui'zinga, Johan, The Waning of the Middle ittiges [19 19]

1 0
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(New Yc $c.i,50 Anchor paperback, $2.50),

The Black Death, economfic depression. and cultural dce line

tri ark the fourteenth and early fifteenth centuries in mos: of

northern Europe. Frenchmen, Cerrnans, Lowlanders, and En-

ishincn found thcns,Jve,, I jvin g In a bewili!ering unhappy age,

;to age that seemed to reverso tho progressive tendencies of earlier

ti ales. 'Iso peer into the ntind and heart of this troubled period was

the project of the pwch hist orlon Johan fluizinga in Tile Wanitw

(, I rite Middle Apes, a pioneering essay irt social psychology that

has wielded a wide influence since it was first published more

than half a comity ago. I luizinga's sources wore the works of art

and literature of the ape, in the Netherlands and northern France.

Wherever he turned, whether to "a chronicle, a poem, a sermon,

a legal document even, the sante impression of immense sadness

is produced. . A general feeling of impending ealmnity hangs

over all. Perpetual danger prevails everywhere." Both in deptt

of insinht and in richness of style, few works in the field of cultural

history bear comparison with The Waning of the Aliddle Ages,

Kelly, Amy, Eleanor of Aquitaine and the Four Xings

(Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard U. P., 1950. $10.0.0; paperback,

$2,75). Every once in a while, a scholar writes a biography that

outshines almost any historical novel, both in readability and in

the power to bring a period vibrantly alive, Arny Kelly's Eicanor

of Aquitaine is one of these, a finely wrought study of the lifc

and times of a remarkable woman of the twelfth centurY Oucen

first of Louis VII of France and then of Henry 11. of England,

she was also the mother of King Richard Lion-Heart and Eing

John. Through her inheritance of the duchy of Aquitaine (capital

city, Bordeaux), this important part of France belonged to the

English crown for four hundred years.

Ostrogorsky, George, History of the Hyzatitine State

[19401 (rev. ed., New Brunswick, N.J.: Rutgers U. P., 190,

$15.)0). For more than eleven hundred years, a "Rornan" em-

10 1
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pire flourished in As a Minor nnd the s;outhetastern c larter f
Europe. In the eyes )1 emr ero-s and eninrcs.-;es,
it inherited the hill power and of iroperH Rowe. But
throoWtout most of its lirtory STALICIvis in fact only

an cxraided version oi ancient it. ireeci:, Oct. as IN; 1 loly Roman

hinptre' in Ole kV!st w i only a thedir2vril pre, ur-ior of moi:iera
(lernurly,

la tlmi tard.trd political his,ory of' Hy zantitun, George
0.itrogorsky follo.s its ups nnd downs from the founding of
Constantinople in the fe ir:.h century A.O. tO the fall of the city
to the Turks in 1453. He hils the enr.ArLt os "the instrument by
nieuns of which Graeco-Roman ant;quity survived through the
ages," zind from wh'ch (during the Rf=naissance) it "passed on
to the peoples of western Europe '') 110 were now ready to receive

Painter, Sidney, Mediaeval Society itl N.Y.: Cor-
nell U. P., 1951. Paperback, $1.95 For the beginning student,
there is no Heuer introduction to the everxdao world of the High
Middle Ages than Painter's Mediaeval SQriety. Burely one hun-
dred pages in length, it views England, France, and western Ger-
many from the tenth to the thirteenth centuries in three essays
explaining the feudal system, the organization of agriculture, and
the development of towns and commerce. A short concluding
section sununarizes the changes that took place in medieval life
during the three centuries covered.

Vire nne, Henri, Economic and Social History of Medieval
Earoce [19331 New York : Harcourt. iIarvst paperback,
$1.651. For rawly years professor of history at the University
of Ghent in Belgium. Pirenne first made his mark as a historian
of his own country. But his reputation today rests chiefly on the
work oF his last years, when he turned to farreaching interpreta-
tive syntheses of the economic history of Europe during the
Middle Ages. Here he studies the revival of commerce in the early

1. 0 2
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medieval period, the rise of the cities, and the 'VC/gr.( s of inter-

tuitional trade to the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries. lie argues
that trade creati:d cities, instead of the other way around, a view
that works much better for the Lowlands, which Pirenne knew
espLcially well, than for oIlier parts or Lutope. In any event,
Pirenne assigned the credit for mahing ined'eval Furope to her
inerch ants, the solid burghers of towns like his own Ghent. Only

two chapters are devoted to agriculture.
Pirenne, Henri, Mohammed and Charlemagn 119371

(New York: Barnes. $5.00; paperback, $1.95). Just as there is

more than one -Einstein theory."' there is ihore than one "Pirenne

thesis," hut when medievalists speak of the Pirenne thesis, they
are usually referring to the argument of this book, which the great
Relghtn scholar finished in 1935, tile year of his death. Working

front the perspectives of economic history, Pirenne maintained
that the Roman world did not come to an end in the fifth century
with the seizure of the Western empire by Germanic barbarians,
Social and economic life continued much as before. Only in the

seventh and eighth centuries after the spread of Islam had de-
prived Christendom of its control of the Mediterranean did a
radically new society begin to develop in northwestern Europe
that deserves to he called "medieval." In short, antiquity ended
not with the fall of Rome but with the rise of Islam.

Ruth:in-tan, Sir Steven, Byzaneme Civilisation [19331
(New York: St. Martin's. $8.50; Meridian paperback, $3.45).
This is a study of "the qualities that characterized Byzantine his-
tory throughout its length." After two chapters on the founding

of Constantinople and the political history of the empire from
1453, Runeiman discusses Byzantine law, administration,

religio the military, the diplomatic service, commerce, town
and country life, education, literature, art, and relations with

-the neighboring world." The empire had so many enemies, and

hovered so often on the brink of destruction, that its typical citi-
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inevitably sought c unfort in tra-ntundane things, in union

with God and the hope of eternal life. Ile knew existence to be

sad. 'I he simple laughter and happiness of the pagans was lost."

Rimeiman, Sir Steven, A History of the Crusades (3 vols.,

New York: Cambridge U. P., 1951-54. $17,50 each; vol. 2 only,

Torchbooks paperback, $3.43) . Anyone staiously interested in

the Crusades will find these volumes by Sir Steven Runciman an

indispensable work of reference. In spite of their length, they will

also please the general reader. Runeiman is a master of dic grand

style in history, a fine t4list as well as a tine scholar. The first

volume deals with the First Crusade and the foundation of the

Latin Kingdom of Jerusalem, the second with tbe history of the

kingdom to the capture of Jerusalem by Saladin in 1187. Volume

Three surveys the crusades of the late twelfth and thirteenth cen-

turies, together with the declining years of the Latin Kingdom to

the fall of its last stronghold, Acre, in 1291. Runciman explains

not only the motives and deeds of the European Crusaders but

also "the circumstances in the East that gave to the Crusaders

their opportunity and shaped their progress and their withdrawal.

Our glance must move from the Atlantic to Mongolia."

I n his summing-up, he characterizes even the successes

of the Crusades as the triumph of "faith without wisdom.- For

all their glamor, the Crusades were "a tragic and destructive
episode" in world history, "a long act of intolerance in ihe name

of God, which is the sin against the Holy Ghost."
Trevor-Roper, Hugh, The Rise of Christian Europe

(New York: Harcourt, 1965. $5.50; paperback, $3.25). Trevor-.

Roper is a feisty but always interesting Oxford historian, who

refuses to "stay put" in the fields he knows best. A specialist in

seventeenth-century England, he roams in this little book through

the Middle Ages, daring the professional medievalists to criticize

him as they will, He centers his attention on several major prob-

lems: the causes of Rome's fall, the Pircnne thesis, Europe's

104
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plecipitous, ilveliite in the late Middle Ages, and the reasons for

her resurrence after 1,150. Trevor-Roper does an outstanding

job or integrating the history of medieval Western Europe with

tliat if fiftantinin, Islam, and central and Fast Asia. Included

are 124 hoodsonw maps and illustrations, many in color.

white, I von, Ir.. Medieval 'f'eelintilogy arid Social

:Inge ( New York : Oxford, 19n2. $9.00; (AA laxy paperback,

"The role which technolorical development plays in hu-

man affairs,- says Lynn White, Ir., "has heen neglected." But

not in the three essays that make up thii, unusual hook. White
shows how the invention of the stirrup contributed to the de-

velopment of the feudal warrior aristocracy in the early Middle

Ages; how heavy ploughs, horse-collars, and the three-ticld sys-

tem revolutionized society; and how European man had already

m de the transition to a machine technology by the close of the

Middle Ayes. White concludes that in technological development

Europe far surpassed the rest of the world as early us the fifteenth

century. 'Fins is a fascinating book, although some readers will

prefer to skip the footnotes which are as long as the text

itself.
Wilson, David M., The Vikings :mil 'Mir Origins: S

elinaria in the Firs Millennium (New York : McGraw. 1970.

$5-95 ; pa pod) ack , ), The last major barbarian terror in
western Europe occurred during the eighth to the tenth centuries

when her coasts were often raided and sometimes settled by fierce

sea-borne pagan warriors from Denmark and Norway. Others,

hum Sweden, penetrated and conquered much ot ancient Russia.

Avid M. Wilson's book discusses the origins of the Vikings,

their exploits In Europe, and dieir life at home, The text is brief,

but thoroughly reliable, and there are 110 illustrations.

3. Re na issa nce and Reforinatio
Bainton, Roland H. The Reform:nit n of the Sixteenth

(entury ( Boston: Beacon, 1952. Paperback, $1.95), The Prot--

1 0 ,)
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esiant R.eformation is often closely itIClillIRd Wiii11 the Hs
capitalism, the Renaissance voyages of discovery, the growth
the centralized national state, and the al rival of the "modern"
ige. But Roland 11. Baiptun points mit in this fine history of the

Reformation that it "was nol (I,s-ived from any cif ilice other

movements.. The Reformation was ahove all else a revival of

religion." If it shattered Mc 'linty of medieval Chi istendom, it
may also be iegarded as "the renewe,: of C'hristaidorn, The

ormation made religion and even confessionalism a para-
mount issue in politics for another century aml a half." In other

rds--to stretch 14:ninon's point just a littlethe Reformation
belongs more to the medieval than to the modern world it looked
backward, seeking to purify a church allegedly eorrtwted by the
blasphemous innovations of "popery.

After three opening chapters on Luthcr'N faith and career,
Bainton runs the rest of the gamut of Protestant rebellion front
the Zwinglians, Anabaptists, and Calvinists to such "flee spirits"
as Sebastian Franck and Michael Servetus. tic also tells the story
of the religious wars of the sixteenth century, the establishment
of the Church of England, the struggle for rdigious liberty, and
the impact of the Reformation on political and economic life
and thought. The text is superbly illustrated with sixteenth-cen-
tury woodcuts.

Bindolf. S. T., Tudor Englimd (Baltimore: Penguin,

1950, Paperback, $1.(m5), Bosworth Field, Cardinal Wolsey,
Henry VIII, Bloody Mary, Elizabeth I. Wry Queen of Scots,
Sir Walter Raleigh, the Spanish Armada, Shakespeare and Spen-
serall belong to the glorious history of the dynasty that ruled
England from 1485 to 1603. It is difficult sometimes to imagine
how all of them (and a great deal more) fitted into so short a
span of years. This witty, reliable, and humane Ilistory of Tudor
England captures the romance of the sixteenth ,:entury with no
sacrifice of scholarly values.

Burckhardt, Jacob. The Civilization of die Renaissance

106
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in IfI J 0601 , Torch! ks; paperIntiA $1.95 and

$1 .45 ), For more thau a century, BureHmit hook ha:t

hoer, NW pntil 01 11115111uC ft if all scriou stiblient; of Ow

Renaissance. 1 to Swiss histoliau lirst ladilished it offet

mi.. au interpletinion oi the Renaissance la INA as ;in era or

te,igieninitt ra,d, :Nut,

iessb ht_nied rtu mut enlisted thy se :s of Writers and

tilets hi add tiv ti, then ivrant , I lw oaho 111: led

Itoretliardt to lied peneominit Milton:- into OW ti,:fitionship

lietivecn polities and collinc, Ilk book has also lunch to

develop the now eonnuon view of the, Italian as the

art: ot alotternie,s, the nisi ki.A:1,01! 131-c:3U111,,,,%W rat Tsuropeall

(AVM/anon form the v:ilues of the Middle 1:hirik Hurd:-

hardt was %Nrong, hut this is a hook that sly udd ito`r he missed,

chiihyd, reiteek,,, Machiavelli at-otli the IiIeuaissance

ambridge, Mass,: if:a vard U. 958, Tokclihooks paper-

hnek, '0), In tin- seminal essays, a historian (Y lie Univer-

sity 01 Koine UndertOkes 10 "present Machiavelli, the author of

The Prinec, as the c\pression, almost the synithests f Italian life

throughout the fourteenth and fifteenth ccnicirios'. tc), stv reflected

and clarified in his thought . the age-long ittrool.,ss of develop-

ment leads from the downfall of the old, Comotnial free-

dom to the triumph of the princely, the il!isolti-te Siatt'," More

than half of t'hahod's hook studies The Prince, Machiavelli's hest

knoii Woi k, HILl C tie ;Lk() two t.-.-;!3ity:; on his Thiethod and style"

and on "the eimeept of the Rtmaissanec." Ivfachiaveili emerges

from Chahod's analysk as a tragie and ,tifirm cOutradietory

but also an arehitec -f the modern spirit tmd a pas-

sionate Italian patriot.
Dickens, G. The Counter Ktor'tttu (New York:

I tar out, I 969$695,, paperback, $3,511),), Catholics under-

standably resent the terol "Counter Reformtilion,' sinco it sug-

gests that the relimhation of the Roman Catl laic Church in the

0'1
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`NIX11.7ent11 ('Nfly A`VC111Celifth f 11L'9'104,%1 rcaction

;Agdnn,t, dint to, Ow Hcloiniation. mther

than ',functioii )! that woiild ok!coraed anykvay, with or with-

,. Ho In$ ,THji 11 ,),J4 RcrolnIN

mlii .-dwykdr.(, PhAcir-, 111(' RCInrillithon

Ai flow- 11 Alor 0111 :t1/',V'Vl II, 1h'' PWICk.1,1111 (11'0'

'OWL' ;1[111 111,1V1111,-111 II iiIy 11,11d11 int:111 1 11111C1'`,

111 1W1, 11111411Cd 11;11',I", more inon

1
Ihcken ,. uitio n, k) die nloticval Imten

ii ilk: coition,: ri al, Je,,iin, the Council of

It an, the role popacy, ieligiinr, culture or the

("minter Retorwatii,o its 1,10Mtiorfill hie, att ibooght, and chart-

tahle enterpriv.s. I his i i viohatiw ni the I liAlory oj L1,100011
lihifirv, to WhiCil "LL11.5 luis ako contributed

'initiation and Swkl 1u1 SkIcenthenlotry Norope (New

Y rk: I Lireouri, 1966, '0:0; poperbock, $3.25),
Inyeriull S+pain: /169 -/ 71(1 (New York:

SI, NIA: Menrsit paperback, $0,95), Ihe Euro-

pean great poweis have a w'a,.; cl rking and I ailing with almost
incleccnt sucldenney: lictwet:n 1870 and 1945 Germany twice

-rose- and -ler :ucuium I irkoHiont most ol tile nineteenth cen-

tury, tin: i,cc.nd-.Int rINver France dominated the

Loropean world from (he of rouis XIV rn the Battle of

kV :.1(eriok).

In lin: strynply recotiltala'H.,d h , the ambridge

liknnian J. IL Elliott we liii m,e lie i Ise and tall of a country that

emerged from obscurity to plla,y the leading role in the sixteenth

century: noperial Spam. hundred years Sp:tin built the

world's largeNt emplre, ;lequi.rol vilormoir, wealth, chumpioned

the Catholic Refortnatioa, ;turd ienriched Western civili7' with

the ut of Cervantes, Lope dlg Vega, and NI Creco. 1,,i1 by the

latter part ot the seventeenth century. Spain had f adcd again to

mediocrity, and Elliott lays np, I or the blame on thc reluctance of

08
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her ruling classes to keep up with the times. "Seventeenth-ccntury
Castile," he writes, -had become the victim of its own history,
desperately attempting to re-enact the imperial glories of an
earlier age At a time when the face of Europe was altering
more rapidly than ever before, the country that had once been its
leading power proved to be lacking the essential ingredient for
survivalthe willingness to change."

Erikson, Erik FL, Young Man Luther: A Study in Psy-
choanalysis and History (New York; Norton, 1958. $6.50; pa-
perback, $1.75). Historians. even those who write biographies,
seldom attempt to psychoanalyze their subjects. They are unfa-
miliar with psychoanalytic techniques, and most of their subjects,
in any event, are unavailable for the analyst's couch. But things
are changing. Erikson's Young Man Luther is an exciting break-
through in tne infant science of "psycho-history."

Erikson centers on Luther's early manhood, on his rela-
tions with his father and his "identity crisis--a concept developed
by Erikson in his work as a practicing psychoanalyst. This book
has done rnuch to stimulate the use of psychoanalytic tcc11,-;ques
by professional historians, and no one can fail to learn from it.
The standard modern biography of Luther stressing his faith and
thought is Roland H. Bannon, Here I Stand: A Life of klartin
Luther (Nashville: Abingdon, 1950. $6.95; Mentor paperback,
$1.25 )

Mattingly, Garrett, The Armada (Boston; Houghton,
1959. $7.50; Sentry paperback, $2.65). It is not often that a his-
torian can write a book about a romantically spectacular event,
do the whole thing up in glorious language, and at the same time
satisfy the most exacting demands of scholarship, viewing the
event in its full historical perspective and dissolving the myths
and legends that have encrusted it through the years. But this is
Garrett Mattingly's achievement in Tlw Armudu. The first naval
battle in history between occan-going fleets is described in all
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its color and excitement. The political and diplomatic back-
ground is also traced, in considerable detail. We see the English,
the Spanish, and indeed the whole European setting of this in-
credible battle. Mattingly shows that it did not bring Anglo-
Spanish hostilities to a close or make England the mistress of the

seas. But it did inflict a crushing defeat on Spanish aspirations to

restore England and all of Europe to the Roman Catholic faith

After the humiliation of her "Invincible Armada," the bound-
lessly confident, crusading Spain of the sixteenth century existed

no more.
Neale, 3. E., Quern Elizabeth I 119341 (Nrw York: St.

Martin's. $8.95; Anchor paperback, $2.50). Among the rela-
tively few women who have held more than ceremonial power in
world political history, Elizabeth I of England is one of the
authentically towering figures. She ruled for forty-four years,
walk a tightrope over a chasm boiling with religious and
political problems that would have required all the skill of the

greatest of male monarchs to cross in safety. Elizabeth rescued
the Church of Eliglaud, foundLd by her father I lenry VIII, pre
served England herself from Spanish conquest, and governed
her kingdom with economy, wisdom, and broad popular support.
One may dislike certain aspects of her pci sonality, or credit some
of her policies to brilliant councilors, or charge that she could
not have coped with the rising gentry of the seventeenth century,
but the fact remains that Elizabeth I was one of the greatest states-
men (statespersons?) of all time. Neale's biography is a narra-
tive account of her life, written in clear, vivid prose by a first-rate

scholar.
Parry, 1 II_ The Age of Reconnaissance 11901 (New

York: Praeger, $10,00; Mentor paperkh-k. $1.50), To the
Europe of the late fifteenth and sixteenth cemu ries goes credit for
one remarkable accomplishment that sets her apart from any
other traditional civilization in history: her seamanship. Western
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European seamen were the first to bring all parts of the planet into

consciousness of one another. Europe "discovered" the world,

and in t he process mankind began to discover itself. Parry's book

tells "in outline the story of European geographical exploration,

trade and settlement outside the bounds of Europe in the fifteenth,

sixteenth and seventeenth centuries," it is also a careful examina-

tion of the backgrounds of discovery: the motives of those who

sailed and the technical development of European seamanship

that made such exploits possible for the first time. Here are all

the early seafaring nations, the oceans they sailed, and the em-

pires they founded abroad, skillfully presented in not much more

than 300 pages. Parry is one of those rare scholars with the gift

of seeing both trees and woods; to quote The A inerican Hisorical

Reriov, his book "is an achievement few could equal and fewer

surpass."
Searisbrick, J. 1, Henry VIII (Berkeley, U. of Califor-

nia Press, 19(8: $10.95; paperback, $3.85 ) J J. Searisbrick has

written a big scholarly biography of England's greatest king,

richly illustrated. with a substantial bibliography of printed and

manuscript sources. In its pages, all the men and women around

Henry shrivel more than a little. For Searisbrick, Henry was the

architect of the policies of his regime, a king of phenomenal intel-

ligence a nd imagination, who "raised monarchy to near-idolatry"

and became "the quintessence of Englishry and the focus of

swelling national pride." The author deplores Henry's destruction

of the monasteries and his foreign wars, but his reign "in many

ways left a deeper mark on the mind, heart and face of England

than did any event in English history between the coining of the

Normans and the coining of the factory." Scarisbrick writes ex-

tremely \veil, and he knows his subject. Th is is a book to delight

mind, heart, and eye, Still more recently, another important bi-

ography has appeared: Lacey Baldwin Smith's Henry VIII: The

Afask 0/ Royalty (Boston: Houghton, 1971 $8,95; Sentry pa-
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perback, $3.95). Smith stresses the heavy psychological burdens
imposed by the Renaissance idea of divine right monarchy and
Henry's nagging fears of his own inadequacy.

Sehevill, Ferdinand, The Medici (New York: Harcourt,
1949. Torchbooks paperback, $1.95). This is a book about a
family. Not an ordinary family, , certainly! The Medici ruled Flor-
ence, the Athens of the Italian llenaisance, from the early fif-
teenth century to the early eighteenth. Bankers, statesmen, popes,
mercenaries, patrons of high culture. they were a cross section of
the ruling class of the I taly of their time. They provoked, and still
provoke, fierce controversy.

Schevill tries to avoid the two extrtmcs of e mity and
partisanship in this col lective biography of the Medici from their
beginnings to the assassination of Alessandro de Medici in 1 537.
Medicean Florence in the fifteenth century "reveals the restless
political striving and incomparable cultural burgeoning of one of
the most creative communities within the whole compass of West-

civilization."
Weber, Max, The Protestaint Ethic and the Spirit of

Capitalism [1904-06] (New York Scribner, 1930. $5.95; paper-
back, 52.45). A German sociologist, Max Weber set forth in
three articles published in 1904-06 one of the most notly debated
theses in modern historiography: the argument that the under-
lying "spirit" of capitalism was derived from the ethics of Prot-
estantism, and specifically of Calvinism. The Calvinists advocated
hard work in the everyday world; in Calvinism, the highest pod
was -the earning of more and more money, combined with the
strict avoidance of all spontaneous enjoyment of life." Such an

ethic. Weber held, incNitahly did much to stimulate the rise of a

capitalist economy in Europe, an economy of working and invest-
ing, as opposed to the more traditional economy which devalued
labor and permitted th e almost total consumption of its fruits.

The essays in this book have had a potent influence on
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all our thinking about the Reformation. They have also come
under devastating criticism. ff only because capitalism originated
among Catholics and Jews before the Reformation, and con-
tinued to flourish at least as well in non-Calvinist countries as in
Calv inist ones throughout the sixteenth and seventeenth cen-
turies, the Weber thesis is easily challenged. But anyone studying
Reformation history should be 1..r.tiliar with it.

3. The Seventeenth and Eighteenth Centuries
Behrens, C. B. A., The Ancien Regime (New York ; Har-

court, 1967. $5.50; paperback, $3.50). The ancien rEgime is the

world that collapsed in the wake of the French Revolution: the
world of absolute monarchy, aristocratic privilege, and ecclesias-
tical control of education and culture, C. B, A. Behrens analyzes
the old order in France between 1748 and 1789 in its European
setting. Only after 1748, she contends, did it begin encountering
major problems that it could not solve and sophisticated opposi-
tion that it could not silence. Things went from bad to worse,
inexorably. Serious attempts at reform were made, some of them
quite far-reaching had they been carried through to completion,
but the old order could not permit them to succeed, by the very
nature of the forces that composed it. The bureaucratic despotism
of old France dragged her along to her unavoidable death.

The Ancien Réghne is an excellent introduction to eigh-
teenth-century France, particularly valuable for its close study
of the structure of society and the financial dilemmas of the royal
government. But do not overlook Alexis de Tocqueville's nine-
teenth-century elastic, which also found the Revolution inevita-
111,:, The Old Regime and the French Revolati,on 11856j (Gar-
den City, N.Y.: Doubleday, Anchor paperback, $1.95), and
Georges Lefebvre's The Coining of the French Revolution [1939]
(Princeton: Princeton U.R, 1947. $6.50; paperback, $1.45).

Dorn, Walter L., Cornpefition for Empire: 1740-1763
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(New 'for Harper, 1940. $7.95; Torchbooks paperback,
$2.75). The middle decades of the eighteenth century were the
heyday of Frederick the Great, Voltaire, and William Pitt; the age
of Dr_ Johnson's Dictionary, the Lisbon Earthquake, and the
Seven Years' War. Dorn captures it all with marvelous felicity.
Here is the ancien regime at its highest point, the old prerevolu-
tionary order of kings and lords and merchants in command of
powerful states competing for imperial power in struggles that
had lost the crusading character of the wars of the Reformation
era and had not yet acquired the crusading character of the wars
of modern democracy. The emphasis properly falls in Dorn's
book on warfare and diplomacy; but in addition he furnishes ex-
cellent analyses of mid-century goverrunent, trade, and culture.

Friedrich, Carl J., The Age of the Baroque: 1610-1660
(New York : Harper, 1952. $7.95; Torchbooks paperback,
$2.95). Friedrich's The Age of the Baroque is more than a com-
petent outline of general European history from 1610 to 1660.
It is a book with an imaginative thesis about the European state
of mind in the seventeenth century. In a word, Friedrich believes
that the whole eraand not just its art and architectureshould
be characterized as "baroque." Seventeenth-century man pre-
ferred the baroque style in his art and architecture because the
whole style of his life was baroque.

Of course everything hinges on how Friedrich defines his
term. For him, the baroque spirit is one of restless striving, "an
exaggerated belief in the power of man to think and to do as with
heightened powers he confronts a mysterious, exciting world."
Seventeenth-century man felt in his bones that nothing was too
much for him, no design too grand, no goal too high. In ciOtural
life, the baroque spirit expressed itself in the poetry of Milton and
the statuary of Bernini. But Friedrich argues that it expressed
itself no less clearly in the revolution in science and philosophy
launched by Galileo and Descartes, in the political thought of
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1-lobbes, and, above all, in the emergence of the modern state.
Such landmarks in the making of the modern state as the Thirty

Years' War, the politics of Richelieu, and the revolution that

began in England in 1642 were the work of men imbued with

the same sense of power.
Gay, Peter, The Enlightenment: An interpretation (2

vols., New York: Knopf, 1966-69. 510.00 each; vol. I only,

Vintage paperback, $2.95). In two volumes totaling 1,260 pages

Peter Gay has produced one of the most widely discussed

studies of the Enlightenment to appear in many years. Do not be

dismayed by its length. Gay knows how to write, for both an
academic and a general reading public; the first volume of The

Entiglzteninent was the winner of the 1967 National nook Award.

Nor is he a mere compiler, heaping up names and dates, In the

great debate over the modernity of the Enlightenment, he comes

down hard on the side of the yea-sayers. For hint the philosophers

of the Enlightenment in eighteenth-century western Europe were

just what many of them professed to be: radical enemies of the

Christian heritage of Western civilization, neo-pagans who used

the thought of paean antiquity as a weapon against Christianity

and then rejected the ancients in order to create their own modern

science of man.
Gay has made a strong case for the revolutionary quality

of eighteenth-century thought. The other side of the coin, the
conservatism of the Enlightenment, is brought out with impish

enthusiasm in Carl L. Becker's stilt thriving classic, The Heavenly

City of the Eighteenth Century Philosophers New Haven: Yale

LT. P., 1932. $5.75; paperback, $1.95).
Geyl, Pieter, The Netherlands in the Seventeenth Ceatutl:

09-1715[1934] (2 vo1s,, New York: Barnes, 1961-64. $6.00

and $8.50). Pieter Geyl is a Dutch historian, and there are few

better in any country. Here he studies the Netherlands in their

greatest years, from the truce of 1609 that brought the northern
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provinces de facto independence from Spain to the death of their
mighty adversary Louis XIV in 1715. The main theme of his first
volume, and a major concern of tbe second, is the division of
the Netherlands into two parts by the truce of 1609, confirmed
in most particulars by the Treaty of Westphalia in 1648. The
southern Dutch-speaking provinces of Flanders and Brabant re-
mained under Spanish rule and developed along very different
lines from those of the north. Goyl argues that when the Dutch
war of independence broke out in 1581, no such differences had
existed. A similar proportion of Catholics arid Protestants cnuld
be found in north and south. But during and after the war, all was
changed. The -violent disruption" of the "natural unity" of the
Netherlands led in the north to "the triumph of Protestantism
and the development of a particularist, North-Netherlandish
patriotism, in Brabant and Flanders [to] the re-establishment of
the Catholic Church in all her Counter-Reformation militancy."
The results live on to the present day: the Netherlands is a pre-
dominantly Protestant country, and the old southern provinces
are part of Catholic Belgium.

Equally choice is Geyl's The Revolt of the Netherlands:
1555-1609 [ 1931] (2nd ed., New York : Barnes, 1958. $6.25;
paperback, $2,50).

Hill, Christopher, The Century of Revolution: 1603
1714 (New York: Nelson, 1961. Norton paperback, $2.25).

he years between 1603 and 1714," writes Christopher Hill,
"were perhaps the most decisive in English history. . . . During
the seventeenth century modern English society and a modern
state began to take shape, and England's position in the world
was transformed. This book tries to penetrate below the familiar
events to gasp 'what happened' to ordinary English men and
women as well as to kings and queens or abstractions like 'so-
ciety' and 'the state.' " Hill manages this very well, although
readers whose recollection of kings and queens and wars is fuzzy
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may sometimes get lost along the way. He affirms that England
during this vital century entered fully into the modern world,
choosing parliamentary government instead of royal absolutism.
But Hill also reminds us that the choice of freedom and self-gov-
ernment was a choice for men of property only. The life of the
lower classes went on relatively unchanged, despite the prema-
ture efforts of the radical sects of the Civil War era to democratize
English society. "Only very slowly and late have men come to
understand that unless freedom is universal it is only extended
privilege."

Koestler, Arthur, The Sleepwalkers: A History of Man's
Changing Vision of the Universe [1959] (new ed., New York:
Macmillan, 1968. $8.95; Universal paperback, $3.45). Author
of Darkness at Noon and other novels, Arthur Koestler has also
written an illuminating study of the Scientific Revolution of the
sixteenth and seventeenth centuries. He finds that Copernicus,
Brahe, Kepler, and Galileo were anything but "reasoning-ma-
chines on austere marble pedestals." Many of their ideas were
old-fashioned, harking back to ancient science and mysticism.
They arrived at some of their greatest theories accidentally, in a
manner that "reininds one more of a sleepwalker's performance
than k.iri electrcnie brain's." Koestler's chapters on Johannes Kep-
ler, his favorite "sleepwalker," are also separately available as
The Watershed: A Biography of Johannes Kepler (Anchor
paperback, $1.95). For a more orthodox treatment of the new
science, see Herbert Butterfield, The Origins of Modern Science,
1300-1800 [1949] (rev. ed., New York: Macmillan, 1957. Free
Press paperback, $1.95).

Lewis, W. H., The Splendid Century: Life in the France
of Louis XIV (New York: S lne, 1954. Morrow paperback,
$2,50). This is a social history of seventeenth-century France,
by the younger brother of the novelist C. S. Lewis. It sparkles
with all the rich and paradoxicsd life of France in the high noon
of her history. Lewis opens with a pen portrait of Louis himself,
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to whom he accords "an exasperated and reluctant admiration.
. It is easy to belittle Louis XIV, and yet it is no small achieve-
ment to have held the centre of the stage for over fifty years: and
how many other kings have imposed their name upon a cen-
toryr Chapters follow on the great court at Versailles, the
peasantry, the church, the army, the country gentry, the town,
medicine, manners, life at sea, the education of girls, and the
world of letters. Lewis saves his warmest praise for the literature
of the age of Louis XIV. "It is the writers," men such as Cor-
neille. Racine, and Moliere, "not the soldiers, grandees and poli-
ticians, who gave the century its enduring place in the history of
civilization; on their shoulders rests the claim of the Grand
Siecle to the title of 'the splendid century'."

0 Sumner, B. H., Peter the Great and the Emergence of
Russia ( New York : Macl.illan, 1951. Collier paperback, $1.25 ) .

As Lenin transformed modern Russia into a socialist state, so
"Peter the Great was decisive in the long process of transforming
tnedieval Muscovy into modern Russia." This little book intro-
duces us to one of history's most extraordinary people. He in-
herited a medieval throne, in a half-Asian country that took no
part in the Renaissance or the Reformation. By the year of his
death in 1725 at the age of fifty-two, he had brought Russia into
full membership in the famil- of European nations. Sumner dis-
cusses the Tsar's wars on land and sea, his reform of civil gov-
ernment and the Russian Orthodox Church, his social and eco-
nomic policies, and his place in history. As the man who almost
single-handedly converted Russia into a great European power,
and who initiated her political, military, and cultural Westerni-
zation, his placeSumner feelsis secure.

Wedgwood, C. V., The Thirq Years War [1939] (New
York: Fernhill. $15.00; Anchor paperback, $1.95). For nearly
one Int ndred of the last 350 years, a general war has been in prog-
ress on the continent of Europe involving most of the Great
Powers. The first of these general wars was the longest, the Thirty
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Years' W r of 161848, in which the principal contenders were

Bohemia, the German states, Denmark, Sweden, Spain, the Neth-

erlands, and France. C. V. Wedgwood's absorbing history of this

tangled conflict, written in the aftermath of the first World War

and on the eve of the second, reaches conclusions that would

apply equally well to our twentieth-century struggles. The Thirty

Years' War, she writes, was fought to little purpose and' Solved

no problem. "Its effects, both immediate and indirect, were either

negative or disastrous. Morally subversive, economically destruc-

tive, socially degrading, confused in its causes, devious in its

course, futile in its result, it is the outstanding example in Euro-

pean histot7 of meaningless conflict." The powers who fought,

except for Sweden, "were actuated rather by fear than by lust of

conquest or passion of faith. They wanted peace and they fought

for thirty years to be sure of it. They did not learn then, and

have not since, that war breeds only war."

Wolf, John B., Louis XIV (New York: Norton, 1968.

$12.50; paperback, $3.95). It is not always possible to love him,

but respect him we must: Louis XIV, king of France, the greatest

of Great Powers in seventeenth-century Europe, in her age of in-

disputable political and cultural ascendancy. Wolf's biography of

the Sun-King treats its subject on the grand scale he requires.

His Louis IV is a man who set the world spinning around him

to protect the unity and power of France. He knew, says Wolf,

that only a vastly strengthened monarchy could save France

from the f ate that had overtaken Germany, and very nearly over-

oak France herself during the civil wars of 1648-53. lie sought

virtual deification not because he was a megalomaniac but for

the same reasons that "secular societies of the nineteenth and

twentieth centuries have deified the state." On the whole, he was

a good king, who worked hard and well, loved France, and pre-

served her from the machinations of squabbling aristocrats. Even

those who do not share Wolf's conclusions may still agree that he

has written the best biography of Louis XIV available in English.
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chapter
six

The
Americas

Nothing quite compares to the richness and also the rawness of

life in the American hemisphere. Europe is European, Africa

and Asia are almost wholly African and Asian, despite powerful

recent influences from Western civilization. In the Americas, his-

tory happened differently.
If there is such a thing as "American" culture, it is a

hybrid growth blending three major strains in various proportions

in various parts of the hemisphere: European (ritish, French,
Spanish, Portuguese, Dutch, German, Italian, Irishand a little
of everything else); Arnerindian (in 1492 at all stages of cultural

development from nomadic to urban); and Afriean (from many

parts of black Africa). At first the Amerindian population was
alone. Europeans and Africans poured in during the sixteenth
and seventeenth centuries until they outnumbered the Amerin-

dians. The native stock dwindled and then recovered, but the
white and black men continued to come. The races intermarried,

interbred, and interacted. The American hemisphere has pro-

duced what Jose Vasconcelos of Mexico calls the raza nistnica:
the cosmic race. Taking the hemisphere as a whole, it is clear that

neither white man nor black man nor red man has "triumphed."

lii
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The cultures of the Americas are uneasy antalgata f all three.
American civilization is also raw. The red man was

robbed of much of his traditional way of life by invading whites.
He can never be the same again. The European was de-Euro-
peanized hy the unsettling experience of land TL1ShCS, 80td rushes,
Indian wars, waves of fresh immigration, and the struggles for
independence. He is the perennial frontiersman, The African
was torn from his land and resettled as the human property of
European masters. Despite occasional great eCOMBO success,
as in the United States, all Americans are iA sarue sense up-
rooted people, in search of a meaningful past and El true identity.

The history of the Americas divides autotnatieally into
three periodspre-Columbian, colonial, and republican. In Latin
America these periods bear a startling resemblanee te the ancient-
medieval-modern sequence of European history, The Amerindian
high cultures of Mexico and Peru compare favorably with those
of Egypt and Mesopotamia. Colonial Latin America developed
a feudal system not unlike that of the Middle Ages ti Europe.
Only since independence have a strong middle elass and a mod-

immercial-industrial economy emerged in the major Latin
countries. North America, meanwhile, took a different path.

of its white colonists were small farmers or merchants,
Amerindian influence was proportionately weaker, and after a
modest start economic development proceeded niedi more rap-
idly. English-speaking America and Latin Amerien, have had
many parallel experiences, but today (as always) they are two
different worlds.

Our strategy in this chapter has been to review books only
in pre-Columbian, Latin American, and Canadian history. Since
students arc adequately exposed to United States history in other
courses, the U.S. field is one responsibility that the world history
course can dodge. But students and teachers of world history
should not totally ignore it. The U.S. experienee cart bo tied into
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many discussions of the main trends of hemispheric and world
history. For an excellent biblio raphical guide to the history of
the United States, see John Wiltz, Books in American His-
tory (Bloomington, Ind.: Indiana U. P., 1964. Paperback,
$1.95). It was written for high school students, teachers, and

librarians, but anyone can use it us a general introduction to the
best scholarly and popular literature in the field. Wiltz reviews
more than four hundred titleS,

Arcienegas, German, Liu America: A Cultural History
(New York: Knopf, 1967. $7,00), A Colombian scholar who
has held visiting professorships at several North American uni-
versities, German Arcienegas knows and loves the culture of
Latin America with an almost overwhelming intimacy. His style
is warm, affectionate, impressionistic. He reveals the fascinating
(but confusing) variety of Latin American cultureits Indian,
Negro, Iberian, French, and other racial ingredients, the sep-
arate paths of its many national histories in modern times, and
the ceaseless interaction of lund, trade, polins, religion, and
thought. The pre-Columbian and colonial eras receive generous
attention. Also striking is the Ifaroduction, which offers a com-
parative overview of "the four Americas": Canada, the United
States, Hispanic America, and Brazil,

Burns, E. Bradford, A History of Rrait (New York:
Columbia, 1970. $12.50). Sevcral good outlines of Brazilian his-
tory from colonization to the present day are now available. This
one, by the young U.C.L.A. Latin Amerieanist E. Bradford
Burns, is the most "textbookish," but it should meet the needs
of anyone looking for a balanced survey of the whole sweep of
Brazilian history. There are seven chapters: three on the co-
lonial age and the achievement of independence, two on the
period from 1850 to 1922, ;and Two on modern Brazil. Burns's
approach is marked by polite enthusiasm and a generally unsur-
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.tieth centuries.
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POW- A111(:1 Wan 111.(1((1 011( 1 11 11(11 much more than

Ml '''1 ii is a ye, rood hook. I he eie.lit chapter; 11!

(1,,T1(11;111(111 ;Ind C(.111(11/C1,1 if 1)/C NeW W(011, OW 011

olulliC11(kC 111 III trilmtaly laftq, elnireh and ivvernment,
iclatnue and unpeoal pohncs, t'ulr,on does not subscribe

tcu the "htdck Spamsh rule vas iuhuman

but he point,: out that dictatorship in modern Latin America had

its 1ih)I' II colonial hfc and inAllutioik. "The Spankh imperial

);overtrucnt 'Hay be undersn rod a :1 repressive force or cover,

under which the components of 04.1;norsinp

Fvory phut:molt owlict mime over his Indian serfs was a die-

r ill 1111110111"C; 41 OW cohuWil eXpc/WIICC piCpdt-Cd

tile elites or die masses for popular democracy. See also J. II.

P,(rry I he Spanish Seaborne Empire ( New York: Knopf, 19()(1.

ST95), an excellent survey that stresses colonial Spanish Ameri-

ca's maritime history: and (T, 11, !faring The Spanish Empire in

America (New York: Oxford 11. P 1041. Ilarbinger paperback,

S3.25).
Ilerriny, I tubed, A Ili if Latin America from the

Beginnings to the Present Ii 95.51 (3rit ed., New York: Knopf,

196S. $10.95), Since its first appearance in N55, Ilet ring's col-
ic,ohook ol 1.atin American history has become the leader

in a enmided field, much respected for its painstaking thorough-
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H;11 ay, and ; 'the latest Anion rims to more than

pages. lie numerous maps lry TheMIOre R. Miller

arc supelb. I letting divides his sohicet into eleven laige sections,

the lust duce im the colonial period, the 10:.1 devoted to a coun-

try-by-country survey of modern history woh especially fiill

treatment of !Mexico, Brazil, anil Argentina. tither good one-

volume histories are available, by J. Fred Vippy, Donald tvt

Dozer, and F. Bradford Burns,

llumplueys, R. A., and JohU Lynch, eds., The Origins fp(

Ike Valhi Atikerkan Revoitii(ions, 1808-1826 (New York:

191)5 ' hark, 1;2,05), political liberation

of I ,atin America froni Iberian rule began not with shots "heard

riunid die world- hut with the exploits of Nhipoleon Bonaparte,

who occupied Spain and Portinzal in 1807-08. The Portuguese

king fled to Brazil, the Spankh king abdicated, and revolution

m the Spanish-American Colonic.; at first took the form of resis-

taiwe ni the authority of Napoleon and the puppet-king of

French-occupied Spain, the Empci-or's brother Joseph. In time

the smoldering hostility of American-Lorn settlers toward the

peniusidares iberian-horn), who held most of the highest offices

in colonial administration, precipitated a final break with the

home countries, hut the revolutions of 1808 -26 differed in many

ways from the American Revolution and from each other.

lumphreys and Lynch have given us in this attractive volume a

selection of short essays, chiefly by modern scholars, on the

causes of the revolutions. The authors canvass the role of the

Enlightenment, the Jesuits, foreign powers, imperial adminis-

tration, econonae intacqs, resentment against the peninsulares,

and nationalism. A separate section contains essays on the Bra-

zilian experience, whore independence came peacefully.

MeNaueht. Kenneth, The History of Conala (New York:

Praeger, 1970. $9.00; Penguin paperback, $1.95). The world's

third larg,est country in area, with a population of twenty million
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people and a more or less American standard of living, Canada
has lived such a quiei and respectable life that world historians
often ignore it. In all fairness, any historian has a job on his
hands making Canadian history either exciting or exotic to the
non-Canadian reader. MeNaught does as well as anyone. His
maps are good, and he addresses himself perceptively to the age-
old problem of Canada's search for national integration and
identity. In a concluding chapter, he speculates that the Ca-
nadian experiment "has roots that now are probably deep enough
to sustain a tolerant federalism against the storms of the future."
See also J. Bartlet Brcbncr's longer but :,omewhat less imagina-
tive Canada: A Modern History [1960] (rev. ed., Ann Arbor,
Mich.: U. of Michigan Press, 1970. $10.00) and Mason Wade,
The French Canadians, 1760-1967 [19551 ( 2 vols., rev. ed.; New
York: St. Martin's, 1968. $25.00 the set).

Masur, Gerhard, Simon Bolivar [1948] (rev. ed., Alba-
U of New Mexico Press, 1969, $15.00). "One of the

outstanding figures of the nineteenth century and one of the
great personalities of all time," Simon Bolivar is the man most
revered by Latin Americans today, a folk-hero more beloved
than George Washington by North Americans, a romantic and
paradoxical figure whose military triumphs over Spanish armies
ensured the liberation of most of South America, a lover of free-
dom who ruled his people after independence with an iron hand,
believing them unready for true democracy. Gerhard Masur
views Bolivar with loving enthusiasm in this comprehensive bi-
ography. Only in blindness to the need for basic socioecono
change, a blindness shared by almost everyone else in the early
nineteenth century in Latin America, did Bolivar fall seriously
short. In all other ways, Masur finds him worthy of the hero-
worship he has long received.

Morison, Samuel Eliot, Christopher Columbus, Mariner
( Bo t n: Little, 1955. $5.95; Mentor paperback, $0.60) A
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larvarci historian with a special interest in naval and maritimt.
history, Morison is also a sailor in his own right. This hook is
the happy result of his decision to write a life of Columbus only
aft,r he himself had sailed the routes of Columbus's voyages to
the New World in ships comparable to the great Genoese mari-
ner's. This he did, during the Harvard Columbus Expeditions of
1939 and 1940, learning much that armchair biographers in-
evitably miss. In 1942 he brought out a two-volume scholarly
hiography of Columbus, entitled Admiral of the Ocean Sea, and
a one-volume abridgement with the same title (Boston: Little,
1912. 515,00t, which won tne Pulitzer Pri.,c for biography.
Chrivopher Columbus, Mariner is a severely sh9rtened and re-
written version of the longer works.

The purpose of all of them is summed up in the preface to
the firs -Although I have not negle cted the problems connected
with the nationality, birth, early life and ohjectives of Columbus,
the emphasis in this hook is on what he did, where he went, and
what sort of seaman he was," Morison hails his hero as "the
greatest navigator of his age, "a failure as a colonial adminis-
trator," but the man who did "more to direct the course of history
than any individual since Augustus Caesar."

Parry, J. H., and P. M. Sherlock, A Short History of the
West Indies f 19561 (3rd ed., New York: St. Martin's, 1971.
$12.00; paperback, $5.95). Few parts of the world arc as poor
in historical tradition, cultural identity, and sense of common
cause as the islands of the Caribbean Sea. The unwarlike aborigi-
nal inhabitants proved unable to withstand the European inva-
sions and became nearly extinct within a century. Their place
was taken by transplanted Europeans and Africans, but the
islands were too small, too dependent on European markets, too
much under the heel of rival Western great powers, and too iso-
lated from one another to develop until quite recently the inde-
pendent spirit that arose throughout the rest of the Americas in
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the eightLenth and early nineteenth centuries, "West Indian
history," write Parry and Sherlock, "appears disjointed and un-
real to West Indians today, It is a story told from someone else's
point of view,"

But the authors have made the best of an admittedly dif-
ficult business in this well constructed history of Cuba, Jamaica,
Hispaniola (now the Dominican Republic and Haiti), Puerto
Rico, and the smaller Caribbean islands, The centuries of
Ionial rule are emphasized, with somewhat more attentwe
British West Indies than to toe Spanish and French.

Peterson, Frederick A., Ancient Mexico: An Introduc-
tion to the Pre-Hispanic Cultures (New York: Putnam, 1959,
Capricorn paperback, $3,25). Many North Americans and
Europeans equate ancient Mexico with the empire of the Aztecs,
which is roughly the same thing as reducing ancient history to
the history of the Roman empire after Constantine. There were
many civilized peoples in ancient Mexico, both before and during
the Aztec era. Over 5,000 sites have been worked by archeolo-
gists, The "classic period," as defined by Frederick A. Peterson,
lasted from approximately 150 n,c. to 900 A.D. and included the
urbanized societies of the Olmecs, Maya, Totonacs, and Zapo-
tees. Teotihuactin, near Mexico City, was also built during this
period. A "post-classical" period followed, marked by the some-
what inferior achievements of the To Rees, Mixtecs, andat the
very endAztecs. Peterson adopts a topical approach that gives
him many opportunities to study these peoples compaiatively.
"America," he insists, "was easily on a par with Europe. Several
million Indians were killed to prove that Europeans were more
civilized."

0 Presco t, W. IL, The Conquest of Mexico and the Con-
quest of Peru [1843-471 (New York: Modern Library, $4,95;
abridged ed., Washington Square paperback, $1.45). William
Hickling Prescott (1796-1859) was America's first great world
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IIHMIMIL a prose artist with a mrstery of the romantic style of

narrative hjstor that few of his countt ymen have ever equaled,

I hese lush it les ol the conquest ol Mexico by Cortez and of Peru

by Pizarro are classics that still compel respect.
Sauer. Ctiri Ortwin, 'the Early Spanish Main (Berkeley:

of ('alifornia Pres-, I $9,50; paperback, $2.45). Spain's
hrst American empire v,as not the Mexico of Cortez or the Peru

of Pizarro hut the West hos of Christopher Columbus. In this

hook, a sreialist in historical r:xograrhi gives us a learned and

moving account of how this empire was won, and for n11 practical

h thy virtual ilestruction of the Whole native

P:11Thlillum "11T 1519,- Sauer writes, "the Spanish main was a

sorr_e shell,- I lie vilriin I
it least the fiNt act of this tragedy, he

ronnends, was ( ailumbus himself, a helpless victim of go:d fever.

'1 he C.)111,.' of Spanish empire WaS first turned to its fateful

searcl gold the hY //xi: that dominated Columbus."
it ur i, r ft P - A rge n ti na : A Cro: afla a Nadal, fl 9641

(2nd o ork r Oxford U. P. 1971. 57,50; paperback,
Scobie rejects the conventional political and cultural ap-

proaches to Latin American history in favor of an economic

emphasis, Ile reviews the history of Argentina from earliest
times, in a series or' topieal chapters on such subjects as the

growth of Buenos Ai:es, aericulture on the Pampas, and indus-

trialization. 1 hen_ is a very extensive and useful bibliography.

Simpson, I ,e-lev Byrd, Many Mexicos 11941j (4th ed.,

Berkeley: U. of California Press, 1966, $10.00; paperback,

S2.451. "'Ve have loo lowly roots, we have too many pasts. 'The

history of Mexico is like those pre-Columbian pyramids on which

now races built other pyramids, and afterward other races built

still more,- So says the poet Octavio Paz, adding that "Mexico

has still not succeeded in combining its past into one real past."

itoth Indian and Spanish, divided by geography and climate into

many sharply contrasting regions, Mexico is not an easy country
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for outsiders to know well. Simpson relates its history in brie
biographical sketches and thematic essays that display wit, elo-
quence, and deep understanding of the Mexican past. The au-
thor is opinionated, but never dull. Many Me.xicos deserves its
many editions. For the development of the Mexican economy,
another valuable book is Charles C. Cumberland, Mexico: The
Struggle for Modernity (New York: Oxford U.P., 1968. $8,50;
paperback, l;i2.95).

Thompson, J. Eric S., The Rise and Fall of Maya Civili-
zation [1954] (2nd ed., Norman, Okb,: U. of Oklahoma Press,
1966. $5.95), A leading specialist in Maya archeology, Erie
Thompson opens his book with a vivid account of his first isit
some forty years ago to Tikal, in Guatemala, the largest of the

a rui, and th.. most beautiful memorial to ancient Indian
eivilizatioa in the hemisphere. Surrounded by almost impene-
trable jungle, Tikal reminds us that the Maya arc the only peo-
ple known to world history whose civilization "developed and
reached maturity in thickly forested tropics," After three chap-
ters on the geography, anthropology, and history of -Maya civ-
ilization, Thompson examines its intellectual and artistic achieve-
ment, itr ways of life, religion, and place in history. Unlike the
other Amerindian peoples, the Maya developed an elaborate sys-
tem of writing, comparable to Egyptian hieroglyphics. Although
most of the "glyphs" Or characters are undecipherable, scholars
can read a few, and they a! o have at their disposal several works
from the sixteenth to eighteenth centuries by nal [yes who wrote
in Mayan, using the Western alphabet. But the "classic:" period
of Maya history dates back to the years 200-925 A.D. The cul-
ture 2ncountered by the Spaniards was in a "decadent" phase;
Maya civilization had already "fallen," The Rise and Fall of

Maya Civilization is both a work of impeccable scholarship and
a poput,:rization better written than the books of most popular-
izers.
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Womack, John, Jr., Zapata and the Mexican Revolution
( New York: Knopf, 1969. $10.00; Vintage paperback, $2.95).
This no doubt deserves its reputation as one of the finest "first
books" ever written in any field of history. 'rhe author is a young
Harvard historian and former Rhodes Scholar who refuses to
oversimplify, The hero of his book is not so much the great
revolutionary himself as the counny people of his home state of
Morelos in south-central Mexico, the campoinos who had been
ignored by the ruling classes throughout the nineteenth century
and who tried to take matters into their own hands in the decade
after 1910, with men like Emiliano Zapata aS their freely chosen
leaders. I he iiral rjorms instituted by Mexican governments
after the fall of Diaz owed much to their militance; and yet noth-

was ever really s( ttled, and many of the hopes of the cam-
pesinos went unfulfilled_ Womack avoids catch-all sociological
generalizations, oreferrivg to let the complex and dramatic evi-
dence speakwre or less!--for itself. In Womack's own words,
his book is "not an analysis hut a st ,ry because the truth of the
revolution in Morelos is in the feeling of it."



chapter
seven

Africa

and
Australasia

A disconcertingly large number of Americans still believe that
rica south of the Sahara has no history or civilization of her

own, apart from the exploits of white invaders. For these Ameri-
cans, black Africa before the European partition consisted ex-
clusively of small tribes of naked illiterate savages eking out a
meager existence in jungles and bush country, saved from
timeless misery by the arrival of Western civilization.

The strong interest in African history awakened by the
liberation of African peoples from European rule since the sec-
ond World War has resulted in the appearance of an extensive
scholarly and popular literature that exposes the absurdity of
this view of the African past. Although a few native African
peoples have clung to what may fairly be called a prehistoric way
of life, the great majority have been undergoing more or less
continuous cultural evolution along the same lines as other races
for thousands of years.

Indigenous black African civilizations with town life, im-
perial governments, agriculture, metal-working, and most of the
other indices of advanced culture, flourished in several parts of
the continent during Europe's Middle Ages. 1/rogxess was espe-

* 123
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cially rapid between ahtnit QUo aid I SOO AIL For various rea-
sons ( including the debilitatin etTect!; of the Atlantic slave trade)
Africa ha-, developed more slowly thnit Europe i recent ccn-
tunes, hut throughout most of the Chlistiun era the black popu-
lations of Africa und the wl,ite populations of northern Europe
were advancing at much the same rate and in rouCh the sante
directions,

In this chapter we shall review bouks Ill O-Saharan
history from antiquity to 19-45- At the end c)f the chap-

te-r we list a few hooks on the history or AustralaSi" (Australia,
New Zealand, and the islands or the -;onthwen Nine). Aus-
tralasia. too, had indigenous populations When the white man ar-
rived, 1i their numbers Were significantly strialler, their cultures
were le,,s highly develop, I. and little i knowr1 of their premodern
history. Australasian history remairo-; Prinnird, Qhronicle of
European colonization.

Boyill, E. W., The iolden Tradt Of the lloors [I 9581

(-Inc ed., New York: Oxford U. P., 1968- $ 0.25; Ciolaxy paper-
haek, S 2.25 1 This is a revised and eXPanded version of Bovill's
eArlicr hook, ( 'cira vans of the Old Sahara [1933], written to show
-how the trans-Saharan trade routes had woven tieq (4 Wood and
culture between the peoples north and south of the desert." The
new book ditfers chiefly in the relativelY larar atteridon given to
the impact of trans-Saharan trade and Politics on the peoples of
North Africa. But in both versions 'The
thread in my story leads- is the Suduri not thL, present-day Su-

lam:I to Which everY

dancse republic, which occupies only the extreme eastern part of
the Sudan, but a great, historic region of black Africa that extends
south of the Sahara from the Atlantic. Ocean to tile Nile basin
and includes the territory of the now indePendent states of Mauri-
ania, Mali, Upper Volta. Niger, and Chad,

The author describes in colorfiil detail the j5Q and fall of
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the medieval Sudanese empires of Ghana, Mali, and Sonchai, the
Moroccan empire of the Almoravid 13erbers, and the trade in
Sudanese gold that helped to make such states possible. The
trans-Saharan caravan routes continued to flourish well into the
nineteenth century, when they were finally replaced by rail trans-
port and OCCZI lc trade with the European colonial powers.

Crowder, Michael, West Africa under Colonial Rule
(Evanston, Northwestern U. P., 1968. $10.00 ) Several

years ago when Michael Crowder lectured on West African
colonialisffi to officers of the Royal Sierra Leone Military Force,
"the one British officer present ... stood stiffly at attention during
question-timc and demanded that I withdraw what he considered
my ann-British remarks; by contrast, the African officers for the
most part considered my criticisms of colonial rule very tame."
Whether tierce or tame, Crowder's book lends support to the
argument of many present-day Africans that the political seizure
of their continent by European powers in the late nineteenth cen-
tury did little for Africa that Africans were not quite capable of
doing for themselves. In the French and British colonies of West
Africa, to which this study is limited, Crowder contends that
modernization would have occurred without foreign rule; in some
respects, modernization was powerfully impeded hy the policies
of the occupying powers. Wes/ A frica limier Colonial Rule in-

cludes a detailed history of the European annexations and a care-
ful analysis of colonial adminLitration in the9ry and practice, the
colonial economy, and social change during the colonial period.
Four concluding chapters study the beginnings of African na-
tionalist politics to 1945.

Davidson, Basil, Africa in History: Themes wul Outlines
(New York: Macmillan, 1969. $6.95; Collier paperback,
$2,95). Journalist, traveler, novelist, and popularizer of African
studies, Basil Davidson has done more than any other living
writer to introduce African history to the general reading public,
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Although he is not a scholar by profession, his scholarship is
bettor than that of many academicians; and his literary powers
are exceptional. Elc is also a prominent representative of the
movement in African studies that seeks to dispel the popular
image of black Africans as peoples without a history of their
own, as passive beneficiaries of the "higher" cultures of Egypt.
Asia, and Europe.

Africa in History sweeps from the stone Age to the pres-
ent in just ever 300 pages. Its pro-African bias is obvious, but
never fanatical. The author traces generally steady upward de-
velopment for most of the indigenous population of the continent
to the African "Middle Ages" in the fifteenth and sixteenth cen-
turies, followed by debilitating contact with movements in the
outside world, and then rebirth in the second 11;,11f of the twentieth
century. At a somewhat more leisurely pace, much of the same
ground is covered in Davidson's A History of West Africa to the
Nineteenth Century, with F. K. Buah (Garden City, N.Y.: Dou-
bleday, 1966, Anchor paperback, $1.95); and A History of
East and Central Africa, to the Late Nineteenth Century, with
J. E. F. Mhina (Garden City, N.Y,: Doubleday, 1969. Anchor
paperback, $2.50),

Davidson, Basil, The African Genius: An Introduction to
African cultural and Social History (Boston: Little, 1969. $7 .95;
paperback, $2,75). "This book," writes Basil Davidson, "is
about a new synthesis of cultural patterns and values that has
lately begun to emerge from the labour of many workers in sev-
eral disciplines, and notably in social anthropology." In place of
orthodox chronological history, Davidson sums up recent re-
search on the "social charters" and "structures of belief" of
traditional black African culture. He also studies the "mechan-
isms of change" that have modified and in some ways over-
whelmed African culture during the past thousand years.

Today, Davidson writes, Africa needs to be "modern-
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ized," l)ut even more she needs new structures of social life and
belief that arc -nourished by the vigour and resilience of native
genius, by all the inheritance of self-respect and innovAing con-
ndence that has carried these peoples through past centuries of
change and cultural expansion.- The A frican Genius, as another
African specialist, Roland Oliver, comments, is "the most serious
and best integrated of all [Davidson's] books." No one interested
in Africa can fail to learn from it.

Davidson, Basil, Black Mother: The Years of the Africaiz
Slave Trade (Boston: Little, 1961. $8.50; as The African Slave
Trade: Pre-Colonial History, 1450-1850, paperback, $2.45).
Davidson's purpose in this hook is to explain the nature of Afro-
European relations in the four centuries before the European
partition of the continent, with special attention to the slave trade.
Some fifty million blacks were sold into slavery during this pe-
riod, although many of these unfortunates never reached th, ir
destinations alive. Davidson shows that for the most part this
was a peaceful trade between Western slavers and the chiefs of
native A f-rican coastal states, who moved quickly to seal off the
interior of the continent and prevent any European encroach-
ment on thei, .ources of supply. But he argues that the trade did
Africa almost irreparable harm, by bolstering the rule of the most
reactionary feudal elements in native African society, and by
bringing stagnation and even decay to the African economy. It
was a moral, social, political, and economic disaster from which
the continent is only beginning to recover in our time. For a more
detailed and popularized treatment of the slave trade, see Daniel
P. Mannix and Malcolm Cowley, Black Cargoes: A History of
the Atlantic Slave Trade, 1518-1865 (New York: Viking, 1962.
$6.50; Compass paperback, $1.85).

Davidson, Basil, The Lost Cities of Africa [19591 (rev.
ed., Boston: Little, 1970. $8.50; paperback, $2,45), The Euro-
pean explorers of Africa in the nineteenth century had little re-
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.Dect for the "savages" they met there, but Africa was, after all,
vast unexplored continent and no one could be quite sure what

)st civilizations or fabulous ruins waited to be found in its hinter-
tnds. The romantic imagination was stirred especially by the
iscovery in 1869 in southern Rhodesia of Great Zimbabwe, a
uined stone city with walls thirty feet high. In The Lost Cities of
frica, Basil Davidson attempts to reconstruct the history of
;real Zimbabwe and the Bantu culture that flourished in south-
istern Africa as early as the sixth century A.D. He also investi-
ttes several other indigenous sub-Saharan cultures that became
i-banized without European aid. Among his "lost cities" are
:croe, part of the ancient Kushite kingdom founded by Egyptian
Alonists in the Sudan; Timbuktu, a great market town and cen-

' r of Islamic learning in the Mali and Songhai empires of western
.frica; and such merchant cities of the southeastern coast as
ilwa and Mombasa. In effect, this is a general survey of the his-
ry of sub-Saharan Africa.

July, Robert W., A History of the African People (New
ork: Scribner, 1970. $15.00; paperback, $5.95). This hand-
rnely illustrated textbook of sub-Saharan African history pre-
nts a clearly organized and well written account of the African
'ople themselves, with minimal attention to the European in-
lence. Part One, "Ancient Africa," traces the development of
'ack Africa to the close of the eighteenth century. Part Two,
vIodern Africa," follows it into the post-independence era.

Moorehead, Alan, The White Nile (New York: Harper,
1)61. $6.95; deluxe ed., $15.00). Here is the Africa of modern
'estern legend and romance. Moorehead does not miss a single
lance: his pages are thickly populated with sadistic black chief-
lins, groaning slaves, brilliant (but eccentric) white explorers,
rafty Arab merchants, howling dervishes, Cowardly Egyptians,

and steel-nerved British generals. Speke reaches the source of the
Nile, Stanley finds Livingstone, Kitchel,m- avenges Gordon. In
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this popular history of the European exploration and seizure of

the White Nile, from the Burton-Speke
expedition of 1856 to

the British reconquest of the Sudan in 1898, Alan Moorehead is

clearly guilty of sensationalism, but it is all very readable stuff,

based on the voluminous writings of the explorers themselves.

Their point of view, rather than the African, usually prevails.

See also Moorehead's The Blue Nile (New York: Harper, 1962.

$15,00; Dell paperback, $0.60).
Oliver, Roland, and John D. Fage, A Short History of

Africa [1962] (3rd ed., Baltimore: Penguin, 1970. Paperback,

$1.45). Although the first edition of this book appeared little

more than ten years ago, it is already regarded as a "classic" in

the field, one of the first attempts by scholars to survey the history

of the whole continent from earliest times The level of interpre-

tative insight is consistently high, but the authors are sometimes

defeated by the sheer variety of the African historical experience.

Perhaps the greatest structural weakness of the book is its failure

to focus on the African peoples themselves; disproportionate at-

tention is given to external influences. But Oliver and Fage are

not sneering Eurocentrists of the old school. After the sixteenth

century, they point out, Africa fell behind Europe in various

respects, but "it was in large measure the progress already made

by the Africans in earlier centuries that enabled them to resist the

modern age for so long."
Robinson, Ronald, and John Gallagher, with Alice

Denny, Africa and the Victorians: The ClimaA of Imperialism in

the Dark Continent (New York: St. Martin's, 1961. Anchor pa-

perback, $4.50 ). Most explanations of European (and especially

British) imperialism in Africa in the nineteenth century stress

the arrogance of nineteenth-century
European culture, the zeal

of missionaries and explorers, the greed of business interests, and

the thirst of the public for imperial glory in an otherwise peaceful

era. Robinson and Gallagher maintain that none of these things
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explains the commitment of European armed might to the parti-
tion of Africa. By the time the partition actually took place, most
segments of the British public had lost interest in African mat-
ters, and it is therefore to "the official mind" that scholars must
look for "the main explanation of what happened." But even
British officialdom was not originally bent on imperial conquest
in Africa: its hand was forced, say Robinson and Gallagher, by
events in Africa itself, chiefly by the challenge of militant Afri-
kaner nationalism in the southern part of the continent and bythe threat to the Indian trade routes posed by the collapse of the
Khedivial regime in Egypt in 1882. When Britain and France
assumed power in Egypt, to protect the Suez Canal, they set in
motion the "scramble" that led in just a few years to European
seizure of the whole continent.

Grattan, C. Hartley, The Southwest Pacific: A Modern
Hiswry (2 vols., Ann Arbor, Mich.: U. of Michigan, 1963. $7.50
and $10.00). The Southwest Pacific of this imposing two-volume
set by C. Hartley Grattan includes a continent, thousands of
islands big and small, and a generous slice of the world's largest
ocean: an area averaging six thousand miles wide and long.
Because of its low population density and remoteness from the
centers of civilization, the Southwest Pacific is often ignored by
historians, but it does have a history, some of which deserves
attention in any world history course.

Grattan's first volume recounts the European reconnais-
sance of the area in early modern times, the establishment of
Australia and New Zealand as British colonies, the beginnings of
Antarctic exploration, and the complex history of the island
groups of Polynesia, Melanesia, and Micronesia, visited for many
years by Western seafarers and partitioned by Britain, France,
Germany, and the United States in the nineteenth century. The
second volume begins with the federation of the six Australian
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colonies into a single commonwealth in 1901 and follows its his-
tory and that of New Zealand, the islands, and Antarctic explora-
tion to 1960. Grattan has something to say about black and
brown native populations, but essentially this is "a story of how
'the West' became established in the Southwest Pacific," a story
of white explorers and settlers by an American who has devoted
most of his life to Pacific studies. See also Douglas Pike, Aus-
tralia: The Quiet Continent [1962] (2nd ed., New York: Cam-
bridge U. P., 1970. $12.50; paperback, $2.45).

Moorehead, Alan, The Fetal Impact: An Account of the
Invasion of the South Pacific (New York: Harper, 1966. $6.95).
Captain James Cook (1728-1779) made three historic voyages
to the South Pacific, which helped to open the islands, New Zea-
land, and the eastern coast of Australia to white colonization.
The white man brought to the South Pacific not only his culture
but also ecological devastation that changed the whole face of
Australasian life, both human and animal. Moorehead (Austral-
ian born himself) describes the effects of this "fatal impact," be-
ginning with a fascinating account of Cook's voyages. He devotes
most of his attention to Tahiti, Australia, and the Antarctic re-
gion. Like all his books, it makes easy reading.
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chapter
eight

Modern
Europe,

1789-1945

Most of the disageement about whether an age, a country, an
idea, an artifact, an institution, or a man deserves to be called
"modern- would dissolve if scholars reached a working consensus
on the meaning of modernity. The word itself has no substantive
content. The Latin modermts comes from modo, "just now." In
this literal meaning, something is modern that is happening "just
now," something that belongs to "our" time. In the days of
Moses, the Ten Commandments were modern. In the fourteenth
century, knights in shining armor were modern. Today, one might
argue that steam locomotives, dirigibles, and ice boxes are not
modern.

We shall examine in this chapter books in the history of
Europe from the outbreak of the French Revolution to the end of
the second World War. In my view, this is the beginning of the
modern" period in European history, the period in which Euro-

pean civilization leaped forward to a level and kind of life wholly
without precedent in world history. European civilization
changed so fast that it also pulled segments of the traditional so-
cieties of Asia, Africa, and the Americas into the "modern" age.
In a few instances such as the United States, Canada, Japan)
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non-European countries have actually equaled or outstripped
Europe in the degree of their "modernization."

But we are talking now about a "modernity' that involves
much more than the accident of happening in -our" time. Just as
the word "progress" has come to mean "improvement" when it
originally meant only -forward motion," so the word "modern"
has come to denote a particular kind of society, which arrived in
western Europe a certain number of years ago, depending on
one's reading of the events, and may ultimately give way to some
other kind of society.

I have already, in the introduction to Chapter Five, iden-
tified what I think are the three major components of this new
society: industrialization, democracy, and globalization. In other
words, a modern society is one that has largely replaced human
labor with machine labor, shifted the balance of power and wealth
from kings and elites to the broad masses, and interacted with
other societies to form an interdependent world community. Some-
thing may properly be called modern if it belongs to, and harmon-
izes with, this new social order. The new order is also character-
ized by secularism and individualismit divorces church from
state and assigns a higher priority to personal development than
to the preservation of social discipline and routine. But the de-
mand for religious and personal liberty often clashes with the
needs of industrial democracy, and in a showdown between the
two, liberty generally loses. Much as I would prefer to believe
that secularism and individualism are indispensable ingredients
of a modern social order, I am afraid that the facts of modern
history do not support my wishes.

It should also go without saying that Europe did not be-
come modern on July 14, 1789, or at any other precise point in

me. No European country, for that matter, is entirely modern
even today. The revolution of modernity, of global industrial de-
mocracy, still goes on, and is still far from complete. The Mdus-

1 4 2
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trial thrust of the revolution began in late eighteenth-century
England; the democratic thrust began in late eighteenth-century

France, and globalization began near the close of the nineteenth

century when the Western impact on Russia, Asia, and Africa

resulted in the rapid decline and fall of their traditional social

orders. But every country retains powerful elements of its tradi-

tional life. The machine has not yet completely abolished physical

toil. Old and new "power elites" hinder the advance of democ-

racy. Globalization is frustrated by the persistence of provincial
loyalties. Modernity is an expensive and sometimes lethal luxury.

At the same time, the headlong pace of change since 1789 makes

one doubt that anything, except a thermonuclear holocaust or the

exhaustion of nature herself, can halt its progress.

0 Ashton, T. S., The industrial Revolution: 1760 830
(New York: Oxford U. P., 1948. Paperback, $1.25). You may

quarrel about whether it was an "industrial" revolution, or a

"revolution" at all, whether the conventional dates of 1760-1830

really apply, and whether it was the first such revolution, or one

of a series in world history, but the fact remains that something

happened in the economic history of Great Britain between the

middle of the eighteenth and the middle of the nineteenth cen-

turies that turned the world upside down. This brief book by an

economic historian explains how and why such a revolution took

place. Among the causative forces were the progress of agricul-

ture, an accumulation of capital ripe for investment, a rising labor

supply, the presence in eighteenth-century society of energetic

entrepreneurs free to try their luck, and a mental climate that
encouraged technological innovation. On the whole, Ashton

thinks, the Industrial Revolution immediately benefited rich and

poor alike. The standard of living went up, and a population al-
ready soaring before the revolution began was adequately fed,

while next door the people of industrially undeveloped Ireland

starved or fled abroad.
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Barzun, Jacques, Classic, Romantic and Modem [1943]
(rev. ed., Boston: Little, 1961. $5.95; Anchor paperback,
$1.45). Originally entitled Romanticism and the Modern Ego,
this little book sums up Barzun's thoughts about the place of
romanticism in modern cultural history. Barzun sees romanticism
as a liberating, popular, and creative force in early nineteenth-
century life. The French Revolution and Napoleon, along with
the savage self-criticism of the Enlightenment by its own philos-

ophers, had swept away the classical culture of aristocratic
Europe. The romantics sought "to create a new world on the

ruins of the old . .. in the knowledge that man is both creative and

limited, a doer and a sufferer, infinite in spirit and finite in action."
Barzun is also the author of Darwin, Marx, Wagner: Critique of
a Heritage [1941] (2nd ed., Garden City, N.Y.: Doubleday,
1958. Anchor paperback, $1.95), which attacks all three men as
subverters of romanticism, who sought to replace its liberal ideals

with a soulless animal determinism.
Baumer, Franklin L., Religion and the Rise of Scepticism

(New York: Harcourt, 1960. Harbinger paperback, $2.45).
From the perspective of intellectual history, the hallmark of
"modernity- is the abandonment of religious faith by most of the
thinking people in our society, a desertion much more obvious in
the European context than in the American. Belief has been

replaced by a corrosive scepticism that not only denies the old

creeds but attacks the possibility of faith itself. The rise and
hardening of this "sceptical tradition" into a new orthodoxy is the
subject of a deeply impressive book by the Yale intellectual his-

torian Franklin L. Balmer. Most of it is devoted to unbelief (and
the agonized search for new faith) in the nineteenth and twentieth
centuries, but Baumer also delves into the origins of scepticism in
the thought of the Renaissance, the Scientific Revolution, and the
Enlightenment. Voltaire and Hume, Comte and Mill, Nietzsche
and Freud arc all here, together with scores of other modern
minds, including such relatively smaller fry as Aldous Huxley,
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C. E. M. Joad, and Arthur Koestler, whose books have much to

tell us about the spiritual temper of our time.

Berlin, Sir Isaiah, Karl Marx: His Life and Environment

[1939] (3rd ed., New York: Oxford, 1963. Galaxy paperback,

$1.95). Even those who find Marxism repellent can hardly

deny that it has been one of the two or three most influential so-

cial philosophies of the last hundred years. Berlin's short biog-

raphy of Marx is crisp, authoritative, and brilliantly written, He

puts his deep knowledge of political theory to good use in analyz-

ing the sources of Marx's world-view and in explaining what
Marx himself taught. A lively history of both Marxist and non-

Marxist socialism is Edmund Wilson's To the Finland Station
[1940] (rev. ed., New York: Farrar, 1972. $15.00; Anchor

paperback, $2.95 ).
Brinton, Crane, The Anatomy of Revolution [1938]

(New York: Random. Vintage paperback, $1.95). Brinton sup-

plies in this popular book a comparative study of one type of
modern political revolution, the revolution that promises libera-

tion from tyranny in the name of freedom and equality. His four

examples of democratic revolutions are the English of the 1640's

and 1650's, the American of the 1770's and 1780's, the French
of the 1780's and 1790's, and the Russian of 1917-24. "When all

necessary concessions are made to those who insist that events in
history are unique, it remains true that the four revolutions we

have studied do display some striking uniformities."
Bullock, Alan, Hitler: A Study in Tyranny [1953] (rev,

ed., New York: Harper, 1964. $10.00; Torchbooks paperback,

$4.75; abridged ed., Perennial paperback, $1.50). Adolf Hitler

may have been the worst man who ever lived. But one does not

earn such a distinction easily, and understanding thL. man who

earned it is a formidable task, The best political biography of

Hitler is Alan Bullock's. Because of the central position of

Hitler in the history of the National Socialist party and, after
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1933, of National Socialist Germany, this book doubles as a
history of the Third Reich. Bullock does not sell Hitler short. By
at least 1938 "he exercised arbitrary rule over Germany to a
degree rarely, if ever, equalled in a modern industrialized State."
At the same time, he won an empire comparable to Napoleon's.
Only in a country as strong as Germany could Hitler have gone
so far, but he alone "provided the indispensable leadership, the
flair for grasping opportunities, the boldness in using them.... It
took the combined efforts of the three most powerful nations in
the world to break his hold on Europe." This is not the last word
on Hitler, or the Third Reich, hut Bullock has done his job with
thoroughness, accuracy, and perception. Further light is shed in
David Schoenbaum, llitler's Social Revolution: Class and Status
in Nazi Germany, 1933-1939 (Garden City, N.Y.: Doubleday,
1966. Anchor paperback, $1.95), and Richard Grunberger,
The Twelve-Year Reich: 4 Social History of Nazi Germany
(New York: Holt, 1971. $10.00; Ballantine paperback, $1.95).
Of less value is William L. Shirer's best-seller, The Rise and Fall
or the Third Reich (New York: Simon, 1960. $12.50; Crest
paperback, $1.95).

Collier, Richard, Dace! A Biogrohv of Benito Mussolini
(New York: Viking, 1971. $12.50; Popular Library paperback,
$1.25). Insecure, bumptious, and vacillating, Mussolini bobbed
to the top of Italian polities through a mixture of shrewd oppor-
tunism and acting ability. He then led his country into a disas-
trous alliance with Nazi Germany that ruined him and very nearly
ruined Italy. Like most biographies of Mussolini, Dace! is more a
work of journalism than of history. It is flashy, entertaining, and
extensively researched. Collier and his many assistants reportedly
traveled 200,000 miles to gather their materials, and interviewed
hundreds of people who lived through the Fascist epoch. The
Mussolini ViO conies to view in their work was a far cry from the
Great Man he impersonated.
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Deutscher, Isaac, Stalin: A Political hiograplq [1948]
(2nd ed., New York: Oxford, 1967. $13.5O; Galaxy Paperback,
$3,95). No one is ever likely to succeed in Blaking a glamorous
or romantic figure of Joseph V. Stalin. The late Isaac r)eutscher
was not about to try. A former Comolunist,

of &Il

ink Poland,

tSDeutscher was one of the wisest studen
born
ia hist°rY in the

Western world, but he admired Leon Trotsky toe profOundly to
be able to treat Stalin with anything like warrnth. The secret of

Ussia, /eatscherI:Stalin's astonishing rise to power in Soytet D
contends, was his mastery of the detail5 of party infinagement.
"Like none of his colleagues, he was iMmersed in the Patty's
daily drudgery and in all its kitchen cabals," onee iOstalled in
power, he guided the Soviet nation throab it-s second holshevik
revolution, the forced industrialization arid collectivization of the
post-1929 era. Later, he led Russia to viOtorY in World War Two
over the legions of international fascism. Ent througilm-lt, he re-
mained a mediocre man, of limited intelligence, withczint ideas
of his own, a party hack armed with total power, who never
swerved from using it, heedless of the costs. Despite Ss strongly
anti-Stalin bias, this remains an important study of the dic-
tator's rise to power. Deutscher has also Writteri a three-volume
biography ofthis hero Trotsky; see especially the first volume,
The Prophet Armed: Trotsky, l879-1921 (New yorlc: Oxford,
1954. $10.95; Vintage paperback, $2.45).

Eyck, Erich, Bismarck and the Cennau Eno, [1941
44] (abridged ed., New York: Macmillan. 1950. Norton paper-
back, $1.95). A political refugee from the Third fzekh, Erich
Eyck sought in his studies of Bismarck some of the Maeteenth-
century sources for the weakness of German liberaliglik. Admit-

ting that the results of Bismarck's action5 were "more far-reach-
ing than those of any other statesman of his tinle,,, E.Yzk never-
theless saw Bismarck as the agent of a disastrous tran5f0rmation
"of the spirit and mentality of the German People." file ruthless
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methods he employed to unify and rule Germany left the German
people ill prepared to govern themselves or behave responsibly
in the world community after his departure from public life.
"Under Bismarck's leadership the German nation had become
united, strong, and powerful. But the sense of freedom and in-

dividual independence, of justice and humanity, had been la-
mentably weakened by the politics of power and of material
interest and by the personal régime which the Iron Chancellor
had imposed upon his countrymen,-

Falls, Cyril, The Great War: 1914-1918 (New York:
Putnam, 1959. Capricorn paperback, $3.25). Cyril Falls fought
in the first World War, on the British side, and spent most of the
rest of his life studying its history. He wrote this book not only

to provide an accurate account of what happened but also to
-show what the war had meant to my generation . . to com-
memorate the spirit in which these men served and fought."

For all the killing and suffering caused by the war, it was
not in Falls's judgment a cynical affair. The soldiers of every
army fought bravely, patriotically, with purity of motive and little

cruelty. Nor can he accept the familiar postwar "myth" that "the
military art stood still." On the contrary, "most of the belligerents
. . threw up leaders notable for skill and character" and numer-
ous technical innovations made a difference in the fighting. This
anti-debunking approach is bound to irritate some of his readers,
but one thing is certain. The Great War is great military history.
It covers all the fronts, on the land, in the sea, and in the air, and

it is beautifully written. Also, do not miss Barbara Tuchman's
Pulitzer prizewinner, The Guns of August (New York: Macmil-
lan, 1962. $8.95; Dell paperback, $1.25), an absorbing account
of the decisive opening weeks of war in 1914.

Greene, John C., The Death of Adam: Evolution and Its
Impact on Western Thought (Ames, Iowa: Iowa State U. P.,
1959. Paperback, $2.95). This is a careful study of the origins of

I. 4 8
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evolutionary thought in the history of science from the late
seventeenth century to the middle of the nineteenth. Although
Charles Darwin deserves credit for the theory of evolution by
natural selection, Greene shows that he could net have developed
it without the earlier speculation and research of men such as
Robert Hooke, the comte de Buffon, James Hutton, Charle4.
Lye 11, Jean de Lamarckand his own grandfather Erasmus
Darwin. See also Loren C. Eiseley, Darwin's Century: Evolution
and the Men Who Discovered It (Garden City, N.Y.: Double-
day, 1958. Anchor paperback, $2.50), and Gertrude Himmel-
farb, Darwin and the Dominian Revolution (Garden City, N.Y.:
Doubleday, 1959. Norton paperback, $2.95).

Harcave, Sidney, Years of the Golden Cockerel: The
Last Rotnanov Tsars, 1814-1917 (New York: Macmillan,
1968. $12.50). Harcave borrows his title from Pnshkin's fable
about a ruthless tsar whose kingdom is guarded by the magic
of a golden cockerel. In the end, the bird pecks his ungrateful
master to death. Russia under the last Roma novs, Harcave sug-
gests, was a land not unlike that of the poet's tale. Although the
collapse of Romanov Russia cannot be blamed on her tsars alone,
their deeds counted for something. "Their freedom was limited,
and, as the years passed, it narrowed. Yet the manner in which
they exercised it, their motivations, their intentions were factors
in determining the fate of the dynasty and the monarchy." Re-
grettably for the Russia they sought to preserve, they lived too
much in the shadow of the past. Despite good intentions, each of
the last five tsars "led the dynasty a step closer to its disintegra-
tion . . . by adherence to unrealistic principles and a too meager,
too belated sharine of power,"

Hayes, Carlton J. H., A Generation of Materialism:
l87Il900 (New York: Harper, 1941. $7.95; Torehhooks pa-
perback, $3.25). Carlton Hayes was primarily an intellectual his-
torian, the author of pioneering studies of nineteenth-century na-
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tionalism. Here he furnishes a general interpretation of the last
three decades of the nineteenth century in Europe. He sees them
as the "climax of the Enlightenment" with its cults of science
and progress, but also as a period of growing faith in warfare as a
legitimate instrument of state policy. Although the "generation of
materialism- was singularly free of warfare among the Great
Powers, it also witnessed a powerful resurgence of economic na-
tionalism and national imperialism. The long peace did not create
habits of peace.

A Generation of Materialism is part of The Rise of Mod-
Europe series. You may also wish to read the next volume

in the series, recently published, which continues Hayes's story
to the outbreak of war in 1914: Oron J. Hale's The Great Illu-
sion: 1900-1914 (New York: Harper, 1971, $8.95; Torchbooks
paperback, $3.25).

Hibbert, Christopher, Garibaldi and His Enemies: The
Clash of Arms and Personalities in the Making of Italy (Boston:
Little, 1966. $7.50; Plume paperback, $3,95). The warm, ro-
mantic figure of Giuseppe Garibaldi is no longer well known
outside Italy, but his part in the unification of Italy was crucial.
Hibbert has given us a fast-moving sympathetic account of his
life that unites accuracy of detail with the fluency of historiel
fiction. Garibaldi, as Hibbert points out, "was not a clever man.
He was more inclined to be ruled by instinct than by reasoning.
He saw problems starkly without gradations of emphasis. But this
very lack Of chiaroscuro in his vision, this certainty unclouded
by doubt, had always been the main source of his power and of
his influence,"

Hobsbawm, E. J., The Age of Revolution: 1789-1848

(Cleveland: Wor!d, 1962. Reprinted by New York: Praeger,
$10.00; Mentor paperback, $1.50). Hobsbawm, a young Marx-
ist historian at the University of London, gives us an interpreta-
tive study of the -dual revolution" (in industry and politics) of
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thc years ft orn 178 t I 81tt. -the reatcst trausformat 1 in

human history )te (lutes when men invented agricul-

ture and metallurgy, .vrlirig, the eity and the state,- In the hnig

run, this transfounat ion has ereLned the modern win-1d. In its

immediate impact, it produccd the triumph of capitalist industry

and middle-class liberal miciely, which occurred first in Britain
and France and smw spwad to other parts of the globe. The first

part of Iobsbawm's hook follows the main developments in the

dual wvolutit to, the second part sketches the kind of society it

fostered. llobshawm ranges widely through such topics as agri-

culture, parvenu carccrism, t lie laboring pocr, ideology, the arts,

Lind science:. 1 iis wfi;ing s iisp. his oc, are irC,;11, Vid 11C

:11'()Ids lime tedious hectoring and sloganeering that too often spoil

Marxist his toriography.
Hughes, 1-1. Stuart, Ountemporary Europe: l History

11961 I (3rd ed., Englewood Clills, N.J.: Prentice, 197

$10.95 ), Of the many textbooks of twentieth-century European

history, this one by the Harvard intellectual historian II. Stuart
Ilughes clearly leads the pack. It refuses to get bogged down, as

do most of the others, in detailed chronicling of the political his-

tory of thirty European countries. Instead, it elects the more
difficult strategy of trying to identify patterns of development
spanning several countries or the continent as a whole, Not that

narrative history is entirely abandoned, Where it is most needed,

to trace the course of the world wars, the Russian Revolution, or

the rise of fascism in Italy and Germany, Hughes supplies it. But

most of his book is interpretative history at its best. Of special

value are the chapters on -Technology and Society," 'The Cul-

ture of the 1920's," and "European Civilization in Crisis."

Jackson, Gabriel, Tfie Spanish Republic and Ilbe Civil

War, 1931-1939 (Princeton: Princeton U. P., 1965, $15,00;
paperback, $3.45), The Spanish Civil War of 1936-39 has at-

tracted novelists, journalists, painters, film-makers, and histor-
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n graat non) hers, It wars n oragoly of npic proportions, cost-

in g trwre fianhatg a still ion lives, `flle i ntet-ventkin of Italy, (ier-
tn any_ it ossia, nod volu nice is f nun of her cou ntries converted it

in to ailmost a dr ess reh ean:_-ad of t he second World War, But

above all it was ;AA 0-vent in Spa sislt his tor-_, a right-wing revolu-

tion aairot I he demcperatie repu biI estoblished in Spain in 193

int this d-eta ad history of Spoin in the 1930's by an
Tuerca stu derra of 1)01 !medieval and modern Spanish history,

we ga in tile kind of perspective 00 arty otternpt to understand
th e Spani sh Civi1 Wr r ego ires clisol secs the period of the
Republic and 11)0 Civil War :as " a gr eat burst o f enero motivated

1).,:pri_inacily idea list i C en uso," I1I 1 np t o niind si mi lar explosions

in thQ enrly his tory of Spain-th C ,iedievat recouque-st and

siniFdation cf 10 or ish Amf.alusia, -the Christkiniza tion of Arner-

ie4 the Inade rshry of the Colutter.Rforinntion, the fierce resist-
ance mooned a minst INapole031 10)8, Easer to bring back-
wnrd Spain i nto the moderir Europ-ean world, the leaders of the
R.vpit hie lrir d dr ton mulch , to(l fa st, -But the fa ilure of the
1-tqublic aua the conir4 of the Civil W:ar, Jack soo contends,
woe not inev itah le, nor do they prcyve that Spaniards are incapa-
bk of palitie al donceracy. Anotner e xcellent book, livelier in
stYe, alth ou010eis atlequate in seholurf3hip and grasp of Spanish
h stela is Hugh Thom s, 1:he Spanish Civil War (New York:

zper, 1 961 SIT..2.50; Cclophonpallerlinek, $ 345 ) ,

1
ifor e, L.-iturence, fhe iurtg F use:. Am interpretation of

tive ffiRio oy` Work!' { I 119 65J (2nd cd,, Philadelphia: Lip-
p i ncott, g97 L $ 43C; paperback, $2,45-,, Lafore assigns the
gr Melt clarc of responsibility for the 'War of 1914 to the long-

stand i ucg cloarrel ttleMeern Austri a-14 sugary and Serbia, tie writes

.dea r a od Cclor ful liistory of the origins of the Austro-Serbian
coistlict, tracing it back through the evelits kit' half a century to its

so lirc Cs th e rit ulti-arational co inposit ion of the Habsburg mon-
ar chy, which rerodered it fotall y volnerah le to the intrigues of
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Serbian nationalkni liii s was Ole one prohlem that was "neither
negotiable uor repressible- (luring the international crisis of the
summer of 1914. A whole library of books has hecii written
about the origins of die first World Wan hut this to nay mind is the
best. Representative excerpts from the historiographical debate
on the war's origins .tire a va ilable in fivvight E. Lee, ed., The Out-
break of the First Worh! Wart Who (if What Was ReSpomible?
I I 9581 13rd cd.. tlo stop:. Heath, 1970. Paperback, $2.25 ).

Lefebvre, G eorges, The French Revolution [19301 ( 2
IA Is., New York: ColtunUhl-LP., 1962-6,1. $12.00 and $ 10.00;
paperback, $3.45 cuch). ln France, the history of the French
Iti:Volotion is a main]. scholarly industry. with its own jotirnals,
socie ties, and university c hairs. Here a fornier liolder of the Citair
in the history of die Re voila ion at the Sorbonne sun; up his life's
volt Lefebvre strongly sympathized mith the ainls of the more
radical lenders of t he Revolution. As a socialist, he looked c)r) the
Thermidorean reaction of 1794 with eandid disapproval But his
trezitruent of the whole revolutionary decade to 17'19 is gerlaally
fair-minded, and we can be grateful to the translators for making
t his important book available in English, A shorter and 5. onle-
t imes livelier study of the same years is Crane Brinton's A teatle
of Revolution: / 7.-0)-4799 (New York: Harper, 1934 $7.95;
Torchbooks paper hack, $2.45 ).

1.evi, Albert William, Philosophy and the !Modern Vitorki
( Bloomington, I [Id.: Indiana 1959. Paperback, $5 .45).
Levi has written a sophisticated history and critique of the main
currents of twentieth -century Western thought. The academic
philosophers examined include Bergson, Dewey, Russell, Carnap,
Jaspers, Sartre. Moore, Wittgenstein, and Whitehead. There arc
also chapters on historical thought (Spengler and Toynhce), psy-
chounzilysis reud h is followers). political and economic
thought (Lenin and V &len), and the re-volution in physics (Ein-
stein and Klock ), in addition, Levi provides two stirnd atiug
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introductory essays on "fragnicntation" and the conflict between
"rationality and irrationality" as problems in modern thought,
viewed in historical perspective. "The intellectual crisis of the
modern world," he notes, "is the heritage of the unresolved eon-
dicis of the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries," His book ;i;

the best guide available to the intellectual history of twentieth-
century Europe.

att Markham, Felix, Napoleon ( New York: New American,
19(4. Paperback, $1.25). There have been relatively few bi-
ographies in English of the emperor f Mai Corsica. He was a curi-
ous mixture of enlightened reformer, upstart military dictator,
and would-be builder of a new Roinan empire. Even if he had
succeeded in conquering Europe, Markham doubts that his em-
pire -could have lasted more than a few years." But for the his-
tory of France, Napoleon's career was decisive. "The legal, ad-
ministrative and social institutions which lie stamped on France,
still nialleable from the fiery furnace of the Revolution, remain
the lasting monument to his genius." This is a compact history of
Napoleon and his times, sensible and well written, with a hand-
some collection of paintings and cartoons of the Napoleonic era.

111 For a still briefer account, see Herbert Butterfield, Napoleon
1193q1 (Collier paperback, $0.95 ). A first-rate history of Na-
poleonic Europe is Geoffrey Brutal, Europe and the French lin-
perium: /799-1814 [1938] (2nd ed., New York: Harper, 1957,
$7.95; Torchbooks paperback, $2.25 ).

Moorehead, Alan, The Russian Remit/Won (New York:
Barper, 1958. $7.95. Perennial paperback, $0.95). Based in
part on research in the secret archives of the German Foreign
()Bice, this widely read history of the, Russian Revolution argues
that -the Germans played an important role in bringing Lenin
and the Bolsheviks to power." About half of it is devoted to the
Oran' atic events of 1917=-18, the rest to the backgrounds of the
Revolution in earlier Russian history. Moorehead's prose is
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cli arNed with VIE ali ty, and this is Nod poi u ar liistcay, )ut for
more scholarly accounts, consult R, V. L)an id s, Red October:,
The Revolution of 1917 (New York: Scribner, 19(17.
Paperback, 33.45 ) . and the detail, d II:di-naive in F.11, Carr, The
Bolshevik Revoknien, /9/7-192.1(3 vols., New York: Macinil-

1950_53, $7,50 each; 3 vols, Pen gu in paperback, $2.25,
$2 ALS, and S2.45 ).

M ()raze, Charles, The Triumpit (of the Widdle Classes: A

VIe1v of Furelpealn Valum if' the Wu-vent/1 Ceutury I I 957 J

d: World. I 967. Anchor paperback, $2.95). "The year
1 400 w:is a wonderful orte, when m en w,ere proud to be middle-.
el: iss , a rul Vairopeans. he tate Of t lie whok world was de-
cided aro un d green 1J:1r/0-covered ta hies in London, Paris or
Berli n, . -So much power had never before been concentrated in
so lc, W hands within so small an ared of the globe. It was the age

of unipb of t he European middle classes. This book sets out to
explain how this power was buil t

So begins Charles Moraze's social ond e,conoinie history
of nilictec nth-century Europe. A few paragraphs later he lets the
eat ow Of (he Nig. "The middle classes of nine teent h-century Eu-
rope conq ucred the world not because they were middle class or
Euro pcan hut because they were more (...ipable than their prede-
ecssors, or than leaders in other parts of the world, of exploiting
the technical weapons put into men's hands by the progress of
science." Bourgeois Europe's monopoly of science. num: and ap-

pli cj , did not last long. By the end of the nine tccnt h century, the
United States and Russia had already begun to challenge her
world leadership. Asia was soon to follow. But while it lasted,

the ascendancy of bourgeois Europe was something to behold.
'Hie old courtly society founded on privilege disappeared forever,
tIntl nothing could be the same again. This is a lucid study of how
science. industria I and political revolution, the rise of the middle
class, and the new imperialism of riineteenth-century Europe
Work ed tosjether to make the modern world,

5 =-)
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Palmer, U. R Ilie Age of the Democratic Ilevohilimn
of Eter:yr and America_ I 760- 1100 (2 vols.,

Princeton : Princeton 1 959-(,1, $13.50 each; paperback,
of $2.95 each. Abridred and revised as The World f the French

Revolution, New York I larper, 1971. $8.50; Toiehbooks pa-
perback, $2,95). R. it. Palmer sugpests that the revolutions of
the last third of the eighteenth century in Europe and America
constituted a single lians-Atlantie revolution. It was a -demo-
cratic revolution," an assault on the power of aristocracies and
the institutions through which al istoeracies sought to control the
sociopolitical order. The American Revolution was one expres-
sion of this larger movement; Palmer sees the struggle in America
as much mole ihan a wai for national independence. The Fi elleh

Re volu I ion ;sas another expression. But one can also see the dem-
ocrat ic revolution at work in the birth of a new radicalism in
13rita in., and its campaign to le form Parliament ; and in anti-estab-
lishment political movements that erupted even before 1789 in
the Lowlands, Geneva, Italy, and elsewhere, Paliner's first vol-
urnc, entitled The Chtllicnge, studies the period from 1760 to
1792:. In the second vol ume, lhe Struggle, he offers an interpreta-
tive synthesis of the intern:dional democratic revolution of the
1790's, when radical hopes for a new France earne to fulfillment
and similar hopes blazed in almost every country in Europe. De-
mocracy suffered many setbacks in the years that followed, but
-all revolutions since I 800 have learned from the eighteenth-
century Revolution of Western Civilization. They have been in-
spired hv its successes, echoed its ideals, used its methods."

Palmer, R. R., ond Joel Colton, A History of the Modern
World [1950] (4th ed., New York: Knopf, 1971. $11.95 ). This
is one of die most successful college textbooks in publishing his-
tory. Its success is well earned. Although it weaves in material on
the Americas. Asia, and Africa, and opens wLh several chapters
on the Middle Ages and Me carly modern centuries, it remains
primarily a history of modern Europe, stressing the development
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of I moped! civilization as a wliole. Politics form the cow of con-
cern, hut there is ;dso p.,enerous eovertue of social, econthuic, and
cultural history. Bost of all, I think, are the book's succinct, prn-
vocative generalizations, which never reach tlw "cosmic" level,
but do help the student gain a clearer understanding of the major
trends in modern European and world history.

Pinson, Koppel S., IMotkrol(;erlitany: his I istory mid C
i/in, tirm [19541 ( 2nd ed., New 'fork : Macmillan, 196( . $10.95)
Vinson's history of Gcnnany since the French Revolution is an
exceptionally line college textbook. Readers will find it valuable,
above all, lor its ticatment ui et:own-tie and cultural history. A
final ehtipter covers the Adonauer era. See also I-lajo llolbor

History of 7...lodurn Genuatay: / ( ork: Knopf,
1(169. $10,5u),

Kobel lsnii, Priscilla. Revolutions of 11848: /1 Social I I is-
to iv f Princeton: Princeton LIP, 1952. $11,00; paperback,
$2,95). -No one,- writes Priscil Ii ftobertson, "has ever num-
hcred the revolutions which broke out in Europe in I 848. Count-

diose in the small Gerinan stotes, the Italian males, and tIiL
proc Mces or the Austrian Empire, there must have been Over
fifty." Shc limits her study to just a few. Tile big one in France
earns five chapters, the revolutions in Germany three, with ten
more chapters for Vienna, 1-lung:ay, Nilan, Rome, and Venice.
Yet all these revolutions seemed to achieve nothing. They
tiroused pathological fears of muss Violence in the propertied
classes and led to Ira tdcidal conflict between the. two revolution-
;Iry classes: the hourgeoHe and the workers. "Out of 1848 and
its struggles no important new freedom was wrested. . , . After
1845 classes and nations played power polities, each unashamed
to get what it could each for itself with very little thought for the
eoninum welliire of society," The last bitter hzirvest of the failure
of liberal democracy was reaped in the t wontieth century, when
Europe resorted to total wars and total states in a desperate effort
to solve the problems left unsolved in 1/348,

157
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Ntavrianos, F. S., Tlio 113allons since 1,153 New York :
Holt, 1958, $15,751, As a grnduate student, I began my work in
the field of Balkan history, ;mil soou deserted it for greener pas-
tures. One reason for my desertiou k probably that E. S. Stayri-
anos had not yet published The ifaAans Nine(' 145.?. At the time,
no comprehensive survey of KilLiot history in English was avail-
able, except for a sadly outdated voiume by Ferdinand Schevill,
The Balkans are a fascinating and beautiful corner of Europe,
hut they include so inany countries and languages so little known
to most Americans that we need all the help we can get in under-
standing them. Stavrianos, in this definitive general history, stud-
ies tho of /ttormin link sh he great age of Balkan

volutionary nationahsm (1815-1578 ), and the history of the
kan states ((ircecc, Serbia/Yupslayia, Albania, f3ulgaria,

and Rumania) since their winning of independence, to the end
of the second World War, He furnishes a hug bibliography, and
a well chosen assortment of plait:sand maps.

Stearns, Veter N. Ft:wipe:in Sucicty hi Upheaval: Social
Hisiory aince I it00 (New York: Macmillan, 1967. $7.95; pa-
perback, $4.95 ). As the study of history enters the 1970's, it
seems clear that the field with the highest growth potential is so-
cial history. The scandalous indifference of older scholars to such
topics as population, class and family structure, schooling, social
mobility, urbanization, the rites of life and death, and the status
of women is now being corrected. Peter Stearns is a good example
of the new breed of social histori:ans, and European Society in
Uphearerl is a clearly organiud and comprehensive outline of
modern European social history from the French Revolution to
the present day. Throughout, he centers his analysis on the im-
pact of demographic growth and industrialization on hoth rural
and urlr/on society. -The basic fact of European history since
I 800 has been an unprecedented social upheaval," an upheaval
that has "left its mark on every aspect of modern European
history."

158
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Taylor, A. J. P., The Habsburg Monarchy, 1809-4918:

Austrian Empire and Austria-Hungary (19421
(rev. ed., New York: Macmillan, 1948. Reprinted by New York :

Humanities, $5.50; Torchbooks paperback, $2.45). The one
Great Power in Europe that hardly any American student of

history knows is Austria. There is no market for books about her,
because she has now dwindled to the size of Portugal or Bulgaria,
and plays no role at all in contemporary international power
struggles. But for almost four centuries, Habsburg Austria ruled
central Europe.

In this excellent study by A. J. P. Taylor, one of a small
handful of good books available in English for any period ol
liAhurg history, we follow the decline and fail of Austrian

r troni the appointment of Prince Metternich as foreign min-

hte in 1809 to the final dissolution of the empire in 19 IS. Taylor
does not huy the argument of many Austrophiles that the em-
pire had a chance of succeeding. In an age of independent nation-

state:,. Habsburg Austria was a honelcss anachronism, 3 bundle

of lands held tonther oniy by the imperial crown and the superior
position granted to its German (and after 1867 also its Hungar-
ian) citizens. The subject Slays, Rumanians, and others were not

to be appeased. Inevitably, any concession came too late and

was too little; and equally inevitably evcry concession produced

more violent discontent. The national principle, once launched,

had to work itself out to its conclusion."
Taylor, A. J. P., The Origins of the Second World War

(New York: Atheneum, 1961, $6,95; Premier paperback,
$0_95). The most controversial of Taylor's many books is this

onc, in which he challenges the generally accepted doctiine that

Nazi Germany and its Führer hear full respor,sibility for the war

that broke out in I939. On the contraty, says Taylor, there is no

hard evidence that Flitler seriously planned a general European

or world war. To be sure, he sought to nullify the hated Treaty
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of Veisailles and restore ;el many to the ranks of the Great
Powers, as any German statesman in an age ()I unbridled nation-
alism would naturally want to do, and as many Western ob-
servers agreed he had the right to (k). But the war that call1C iii

"far from being premeditated, was a mistake, the result on
both sides of diplomatic blunders. Only in 1941, after success
on the Western front had gone to his head, did Hitler turn this
accidental war into a bid for imperial conquest on a grand scale,
by attackin); his former ally Soviet Russia,

Taylor has drawn as many hostile critics as a side of beef
left out in the sun will draw flies, but he may well be right. The
horror of Nazi war-time policies in occupied Europe should not
blind us to the fairly conventional realities (If the olvrotion:11
power game played between 1936 and 1940. See also 1. W.
Whecler-Bennett's Itillutlich: Prologue to Tragedy (New York:
1)uell, 1948) and Laurence Lafore, The End of Clory: An Mfrs--
pretution of the Origins of World War 11 ( Philadelphia: Lippin-
cott, 1970, $5.95; paperback, $2.45).

Tuchnum, Barbara W., The Proud Tower: Portra(t of
he World before the War, 1890-1914 (New York: Macmillan,
196(,. $7.95; Bantam paperback, $1.45), The Great War of
1914-18 lies like a band of scorched earth dividing that time
from ours. This book is an attempt to discover the quality of
the world from whicI) the Cireat War came." Tuchman's interest
centers not On the diplomatic crises beloved by political historians
but on the texture of European and American society in the qiiar-
ter-century that preceded 1914. It was a proud, vital, explosive
society, happy for the rich, full of frustration for Ow poor, it was
also a guilty society; a phenomenon of such extended malig-
nance as the Great War does not conic out of a Golden Agt_

The Prowl Tower is a masterpiece of popular history. It
includes vivid sketches of prewar English political life, the

Anarchist movement, the Drytus case, the Hague peace con-

(3 0
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ferences of 1899 and 1907. Ihc career of the German coi

Riehold Strauss, ;Ind the socialkts of the 1890-1914 era, Mich-

Matt clOses with a futefol scene: the atiNassination in a Paris cafe

of Jean Jaures, Ile had worked harder than any other leader of
international socialism to persuade workers nol to light in the

event of a new "capitalisa" war. Ile was shot on July 31, 1914
and World War One began the next day.

Von Lane, Theodote 1-1,, Why Lenin? Why Stalin?: 4

Reappraisal (if Ole RIISSM Revolution, 1900-1930 (19(41 (2nd

ed., Philadelphia: Lippincott, 1971. 53.)5; paperback, $2,45).
This is a book of special importance to students of world history.

It views 1917 not only ;is an event in Russian and European his-

tory, hot as the tirst in ;1 new category of revolutions, "the revolu-

tion of the underdeveloped countries." Von Law: bases his con-

tention on a turther point: Russia was not, despite all her efforts

since Peter the Great, a Western country. The peculiar Western

coinhination of private iind local initiative with natiomil political

discipline that inade possible the rapid industrial progress of

Countries like Fngland and France did not exist in tsarist Russia

and could not exist in thug ti,,sia ruled by ., Lenin and Stalin. State

planning and coercion had to accomplish alone the tasks shared

in the West by the -private sector." Tsarist-1i itself had initiated

this revolution of modernization when Sergei Witte served a!;

Minister of Finance (1892-1903) under Nicholas II. Lenin and

Stalin finished what Witte had begun, and with the same basic
instrument: the power of the omnipotent state. Marxism played

no part at all after 1917, except as window dressing to help lure

unwary customers into the shop.

The implication for today's world is obvious, 'Having

pioneered the techniques of social control for the adopting or

Wcstern technology, the Russian Communists can justly prPffer

the gist of their experience to other peoples who find themselves
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roilar straits. As a model of limited scope, they have not been
unsuccessful. Among the countries risen to statehood after the
end of World War II, we find hardly one which . . has not de-
liberately copied sonic feature of the Soviet system,"

Woodham-Smith, C. 13., The Reason Why 11954] (2nd
ed New York: McGraw, 1971. $7.95; Dutton paperback,
$115 ). Woodhani-Smith's problem in this modern classic of
militz:lry and social history is to expinin one of the great fiascos
of all times: why a brigade of British light cavalry was ordered to
attack a position Heavily defended by Russian artillery during the
Crimean War. "Theirs not to reason why," wrote Tennyson.
"Theirs hat to do and die." The pointless doing and dying, the
author discovers, can be understood only by making a careful
study of the personalities of the British commanders involved
and the system by which commissions were acquired in the
13rinsh army, Her analysis is convincing, her story-teliing
powers are formidable.

Wrieht. Gordon, The Ordeal of Total War: 1939-1945
New York: Harper, 1968. $8,95; Torchbooks paperback,

,2,75 ). The twentieth and last volume in The Rise of Modern
Eurwe series, Wright's history of the second World War com-
bines economy of mclins with breadth of view. In just over 300
pages, he narrates the military and political history of the war,
analyzes the economics of total war, discusses the contr;butions
of propaganda and science, surveys German ruk and under-
ground resistance in occupied Europe, and sums up the impact of
the war on politics, society, thought, and culture. Not to mention
a 15-page bibliographical essay! He offers no startling or bold
new interpretations of the war, but he leaves his readers with no
doubts that its "destructive impact on the continent of Europe
probably exceeds that of any previous disaster in the modern era."
At the same time, early postwar fears that the war marked "the

6 2
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end of the European age" have hinted out to he premature. "A
quarter-century after the conflict, one can no longer he sure that

Europe as a major locus of power and of high culture is extinct;

the Jererniuhs of 1945 had failed to takc account of the recupera-

tive powers of an old continent."
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Anyone standing in the roam; of i3erlln or ingrad or Horo-
shima in the autumn of 045 might have been tempted to wax
melancholy about the fate of 11e modern world. l3espit zli the
growing. all the denioeraiziag, all the industrializing, European
civilization and its zealous imitators the other continents had
managed to blow themselves up in an orgy of killing thzn still
defies statistical analysis. In die future one could reasonably ex-
pect another calamitous po:stwar depression, another round of
fascist tyrants, and, finaltyl, nnefear Armageddon.

Instead, western Europe recovered, the most devmtated
countries just as swiftly e the least devastated. Saviet Russia,
which suffered the worst lOWS dining Hitler's war, also reiurrcd
to buoyant health. The peuseeuted Jews staggered to theit fleet

and some of them built the long-dreamed Zionist national state
in Palestine. The United States, where the Great Crash of 192.9

had started, went from pea to peak under administratiom of

both parties. Japan, whose industry was almost wiped out, be-

came an economic superpower and surpassed all but a few West-

ern countries. An en1cobiel, feudal, warlord-ridden Cnina
changed almost overnight into a feared and respected "people's

55
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d- locracy." The colonial populations of Asia -Ind Africa threw
II their white masters in wars and movements of national libera-

tion that rival in heroism the struggles for independence of old
America or ole Europe. Fascism has not revived. The third
World War has not happened.

So far, su good. But of course the history of the world
since 1945 has not been all roses. The other side of the picture
is the Cold War and the unchecked nuclear arms race; the widen-
ing gap between the industrially advanced and the industrially
retarded countries; the first signs of an ecological crisis that may
nullify all the gains of technology; a continuing uneasiness of
spirit among all segments of the world's peoples; and social,
economic, political, and cultural change still happening too fast
for institutions or ideas to keep pace with it. Any fair-minded
person looking at the world since 1945 in the context of the early
1970's can say only one thing: it is still too early to be sure. We
have won a temporary reprieve from disaster, but as any Greek
tragedian could tell you, things always look best just before the
fall.

In this last chapter, the problem of finding suitable books
becoroc.., kale more difficult again. The number of indubitable
classics shrinks. This is unavoidable. But I strongly believe that
the study of world history cannot stop at this or that mysteriously
chosen date. World history never stops, and the world historian
( Hess his tired feet!) k:Intiot afford to stop running. We must
even spare a little time in our studies and in our courses for an
earnest consideration of the "foreseeable" future -which, in due
course, will be just as dead and gone as the past we try to call to
life today.

Barruelough, Ceoffrey, An introduction to Contempo-
rar Distory (New 'York : Basic, 1965. Penguin paperback,
S1.4 Barrack;ugh contends that Europe's once dominant role
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in -world afairs litas ended, Fre w hid op the- "modern' or "Euro-
peat" era in the c arly 1960'5, but th_c begianing of the end came
in the 189Co's, when the now sc "nit ilk industrialism of the late
nineteenth century lad tr(ansforrraed Pnropean society and
Eu rope-- till d reaencd out td gothe f the re5t of the planet under her
wing. Since shie could not _retain monopolist ic control of her
seiCICe ajid teehmology, the powrs shc set free at the close of
thc nimeie,enth centuai vere inevit ably acquired by America,
Afarica ao d Asia In pla4c of the niodern age came the "con-
temporary' or "postoodern ate of cicarlon ization, mass de-
riuyeracy, nnd -zinclv art and ILterataro of social commitment. "Be-
tween the Suez crisis of l8x2 and the Suez ctisis of 1956, the
wheel turned fthlc irele; and in the in cerval tile transition f rom one
period of instery to anuaer took place." Niddle-elass Europe,
wit Ii her dreary sel_f-e nehmted aesthetes, prancing fascist fuhrets,
and loffty colonial_ adiniaistraltors, had ceased to matter. "The
Eumean ar, - is over, aild 'with it rhe predominance of the
old Eu7oncan scal.es of valuee

Kennet h Is., 'he klennimg of the Twentieth
Cesitur2; 7he Graff Trotisi /it \Rork Harper, 1964,
$5. 00: Colophon paperback, $1 35 This short book supplies
an hOC sivC an alys is of prose nt tendencies in -world civilization
and ,, series of warnings Aind prescriptions for the future.
Boulding regards the twerltiech co:ataxy as "the middle period of
a great tra Onion ir the state cot' the h -union race_" Just as human-
kind naadc the transi lion from barbarial to civiliza tion some
kve thonsald year ago, sio now itis making the transition, pow-
ered t,., inedern seience, to -posteivilized society,- a world of
auteortk: tiorm, piztie t -wide loyal ties, and the rale (Boulding hopes)
of peace arid reasoon.

llrowri, W. Norman, Ithe United States and India, Pakis-
tan, Bangitarlesh [ 195 1] (rev.. ed, Cambridge, Mass. Harvard
1.1,13s, 14)72 .$1 5.00; paperback, 53 ,9 5). Except for a chapter on
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U.S. relations with the subl;ontinent, this i=; a study of modern
India and Pakistan : their traditional heritage, the effects of Brit-
ish rule, the movement for independence, and their postwar his-
tory. Three-quarters of the book deals with the postwar period-
Inevitably, much of Brown's narrative centers on the partition_ of
British India into two hostile states, with its tragic accompani-
ment of race riots and mass migrations of peoples on a scale that
stuns the mind. The partition "struck the subcontinent Ythere it
lived. It disrupted its economy, its communications, its admin-
istration. It weakened its defense. It divided it into mutually
antipathetic and suspicious nations, vith a clashing cultural dis-
cord inherited from a long past. . was, in fact, a subconti-
nental disaster." Brom also examines the domestic politics of
India and Pakistan. their social problems. economic life, and for-
eign affairs. The cui rent edition includes an account of the emer-
gence of the newly independent state of Bangladesh, formerly
East Pakistan.

Brzezinski, Zbigniew K., The Soviet 11310e: ani
C)nflicl 119601 (rev. ed., Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard
1967. '15.00; paperback, $3.75). Brzezinski's aim iii this book
is to study the relations among the states of the Communist
"camp" since the second World War_ His special interest is the
interaction of Communist ideology and the political institutions
of the Communist countries. The Sino-Soviet conflict, he writes,
has been for international Communism `4a tragic disaster, com-
parable in sonie respect& to the split in L ;iristianity several cen-
turies ago.- Peking now rivals Moscow, and most of Russia's
former satellite states have become "junior allies." Soviet power
remains, but only as one actor among several in an increasingly
ci; ,iplex international system.

0 Crankshaw, Edward, ithrushchev: A Career (New York:
Viking, 1966. $7._50; Compass paperback, $2.75). N- S.

Khru,hchev for nearly a decade filled the power vacuum left by

6
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the death of Joseph Stalin. Under his rule, Russia was "de-
Stalinized," the Hungarian revolution was suppressed, new al-
liances were forged in the Caribbean and the Middle East, China
left the Soviet bloc, Soviet provocations in Berlin and Cuba
Threatened to ignite World War Three, better relations were estab-
lished with the United States, Soviet control of eastern Europe
was relaxed, and Russia amazed the world by gaining a loag lead
in the "space race."

The British journalist Edward Crankshaw's biography of
Th ... man at the top was not, one suspects, the most difficult book
in the wodd to write. Very nyieh unlike Stalin, Khrushchev
no mystery of himself. Unsophisticated, colorful, ouLpoken, by
turns ruthless and humane, he lingers in memory like a Russian
Harry Truman. Crankshaw gives him only limited credit for the
better features of his regime. Although he became, at the end,
something of a real statesman, Klirtishehev remained the pris-
oner of his own past. "He moved backwards into the future, try-
ing to stand at bay, but always giving ground to the forces he him-
self, to his own greater glory, had unloosed."

Eichelberger, Clark 10., UN: The First Twenty-Five
Yea: 09651 (4th ed., New York: Harper, 1970. $5.95). ihe
author of this short book on the work of the United Nations is one
of the U.N.'s staunchest defenders. 1-f e does not mince his words:
during the last quarter-century, "the decisive factor for world
peace has been the United Nations, ft has made the difference
between the uneasy peace in which the world has lived and a
third world war." Even the Cuba missile crisis, Eichelberger
feels, would have ended in war without the intervention of the
Security Council and the good ullices of Secretary-General
U Thant. His book reviews the peace-keeping role of the U.N.;
studies its record in disarmament, htunan rights, and economic
and social assistance; and recommends ways of making it si-
nifieantly stronger in future years.
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Emerson, Rupert, From Empire to Nation: Tlw Rise to

Self-Assertion of Asian and African Peoples (Cambridge, Mass.:

Rarvard -U. P., 1960. $12.00; Beacon paperback, $2.95). This is

not so much a history of the collapse of European imperiOism
as a n analysis of the pattern of nation-building in postwar Asia

and Africa. The key development in Emerson's view has been

the rise of a European-type nationalism. The West has lost its

colonies lout it "has scored an extraordinary triumph in that it is

snore than ever the model to which other countries look in their
drive for development." Summarizins the Afro-Asian response
to the West. Emerson discerns three phases : an initial xenophobic

ion against everything Western, illustrated by the Boxer
lion and the Mandist revolt in the Sudan; a period of self-

htuniliati ng acceptance of Western ,u;y ority; and the "nation-
alist synthesis- of recent decades, .rhua ksians and Africans have
recovered pride in their heritage, ti t -t the sane time seek to
follow the Western example 1. y -v-eloping modern industrialized
nation-states. On the whole, natione,lism has been a constructive
force, but Ernerson hopes that the new nations will not "follow

the ruinous course of their cantankerous predecessors upon the

national stage" by engaging in vicious fratriddal wars
Falk, Ridiard A., This Emlangered Planet: Frc'cperts arui

Proposals jor Raman Survival (New York: Ranu,isn e71

$ 8.95; Vintage paperback, $2.95 ) . Richard A. I i. a p. otcs-

sor of international law at Princeton, and a major figure in con-
tern porary thinking about world legit ard political order. In this
vitally important book, he reaches beyond the problems of inter-

national law to assess the crisis in our civilization as a whole: the

threats posed by "the was system." hut also the towc,Hg dangers

of world overpopulation, the depletion of natural r, ,ources, and

the general deterioration of the eavironmetoa. 'de-support sys-
of "'spaceship earth." He sketches designs f.or a new world

order that could bring these dangers under control without nece--
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sarily creating a world government in the classic sense of the
term, More radical prescriptions may be studied in two books
f my own: W. Warren Wagar, The City of Man: Prophecies

of a World Civilization in Twenueth-Century Thought (Boston:
Houghton, 1963. Penguin paperback, $1.65), and Building the

City of an: Outlines of a World Civilization (Now York : Gross-
man, 1971. $10,00; Freeman paperback, $3.25).

FitzGeraid, Frances, Fire in the Lake: The Vietnam's('
and the Anwricans it, Vietnam (Boston: Little, 1972. $12.50).
"Fire in the Lake" is the classical Chinese image of revolution,
from the I Citing or "Book of Changes." Throughout this illumi-
nating study of the Vietnam war and its place in Vietnamese his-
tory, the author stresses the rootsof the conflict in the political and
intellectual traditions of the Vietnamese people. She finds that
even the Communists, both in the North and in the South, fit the
ancient mould closely.

The first half of her book reviews the histoly of Vietnam
and the outbreak of the revolution in South Vietnam during the
Diem regime. In the second half, she follows the Americanization
of the war from the Kennedy years to the spring of 1971. The
massive U.S. presence in South Vietnam, she believes, made
eventual national unification under revolutionary leadership all
the more certain. The Americans "destroyed the economic base"
of the South, as well as the regional political groups that held out
against unification. "They have . . . flattened the local ethnic,
religious and cultural peculiarities nereath a uniform, national
disaster." Soon the time will arrive ' for the narrow flame of
revolution to cleanse the lake of Vietmanese socie ty from the
corruption and disoreer of the Air,rican war." Good accounts
of the earlier war against the French are avaiLik i nierl
Harnmer,The Struggle for Indochina, 1940.1955: Vietnam owl
the French Experience [1954] ( rev, ed., Stanford: Stanford U .P.,
1966. $10.00; paperback, $2.95), and Bernard B. Fall, The Two

7A,
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Viet-Norm: A Political and Military Analysts 1 963] (3rd ed,,

NeW York: Praeger, 1967. $10.09).
Hatch, John, A History of Fostwar Africa (New York:

Praeger, 1965. $10.00; paperback, $3.95 ). "The African po-
litical revolution has been the most dramatic international phe-

nomenon since the war. Within a few years more than thirty new

nations were born." Several others have come into existence since

this book was written, but it remains a convenient survey of the

politics of liberati:::: in postwar Africa. Hatch sees the African

independence movements as primarily "anti-colonial," not "na-

tionalist." Nationalities in the European sense were not a feature

of the African political landscape, but African politicians chose

to accept the boundaries drawn by the colonial powers "rather

than confuse their movements by trying to define new national

units." The way was 1:.:d by Ghana, which achieved independence

in 1957. "It was Kwarne Nkrurnah and his colleagues," Hatch
notes, "who had both set the compass and forced the pace." For

the problems faced by the new African countries since the win-

ning of independence, two excellent books are Basil Davidson,
Which Way Africa?: The Search for ci New Society [1964] (3rd

ed., Baltimore: Penguin, 1971. Paperback, $1.95), and Ruth

First, Power in Africa (New York: Pantheon, 1970. $10.00;

Penguin paperback, $2.95 ).
Hopkins, Harry, Egypt, the Crucible: The Unfi ished

Revolution in the Arab World (Boston: Houghton, 1970,
$10.00). Most Westerners are infected, as Harry Hopkins points

out, by a new anti-Semitism aimed not at Jews but at Arabs, and

c!bove all at the people of Egypt. Admiration for Israel and fears

for her safety in the face of Arab threats of extermination make

it almost impossible for the typical Westerner, Jewish or Gentile,

to understand the Egyptian point of view in the Arab-Israeli con-

frontation or to look with any real sympathy on the achievements

of Arab socialism in Egypt since the revolution that sent King

Farouk packing in 1952.
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In a vivid account of Egyptian history in the postrevo-
lutionary generation, Hopkins gives his readers a chance to see
"the other side" of the argument, to rectify "the more persis-
tent distortions of the lens through which we have lately been in
the habit of ecing the Arab world.' Most of his book is devoted
to tudies of the political, social, economic, and cultural modern-
izaiio under Nasser, which he compares favorably to
the progress made by Israel during the same period. There are
also several chapters on Egyptian-Israeli relations. Throughout,
Hopkins tends to agree, although not slavishly, with the policies
of the Nasser regime. He favors the establishment of a multina-
tional state in the eastern Mediterranean, a new Levantine state
purged of "narrow nationalism" and Zionist apartheid, in which
Jews, Christians, and Muslims can work together toward com-

a goals.
flurewitz, J. C., Middle East Politics: The Military Di-

mension (New York: Praeger, 1969. $11.50; paperback, $4.95).
During the Middle Ages, in both Christendom and Islam, states
were created by warriors. Only in the nineteenth and early twen-
tieth centuries did the models of the "bourgeois" and "prole-
tarian" state emerge, polities made and run by civilians, although
they sometimes had to stage a violent revolution to win power.
Even Lenin, Stalin, Mussolini, and Hitler were civilians. In the
post-1945 world, there has becnperhaps ominouslya trend
toward military states once again, not only in Latin America,
where they were common in the nineteenth century, hut in
Africa and Asia as well.

in this comprehensive survey, J. C. Hurewitz looks at
the phenomenon of military politics in the Middle. East since
World War Two. He explores its root, in the Islamic and Euro-
pean traditions, studies the impain of the Cold War, discusses
rmies as agencies of social change in the Middle East, and

furnishes a country-by-country review of political-military in-
teraction in eighteen Middle Eastern states. Only three of these
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are found to be "non-military republics" (Israel, Lebanon, and
Tunisia), and one of the three (Israel) is aptly labeled a "gar-
rison democracy.- This is a brilliant and sophisticated book, in
which the author skillfully integrates political, military, social,
economic, and even intellectual history.

Lukacs, John, A New History of the Cold War [1961]
(3rd ed., Garden City, N.Y.: Doubleday, 1966. Anchor paper-
back, $2.50). The Cold War, writes Lukacs, began in 1945-47
when Germany and most of Europe were divided into American
and Soviet spheres of influence. Stalin seized the opportunity to
create an empire of satellite states in his sphere, moved not by

considerations of Marxist ideolo,,y but by an expansive Russian
nationalism that the United States at first naively tolerated and
then hastily sought to counter. The struggle reached a turning
point in 1956, when the United States refused to risk general

war to save Hungary. In 1962 Soviet Russia showed a similar
disinclination to fight for her missile bases in Cuba. Since then
the Cold War has undergone "decrystallization," thanks to the

nuclear balance of terror, the rift between Russia and China,
and the gradual corrosion of the Iron Curtain as the eastern
European people's democracies liherali their regimes and re-
store trade links with the West.

A Hungarian who emiated to the United States in
1946, Lukacs makes little attenInt to conceal his anti-Commu-
nist, anti-Russian bias. The Western position is also forcefully

stated by David Rees in The Age of Containment: The Cold
War, 1945-1965 (New York: St. Martin's, 1967. $5.95; paper-
back, $2.25). The Soviet view receives a more favorable read-
ing in D. F. Fleming, The Cold War and Its Origins, 1917-1960
(2 vols., Garden City, N.Y.: Doubleday, 1961. $17.95 the set).

Myrdal, Gunnar, Asian Mama: An Inquiry into the
Poverty of Nations (3 vols., New York: Twentieth Century,
1968. 3 vok., Pantheon paperback, $10.00 the set. Abridged as
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An Approach to the Asian Drama, Methodological and Theo-
retical, New York Random, 1970. Vintage paperback, $3.95.
Shorter abridgement by Seth King under oriizinal title, New
York: Pantheon, 1972, $10.00; Vintage paperback, $1.95).
This is the sort of book that will use up every rainy day of your
vacation, and perhaps a few of the sunny ones, too. Abridge-
ments are available, but the complete work with its three volumes
and 2,284 pages, written by the eminent Swedish economist
Gunnar Myrdal in collaboration with a large staff of research
workers and consultants, is the most ambitious public report
ever filed on what sonic people would call the number one
problem of the postwar era: the steadily widening gap between
the rich and poor nations of the world.

In spite of its length, Asian Drama does not cover all
the "underdeveloped- countries. Ivlyrdal limited his attention to
South AsiaIndia, Pakistan, Ceylon, Burma, Malaya, Thailand,
Indonesia, and the Philippines. Within this area, the Indian ex-
perience is studied with special thoroughness. Political prob-
lems and economic realities arc the topics of the first volume;
the second investigates economic planning, labor, and popula-
tion; health, education, and welfare are surveyed in the third.

Myrdal suggests that solutions for Asia's poverty will not
be found unless all concerned realize that "the basic sc:ial and
economic structure of the countries of South Asia is radically
different from that existing in advanced Western euuntries." He
attacks the short-sighted and ignorant aid policies of the West
and the failure of leadership in the underdeveloped countries
themselves. His proposals for change are summed up in a

more recent book, The Challenge of World Poverty: A World
Anti-Poverty Program in Otaline (New York: Pantheon, 1970.
$8.95; Vintage paperback, S2.95), which also reviews the main
points made in Asian Drarna.

Myrdal, Jan, .and Gun Kessle, Chinese Journey (New
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York: Pantheon, 1965, $9.95; Beacon paperback, $2.95 in
1962 two Swedesthe wrher Jan Myrdal and his artist-wife Gun
Kesslewere given permission to spend a year living in a small
village in northwestern China. During this time, they also traveled
in Inner Mongolia and on the Burma Road. Chinese Journey is
an impressionistic report of what they saw, with photographs by
Kessle and notes by Myrdal. "The pictures,- Myrdal admits,
"are the most important part of the whole; my text is based on
the diary I kept during these journeys. This is no 'objective' de-
scription. It is personal. BO not private."

Paton, Alan, The land and People of South Africa
[19551 (rev. ed., Philadelphia: Lippincott, 1972. $3.95). Soikti
Africa's best known writer, the author of Cry, the Beloka,f'
Country, introduces the Republic and its people. Although
billed as a juvenile, this is a book that has much to offer readers
of any age. Concise, accurate, and fair-minded, but with many
personal observations scattered along the way, it is perhaps ate
best short guide to life in the Republic of South Africa now
available.

Ruiz, Ramon E,, Cuba: The Making of a Revetuti
(Amherst, Mass,: Li_ of Mass. Press, 1968. $6.00; Norton
paperback, $1.65). Many Americans see Cuba today as liqk
more than a bridgehead of world Communism in the Western
hemisphere. But the Revolution of 1959 was an event in Cuban,
as well as Communist, history, Ramon Ruiz has wri:ten a
straightforward study of the political, economic, and ideological
background of Castro's rise to power, from the nineteenth
century onward. The Cuoan revolution he points out, "repre-
sented no sharp break with the past." Even the tactics of guerrilla
warfare adopted by Castro's forces in 1956 "followed a blueprint
that dated back to the nineteenth century." Ruiz also stresses the
importance of anti-Americanism in the Cuban political tradition.
Cuba's long dependence on the United States "had a deleto,ious
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effect on the Cuban mind. It engendered frustration and rage,

especially among the young, over the island's inability to vel

alone on the road to nationhood.- The texture of Cuban life since

1959 is studied in Rolando E. Bonachea and Nelson P. Vaid6s,

eds., Cuba in Revolution (Garden City, N.Y.: Doubleday, 1972.

Anchor paperback, $2.95).
Safran, Nadav, The United States and Israel (Cam-

bridge, Mass.: Harvard U. P., 1963. $8.50). Like most other vol-

umes in Harvard's excellent but mistitled series The American
Foreh'sm Policy Lihrary, Safran's has little to say about the United

States. Only two chapters deal specifically with U.S.-Israeli
onsand in view of Israel's close ties with America, these

chapters that might appear in any general book on Israel.

in begins with a discussion of the historic Jewish claim to

Palestine, the dynamics of modern Zionism, and the political

origins of Israel from the Balfour Declaration to 1947. In the

chapters that follow, he examines the country and its people, the

pattern of politics, economic life, national defense, and foreign

a policy. He has also written From War to War: The Arab-Israeli
Confrontation, 1948-1967 (New York: Pegasus, 1969. $10.00;

paperback, $2.95), a comprehensive history of the Arab-Israeli

crisis that includes a full account of the Six Days' War of 1967.

Sampson, Anthony, The Anatomy of Europe: A Guide
WorAings, Institutions and Character of Contemporary

Western Europe (New York: Harper, 1969. $7.95; Colophon
paperback, $2.45). What are au pair girls? How does the Com-

Mon Market really work? What is European television like?

Why are the left-wing parties in trouble? Who are Europe's

campus radicals and what do they want? in which European

countries is the most English spoken? These are a few of the

many questions you will find answered in Anthony Sampson's

survey of western Europe in the 1960's. Although it is full of

intemsting bits of miscellaneous information, tne book also has
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a more Serious purpose: to measure the extent of western
Eurer-w.',A progress toward integration in the postwar era. The

ty is also the underlyir.g theme of a strikingly
ouch shorter volume, The European Renaissance

1945 (New York: Harcourt, 1970, $6,95; paperback,

), by the French educator and historian Maurice Crouzet.
Schram, Stuart R., Mao Tse-tung (New York: Simon,

1967. $7.91; Penguin paperback, $1.65). Schram's biography

of Mao is far from definitive. A career like Mao's, which spans

more than half a century, and occupies a place in Chinese his-
tory comparable to the place in Russian history of Lenin and
Stalin combined, cannot be digested in a book of 350 pages. But

Schram is a serious scholar, and his interpretation of Mao's

thought and character rings true. He concentrates, wisely

enough, on Mao's years as a revolutionary leader, leaving only

three chapters for the period since 1949.

The man who takes shape in his narrative and analysis is

ugh, intransigent, willful warrior, an exponent of "military

romanticism," an extreme nationalist whose "primary concern

remains, as it has always been, the fate of China." Tri sharp con-

trast to the Russian revolution, which was led from the first by
the Bolshevik party created by Lenin, the Maoist revolution has

been donUnated by the Chinese Red Army. Mao himself has

always displayed a "guerrilla mentality," never forgetting that he

came to power by building an army from the flesh and blood of

the Chinese masses, arid by using it skillfully in wars against

both Chiang Kai-shek and the Japanese that lasted nearly twenty

years. War for Mao T:.e-tung is -the supreme adventure and

the-supreme test of human emir- human will." For a bi-

ography more sympthctic to ' gifted Chinese writer,

see Han Suyin, Thc Mornir -/lao Tse-tung and the

Chinese Revolution, 1893-4 E, 5 BGstor,: Little, 1972. $12.95 ).
Scton-Watson, Hugh. The East European Revolution
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[1951] (3rd ed., New York Praeger, 1956. $6.50; ptrback,
$3.95). From the Ame1ean and western European paint of
view, the one indisputable And unforgivable crime cornrnittd by
Stalinist Russia after 1943 was its forcible conversion of Nand,
Czechoslovakia, and sovazil other eastern European eQuatrics

;oto Bolshevized satellite states. Hugh Seton-Watson's book,
written during the coldest scars of the Cold War, is still 4 useful

summary of the revolutionary changes imposed on the conntries
of eastern Europe between the end of World War Two arkd the

death of Stalin. It opens With a study of the social and politica/

structure of eastern Europe before 1939 and a detailed account
of its participation in the War. Scton-Watson then turns 'to the

period after 1945: the sebure of power by Communist regimes
in Poland, Czechoslovakia, Hungary, Rumania, Bulgaria, Yugo-
slavia, and Albania; economic recovery and state planning; so-
cial and religious policy; and the machinery of government,

Snow, Edgar, The Other Side of the River: Rea China
Today (New York: Random, 1962, Revised as Red Cifiott To-

day, New York: Random, 1970. $20.00; Vintage paperback,

$3.45). Edgar Snow is fo,n1Ous as the American correspondent
who was the first Westerner to interview Mao Tse-tung during
the civil war of the 1930's between Mao's Communists and the
Nationalist government of Chiang Kai-shek. His Red Mar over
China [1937] (rev. ed., New York: Grove, 1968. 510,00; Black

Cat paperback, $2.45) is +In important document in the early
history of Chinese Communism. In The Other Side of the River,

he gives his impression$ of five months of travels in Maoist China

in the summer and auturno of 1960. He visited foirteen of
China's twenty-two provinoes, interviewed more than seventy
leaders including Mao and Chou En-lio, and returned with
enough material for a shelf Of books.

As may he expected, he liked most of what he saw in the
new China. He does not (louht that Mao is a dictator, but he

1 7 8
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